
ABSTRACT 
 

TUTTLE, JOHN RICHARD.  Development of a Virus-Induced Gene Silencing System 
for Cotton and Its Application for Functional Genomics in Fiber.  (Under the direction of 
Dr. Dominique Robertson.) 
 

Cotton is an economically important crop plant grown worldwide for the long, 

spinnable fibers that derive from the surface of the cottonseed.  The large genome of 

cultivated cotton has complicated both traditional breeding and genome assembly.  

Biotechnological improvements have been hampered by cotton’s recalcitrance to 

transformation. An improved understanding of the function of genes unique to the cotton 

fiber could guide transformation-based initiatives leading to improvements in fiber 

qualities.  

Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) is a reverse-genetics technique that can be 

used to investigate gene function by producing a rapid, sequence-specific knockdown 

(silenced) phenotype for a target gene without the need for transformation.  Here I 

describe the development of a set of cotton VIGS vectors for delivery by Agrobacterium 

or biolistics, optimization of environmental conditions for vegetative gene silencing, and 

characterization of both transgene and endogenous gene silencing in cotton fiber. 

The objectives of this work were to: 1) develop a VIGS vector from the bipartite 

geminivirus Cotton leaf crumple virus (CLCrV) and 2) characterize its ability to silence 

genes in cotton fiber. Standard molecular cloning techniques were used to replace the 

coat protein gene of the CLCrV A component with a poly-linker that would allow 

insertion of up to 750-bp of targeting sequence.  The chlorophyll biosynthetic gene 

Magnesium Chelatase (ChlI) was used as a visible marker for vegetative gene silencing.  

Following particle bombardment of cotton cotyledons, I observed the onset of ChlI 

silencing in new growth beginning between 12 and 21 days post infection. Silencing of 

ChlI was significantly better at 22º/18ºC (day/night) than at 30º/26ºC and the viral vector 

showed over a 10-fold increase in accumulation at the lower temperature regime. 

The CLCrV-B component was tested as an insertion vector for carrying short 

gene silencing fragments. A 28-bp ChlI insert in the CLCrV-B component produced 

limited silencing that was correlated with GFP expression when it was cobombarded with 



the CLCrV-A component carrying a GFP.  Silencing became systemic when a wildtype 

CLCrV-A component was used.  A 21-bp ChlI fragment failed to induce silencing while 

a 55-bp fragment failed to produce an infection.  Additionally, I assembled and tested two 

low cost particle delivery devices from common, off-the-shelf components. These guns 

will make molecular techniques, such as RNAi and transient expression, readily available 

to a greater audience.  

To characterize the vector's ability to silence genes in cotton fiber, I silenced a 

35S:mGFP5-ER reporter gene (a gift from K. Rathore).  Vegetative GFP silencing in 

cotton resulted in a sectored phenotype, similar to what was observed for the endogenous 

ChlI gene. I developed a 96-well assay for comparing GFP fluorescence in fibers from 

different ovules. This assay suggested that silencing within a locule was uniform. I used 

quantitative RT-PCR to demonstrate a 4.3 fold reduction in GFP transcript in cotton fiber 

at 15 days post anthesis. 

To test endogenous gene silencing in cotton fiber, I targeted the α-expansin 1 

(GhEXPA1) gene.  Expansins play a role in cell wall loosening during cell expansion.  

Silencing of GhExpA1 was not evident at 12 Days Post Anthesis (DPA) but there was a 

5.6-fold reduction in transcript at 16 DPA compared to plants inoculated with CLCrV 

carrying a non-homologous insert as a control. This resulted in an 8.8% reduction in the 

length of mature cotton fibers.  These results verify the usefulness of VIGS for 

investigating gene function in cotton fiber but suggest that the cotton fiber is only 

susceptible to silencing at certain times in development. 
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GEMINIVIRUSES AND VIGS 

 

Introduction 

The family Geminiviridae consists of single-stranded (ss) DNA viruses with small 

monopartite or bipartite genomes.  The name Geminivirus is derived from the distinctive 

shape of their virion as a twinned icosahedral particle. For nearly one hundred years, we 

have known them to be the cause of various crop diseases (Rojas et al., 2005).  Within the 

past 30 years, we have gained a significant understanding of their structure, organization, 

functions and lifecycles, and the number of characterized geminiviruses has grown from 

10 in 1985 to nearly 600 currently (Harrison, 1985; Fauquet et al., 2008).  Among other 

things, this increased understanding has led to better methods of detection and control of 

geminivirus diseases, the development of new mechanisms of virus resistance and the 

adaptation of geminivirus vectors for plant gene expression and reverse genetics.  Here, I 

will first describe what is known about this family including their genome structures, 

lifecycle, and host interactions.  I will also discuss their adaptation as tools for 

biotechnology as well as the underlying biological mechanisms that enable this 

technology.  

 

The Impact of Geminiviruses on Agriculture 

 As long as man has been practicing agriculture, he has been coping with plant 

virus diseases.  A description of a yellow vein disease in plants, likely caused by a 

geminivirus, has been found in Japanese poetry dating all the way back to the 8th century 

(Harrison, 1985).  Although geminiviruses have relatively conserved genome structures, 

the disease symptoms that they manifest are quite diverse and can depend in part on the 

host they infect and the presence of satellite molecules (Saeed et al., 2005). Symptom 

manifestation presumably depends on the virus's success in interacting with and 

influencing host processes such as cell proliferation, epigenetic regulation, hormone  

signaling and microRNAs (Chellappan et al., 2005; Bisaro, 2006; Mills-Lujan and Deom,  
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2010; Park et al., 2011). The targeting of some of these pathways by viral anti-silencing 

proteins also impacts developmental regulation and growth, resulting in exacerbated 

disease symptoms (Bisaro, 2006; Gopal et al., 2007).  Different virus-host interactions 

can result in phenotypes as subtle as chlorosis and mild leaf curling, or as severe as major 

organ abnormalities such as the formation of de novo leaf enations, and even plant death.   

Plants have adapted endogenous genome control mechanisms as a defense against 

geminiviruses by using post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) and transcriptional 

gene silencing (TGS) to dispense with viral gene products and to inactivate their genomes 

(Raja et al., 2010).  Unfortunately, geminiviruses are quick to evolve due to their small 

genome size, their ability to recombine or co-encapsidate other nucleic acids, and their 

high mutation rates (Seal et al., 2006; Duffy and Holmes, 2008).  Thus, they have become 

very successful pathogens and major economic losses have been attributed to geminivirus 

diseases.  For example, Maize streak virus (MSV), which has become a major problem 

for African countries, has caused yield losses ranging from 10 - 100% depending partly 

on the timing of infection and the size of the insect vector populations (Martin, 2009). In 

Uganda, African cassava mosaic virus (ACMV) reduced cassava yields by 80-90% 

(Vurro et al., 2010). The geminivirus disease complex that constitutes Cotton leaf curl 

disease caused an estimated $5 billion dollars in losses to the Pakistan economy in the 

mid-1990s (Briddon, 2003).  The severe impact that geminiviruses have had on crop 

production and food security makes understanding their biology important for control and 

minimization of  socioeconomic impacts. 

  

Genome Organization 

 The family Geminiviridae is divided into four genera: Mastreviruses, 

Curtoviruses, Begomoviruses, and Topocutoviruses.  Placement into these genera is 

based on genome organization, insect vector, host range, and sequence similarity  

(Boulton, 2002; Fauquet, 2003).  All members of Geminiviridae have single stranded (ss)  

circular DNA genomes ranging from ~2.6 – 3 kb in size, which may be either  
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monopartite or bipartite.  Monopartite members of this family are typically transmitted by  

either the leafhopper (members of the Cicadulina genus) or treehopper (Micrutalis 

malleifera), while both monopartite and bipartite members are transmitted by the sweet 

potato white fly (Bemiscia tabaci) (Alegbejo et al., 2002; Stanley, 2004).   

 Geminiviruses replicate in the nucleus of host cells through either rolling circle 

replication (Stenger et al., 1991) or a recombination-dependent mechanism (Jeske et al., 

2001).  All geminiviruses encode a Rep protein (also known as AL1, AC1, or C1) that 

initiates rolling circle replication through the nicking of a nonanucleotide TAATATTAC 

sequence.  The single known exception is a divergent Iranian Beet curly top virus 

(BCTV) isolate that contains a variant of this sequence (Heyraud et al., 1993; Yazdi et 

al., 2008; Nawaz-ul-Rehman and Fauquet, 2009).  The host cell provides all other factors 

required for geminivirus replication (Rojas et al., 2005).  Their conserved genome 

organization, small size, DNA composition, and their many interactions with host plants 

have led to the adaptation of geminiviruses as models for the study of plant DNA 

replication, nuclear trafficking, and plant viral defense as well as for  biotechnological 

tools to express or silence genes (Palmer and Rybicki, 1997; Gutierrez, 1999; Hanley-

Bowdoin et al., 1999; Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2006). 

 The Mastrevirus genus (also referred to as subgroup I) is characterized by a 

monopartite ssDNA genome.  The representative species of this genus is MSV (Fauquet, 

2003). Due in part to the severity of MSV in parts of Africa, it was one of the earliest 

geminiviruses to be characterized (Bock et al., 1974).  The Mastreviruses are transmitted 

by several species of leafhopper and infect monocotyledonous plants (Alegbejo et al., 

2002; Boulton, 2002; Soto and Gilbertson, 2003).  Their genome encodes four proteins 

known as C1, C2, V1, and V2.  C1 and C2 are located on the complementary strand and 

code for the two replication-associated proteins Rep and RepA.  V1 and V2 are encoded 

by the virion strand and function in movement and as the coat protein, respectively 

(Rojas et al., 2005).   

The second genus in the geminivirus family is the Curtoviruses.  These are also  
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monopartite ssDNA viruses that are transmitted by the leafhopper Circulifer tenellus, but 

they only infect dicotyledonous plants (Soto and Gilbertson, 2003; Rojas et al., 2005).  

The best characterized member of this genus is BCTV, which has caused major losses in 

sugar beet production in the western United States (Creamer et al., 2005).  The 

Curtovirus genome contains seven ORFs known as C1, C2, C3, C4, V1, V2, and V3 

(Hormuzdi and Bisaro, 1993; Yazdi et al., 2008).  V1 codes for the coat protein, V2 is a 

movement protein, and V3 is also involved in movement (Hormuzdi and Bisaro, 1993; 

Rojas et al., 2005). C1 codes for the replication-associated protein Rep and C2 is an anti-

silencing protein (Sunter et al., 2001).  C3 is a replication enhancer that functions by an 

unknown mechanism (Hormuzdi and Bisaro, 1995).  C4 is a nuclear shuttle protein that 

binds ssDNA and dsDNA and functions as a pathogenicity determinant through binding a 

member of the shaggy-related protein kinase family (Teng et al., 2010; Piroux et al., 

2007). Many geminivirus proteins are thought to be multifunctional, like C4, but it is 

likely that for many proteins not all of the functions have been identified. Although the 

C4 open reading frame (ORF) overlaps with C1, it is much less conserved than C1 (Raja 

et al., 2010).  

Members of the third and largest genus of the geminivirus family, Begomovirus, 

may have either bipartite or monopartite ssDNA genomes.  The majority of monopartite 

begomoviruses are found in the old world while bipartite begomoviruses are found in 

both the new world and old world.  The genome of bipatite begomoviruses consists of 

two components known as DNA-A and DNA-B (Nawaz-ul-Rehman and Fauquet, 2009).  

The genome of monopartite begomoviruses resembles the A component of bipartite 

begomoviruses, but the sense strand of the genome encodes an additional protein;  the V2 

precoat protein (Saeed et al. 2007; Mansoor 2003).  Begomoviruses are transmitted by 

the whitefly Bemiscia tabaci and infect dicotyledonous hosts (Bedford et al., 1994; Soto 

and Gilbertson, 2003).  For bipartite begomoviruses, lifecycle functions are divided 

between the two components, with the A component coding for genes involved in 

replication and encapsidation and the B component coding for movement-related  
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proteins.  Five putative ORFs are present on the A component known as AL1, AL2, AL3, 

AL4, and AR1 and two are on the B component, BL1 and BR1.  AL1 codes for the 

replication protein Rep and AL2 (also known as TrAP, AC2 or C2) codes for a 

transactivator of the virion-sense ORFs and also functions as an antisilencing protein 

(Raja et al., 2010).  AL3 (also known as REn or AC3) is a replication enhancer.  In some 

Begomovirus-host combinations, AL4 (or AC4) functions as an antisilencing protein 

(Vanitharani et al., 2004), and AR1 (or AV1) is the coat protein.  On the B component, 

BR1 (BC1) produces the nuclear shuttle protein, and BL1 (BV1) is the intercellular 

movement protein. 

 The fourth subgroup and newest addition to the Geminiviridae is the 

Topocuviruses.  This group possesses a ssDNA monopartite genome and is transmitted 

by the treehopper Micrutalis malleifera (Fauquet, 2003; Stanley, 2004).  Their genome 

codes for 6 potential ORFs: 4 are transcribed from the complementary sense strand and 2 

from the virion sense strand.  Although no molecular analysis of their function has been 

conducted, their organization most closely resembles that of the Curtoviruses.  

Comparisons of predicted amino acid sequence indicate the C1, C2 and C3 ORFs 

resemble those of Begomoviruses, while the C4 sequence is more similar to that from 

Curtoviruses.  The predicted rightward open reading frames V1 and V2 have only weak 

homology to other geminivirus proteins (Briddon et al., 1996).   

 In addition to the core genera of the geminiviruses, a number of subviral DNAs 

called satellites have recently surfaced in association with Old World Begomoviruses, in 

many cases exacerbating the severity of disease (Saeed et al., 2005).  Most of the 

satellites that have been characterized encode a protein, but rely on the helper 

geminivirus for movement and encapsidation (Stanley, 2004; Nawaz-ul-Rehman and 

Fauquet, 2009).  Geminivirus-associated satellites are subdivided into alphasatellites and 

betasatellites, with alphasatellites coding for a Rep-like protein and betasatellites coding 

for a suppressor of gene silencing, ßC1.  The mechanism for enhanced disease symptoms 

from these satellites can vary (Cui et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2006; Saeed et al., 2008;  
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Ding et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2008).  In addition to acting as a suppressor of gene 

silencing, ßC1 from Tomato yellow leaf curl China (TYLCCNV) satellite interacts with  

asymmetric leaves 1 (AS1) and represses jasmonate anti-viral signaling (Yang et al., 

2008). Surprisingly, two Rep-like proteins encoded by alphasatellites have been shown to 

have anti-silencing activity and are the first examples of replication-associated proteins to 

show such activity (Nawaz-Ul-Rehman et al., 2010).  

 

Replication 

 To efficiently replicate their genomes, begomoviruses must reprogram the 

infected cell so that DNA replication machinery is accessible, and ensure that there is an 

abundant supply of nutrients to support high levels of replication.  They have therefore 

evolved a number of mechanisms for interacting with the host cell cycle machinery.   

 Replication of geminiviruses occurs in the nucleus of an infected cell and involves 

the “hijacking” of host DNA replication machinery (Hanley-Bowdoin et al., 1999; 

Gutierrez, 2000; Gutierrez et al., 2004).  In order to make this machinery accessible, the 

host cell is pushed into a state that resembles the S-phase of the cell cycle. Geminiviruses 

accomplish this through interaction of their replication-related proteins Rep and AL3, (or 

RepA, for Mastreviruses) with the plant Retinoblastoma-Related (RBR) protein (Kong et 

al., 2000; Settlage et al., 2001; Castillo et al., 2003; Settlage et al., 2005).  

Retinoblastoma is responsible for preventing premature entry into the cell cycle by 

binding E2F transcription factors that activate S phase genes.  Although plant cyclin Ds 

contain a conserved LXCXE domain that is canonical in animal cells for interaction with 

pRb, most geminivirus Rep proteins lack such a motif (Kong et al., 2000). Even in 

viruses that have RepA proteins with this motif, it is not essential for replication, 

although mutation of the sequence does affect the ability to infect mesophyll tissues 

(McGivern et al., 2005).  In a non-dividing cell, the interaction of geminivirus Rep 

proteins with RBR leads to the release of E2F transcription factors that control the 

progression into S phase (Gutierrez, 1998; Gutierrez et al., 2004; Hanley-Bowdoin et al.,  
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2004).     

The Rep protein of Tomato golden mosaic virus (TGMV) has also been shown to  

interact with Histone H3, a protein kinase (GRIK), and a kinesin-like motor protein, 

which may facilitate replication of viral DNA in non-replicating cells through histone 

modification or inhibition of mitosis (Kong and Hanley-Bowdoin, 2002).  Interaction of 

the begomovirus replication enhancer (REn) AL3 from the bipartite TGMV and C3 from 

the monopartite TYLCV with Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen and RBR have also 

been demonstrated, further reinforcing the activation of cell-cycle machinery through  

RBR-binding (Settlage et al., 2001; Castillo et al., 2003; Settlage et al., 2005).   

 

Movement 

Geminiviruses must overcome several physical barriers for a successful infection 

to develop.  They must first be delivered into a non-infected plant.  This is typically done 

through coat protein-mediated interactions with their respective insect vectors. The coat 

protein not only encapsidates the viral genome, but also mediates uptake by the insect 

vector and insect vector specificity (Briddon et al., 1990; Azzam et al., 1994).  When the 

stylet of the insect vector punctures the vasculature of the plant, viral particles are 

delivered.  Once inside the plant cell, geminivirus genomes must first move into the 

nucleus to be replicated and encapsidated, and then out of the nucleus and into adjacent 

cells for the infection to spread.  Mastreviruses rely on their movement protein V1 and 

coat protein V2 for spread (Liu et al., 2001). Curtovirus and topocuvirus movement is 

less well characterized. Mutational analysis has implicated the coat protein of the 

curtovirus BCTV and the C3 gene in viral movement (Hormuzdi and Bisaro, 1993).   

Bipartite begomoviruses employ the movement proteins BL1 and BR1, although the coat 

protein may also play some role (Qin et al., 1998).  Targeting of the viral genome to the 

nucleus is likely accomplished by the coat protein, since aside from nucleic acid, it is the 

only known component of the virion.  When Mastrevirus DNA was co-microinjected 

with coat protein into cells, it moved rapidly to the nucleus.  This demonstrated a direct 

role for the coat protein in intracellular movement (Liu et al., 1999).  Through GFP 
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fusion experiments, the Mastrevirus movement protein V1 was implicated in intercellular 

movement via the symplast (Kotlizky et al., 2000).   

The Begomovirus movement proteins BL1 and BR1 have been better 

characterized than those of other geminiviruses, and although there is some debate over 

their exact mechanism, most results suggest that BR1 acts as a nuclear shuttle to bind 

viral ssDNA in the nucleus and, through coordinated interaction with BL1, transports the 

viral genome into adjacent cells (Sanderfoot and Lazarowitz, 1995, 1996; Hehnle et al., 

2004).  BL1 binds BR1 and relocalizes it to the periphery of the cell (Sanderfoot and 

Lazarowitz, 1996), but the mechanism by which BL1 accesses adjacent cells is not clear.  

Squash leaf curl virus BL1 was shown to associate with endoplasmic reticulum-derived 

tubules at the plasmodesmata and thereby gain entry into adjacent cells (Ward et al., 

1997).  BL1 of Bean dwarf mosaic virus was shown to increase plasmodesmata size 

exclusion limits, but it was not determined if tubules were formed (Noueiry et al., 1994). 

 

Plant Defenses Against Geminiviruses 

 In response to invasion by geminiviruses, plants defend themselves using 

metabolic, hormonal, and molecular regulation pathways. It is important to understand 

these pathways to be able to manipulate resistance strategies and to be able to understand 

what kinds of effects geminivirus VIGS vectors might have on the physiological 

responses of plants. 

In addition to interacting directly with cell-cycle related genes, the begomovirus 

Rep protein also interacts with energy sensing pathways via the Geminivirus-Rep-

Interacting Kinases GRIK1 and GRIK2.  These kinases are elevated in infected tissues 

and have been shown to interact with and activate the SNF1-related kinase SnRK1 (Shen 

and Hanley-Bowdoin, 2006; Shen et al., 2009). The SnRK1 homologs SNF1 and AMPK 

regulate sugar metabolism in animals and yeast and are important for energy control 

(Polge and Thomas, 2007).  The regulation of sucrose utilization could be very important 

in providing the metabolic substrates required for high levels of viral DNA replication  
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(Shen et al., 2009). This is supported by the role of SnRK1 in phosphorylation of AL1,  

which may be needed for DNA cleavage activity (Hanley-Bowdoin, personal 

communication). Geminivirus DNA cannot be replicated without DNA cleavage (Laufs 

et al., 1995). Thus, geminiviruses may safeguard their replication by only starting to 

replicate in cells that have activated sugar-utilizing enzymes. 

It has been proposed that AL2 and L2 interact with SnRK1 to inactivate it (Hao et 

al., 2003). However AL2 is also a substrate of SnRK1 and phosphomimic mutations in 

AL2 result in delayed infection (Shen and Hanley-Bowdoin, unpublished). This suggests 

that SnRK1 has two different roles in geminivirus infection: activation of AL1 (which is  

needed for viral replication) and inactivation of AL2 (which happens later in the 

infection, after replication, and is a plant defense response). Overexpression of SnRK1 

resulted in delayed infection (Hao et al., 2003), which is consistent with its role as a 

defense protein. However, although AL2 repression of SnRK1 being overcome by 

overexpression of SnRK1 could explain the observed results (delayed infection), AL2 

itself is actually inactivated by SnRK1 (Shen and Hanley-Bowdoin, unpublished). 

Because geminiviruses successfully establish an infection in less than 10% of the 

cells of a plant, it has been difficult to determine the impact of geminivirus infection on 

SnRK1 activity, although it appears to be constitutively active in mature tissues (Shen et 

al., 2009).  Hao et al. showed that inactivation of SnRK1 by antisense transgenic 

constructs resulted in plants that were more susceptible to geminivirus infection (Hao et 

al., 2003). However the results obtained by Hao and coworkers did not directly 

demonstrate silencing of SnrK1 and are inconsistent with more recent results suggesting 

SnrK1 genes are crucial for plant growth and development (Baena-Gonzalez et al., 2007) 

A global analysis of transcriptional changes induced by the begomovirus Cabbage 

leaf curl virus (CaLCuV) showed that salicylic acid genes were activated (Ascencio-

Ibanez et al., 2008). Both of these pathways have been shown to play a role in pathogen 

defense (Whitham et al., 2006).  Further supporting the role of salicylic acid in viral 

defense, it was found that cpr1 mutants that accumulate high levels of salicylic acid were  
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resistant to infection by CaLCuV (Ascencio-Ibanez et al., 2008).    

The bipartite geminivirus nuclear shuttle protein (NSP or BL1/BV1) has been 

shown to interact with a family of leucine-rich-repeat receptor-like-kinases in 

Arabidopsis (NIK1,2, and 3).  Binding of the geminivirus NSP prevents NIK from 

phosphorylating the ribosomal protein rpL10A (Fontes et al., 2004; Carvalho et al., 

2008).  Loss of NIK1 and 3 or the downstream target rpL10A both increase susceptibility 

to geminivirus infection.  Activation of the NIK1 defense pathway inhibits plant growth 

and development suggesting a novel defense pathway (Fontes et al., 2004; Carvalho et 

al., 2008). 

The other well-defined virus defense mechanism of plants, gene silencing, is also 

used to maintain genome integrity. This mechanism is discussed in greater detail in the 

next section. 

 

Silencing as a Defense against Geminiviruses 

 The host defends itself against virus invasion by using a complex network of 

genome control mechanisms involving the production of small interfering RNAs 

(siRNAs) against the viral genome. Virus-derived siRNAs may direct transcriptional 

gene silencing (TGS) by methylation of complementary DNA or they may direct post-

transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) by either tranlational blockage or cleavage of  

complementary RNA.  Both TGS and PTGS have been demonstrated to be effective in 

reducing the severity of geminivirus infection (Muangsan et al., 2004; Buchmann et al., 

2009; Rodriguez-Negrete et al., 2009; Raja et al., 2008; Raja et al., 2010).  

 In plants, silencing can be induced by dsRNA, by high levels of transcription of 

either a sense or antisense-orientation transgenes, or by improper termination of 

transcripts (Que et al., 1997; Waterhouse et al., 1998; Luo and Chen, 2007). These 

inducers are present in the geminivirus life cycle and could theoretically play a role in 

initiating silencing of the viral genome. The production of overlapping transcripts via 

bidirectional transcription could lead to the formation of a dsRNA trigger (Chellappan et  
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al., 2004). Alternatively, high levels of transcription of the coat protein gene could trigger 

PTGS. Evidence for the sense-mediated induction of silencing is provided by results 

showing that mutations in RDR6 and SGS3, which are required for this pathway, but not 

for inverted-repeat silencing (Beclin et al., 2002), lead to enhanced symptoms and viral 

DNA accumulation (Muangsan et al., 2004).  As further evidence for this pathway, the 

TYLCV V2 anti-silencing protein was shown to function by inactivating SGS3 (Glick et 

al., 2008).  

 Silencing is characterized by the production of siRNAs against the viral genome, 

which are used to guide the homology-dependent degradation of mRNA or the 

transcriptional repression of homologous genes.  The DNA genome of geminiviruses 

makes them more difficult for the plant to eradicate.  Unlike RNA viruses, whose 

genomes may be degraded by the PTGS response, only transcripts from DNA viral 

genomes are degraded and the genomes themselves are therefore able to persist in the 

plant.  As a consequence of this, the plant must employ a second tier of genome 

regulating mechanisms involving transcriptional gene silencing (TGS).  TGS is a branch 

of the silencing pathway that uses a distinct species of siRNA to direct methylation of 

geminivirus promoters as well as coding sequences (Rodriguez-Negrete et al., 2009).  

This contributes to either repressed transcriptional activity or aberrant transcription and 

eventually results in inactivation of the geminivirus genome due to the accumulation of 

methylation marks (Raja et al., 2008; Buchmann et al., 2009; Raja et al., 2010).  

However, the Geminiviridae have developed a number of methods to counter even these 

host defenses. 

 

Anti-silencing 

Since geminiviruses are targeted for both TGS and PTGS, it is not surprising that 

they evolved counter-defenses for each of these pathways.  The AC2 and AC4 genes of 

four cassava-infecting begomoviruses were shown to possess varying levels of anti-

silencing activity, with AC2 generally showing stronger anti-silencing activity.  However  
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the exact mechanisms of anti-silencing have not been elucidated (Vanitharani et al., 

2004).   

Bhendi Yellow Vein Mosaic Virus is a begomovirus associated with a 

betasatellite.  Analysis of the ability of C2, C4 and the satellite’s beta C1 protein to 

suppress silencing of GFP suggested some antisilencing activity for C2, but more 

efficient silencing suppression for the C4 and beta C1 products (Gopal et al., 2007).  The 

V2 protein of Tomato leaf curl virus (ToLCV) was shown to reduce PTGS in GFP plants 

inoculated with a silencing inducer, a standard assay for anti-silencing activity (Sharma 

and Ikegami, 2010). 

 In addition to PTGS, recent evidence suggests that geminiviruses also interfere 

with TGS through disruption of the methyl cycle, leading to reductions in genome 

methylation.  The AL2 gene of begomoviruses and the L2 gene of curtoviruses were 

shown to inhibit silencing of a GFP transgene and to reduce ADK activity (Wang et al., 

2005).  Overexpression of AL2 and L2 was also shown to reverse TGS of a GFP 

transgene and to reduce cytosine methylation at genomic loci (Buchmann et al., 2009). 

 

Virus-Induced Gene Silencing  

The gene silencing field was born from the discovery in petunia that homologous 

copies of the chalcone synthase pigment gene resulted in reduced pigmentation when 

introduced under the control of a strong promoter (Napoli et al., 1990),  This was 

followed shortly by transgene-derived approaches to virus resistance (Lindbo and 

Dougherty, 1992; Smith et al., 1994).  It was soon realized that at least some mechanisms 

of coat protein-derived transgenic virus resistance were occurring due to a similar 

mechanism (silencing of the virus rather than expression of the coat protein gene; 

Mueller et al., 1995).  Soon afterwards scientists began to exploit the virus’ ability to 

induce gene silencing as a method for targeting and silencing endogenous sequences in a 

sequence specific manner (Kumagai et al., 1995).  This technique formed the basis for 

VIGS as a reverse genetics technique.  While VIGS vectors have been constructed from  
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both RNA and DNA viruses, this review will focus on geminiviruses for the sake of 

relevance and brevity.  Below we discuss the currently available geminivirus vectors and 

what is known about the biological mechanisms underlying the VIGS technique. 

 

Current Geminivirus Vectors 

The most current review of VIGS discusses the available RNA VIGS vectors, but 

no recent reviews discuss the DNA vectors available as functional genomics tools 

(Becker and Lange, 2011).  A list of currently available DNA vectors is presented in 

Table 1.  Bipartite begomoviruses are attractive targets for conversion into silencing 

vectors because of their conserved genome organization and capacity for movement 

independent of the coat protein (AR1) (Briddon et al., 1990; Azzam et al., 1994; Turnage 

et al., 2002).  The dispensability of the coat protein allows for targeting sequences to be 

substituted for the AR1 sequence.   

Currently 6 bipartite begomovirus vectors are available for use in functional 

genomics (Table 1) (Krenz et al., 2010; Kjemtrup et al., 1998; Peele et al., 2001; Turnage  

et al., 2002; Fofana et al., 2004; del Rosario Abraham-Juarez et al., 2008; Tuttle et al., 

2008).  All 6 of these vectors are coat protein replacements, while CaLCuV and TGMV 

are also available as BR1 insertion vectors (Peele et al., 2001; Turnage et al., 2002).  A 

vector derived from the curtovirus Beet curly top (BCTV) is currently the only one 

derived from a monopartite virus through replacement of part of the V1/R1 and V2/R2 

genes (Golenberg et al., 2009).    

The recent characterization of geminivirus satellites has prompted their adaptation 

as VIGS vectors as well.  These vectors were constructed through either replacement of 

the Rep-associated protein of DNA1 or of the βC1 open reading frame of a beta-satellite 

(Tao and Zhou, 2004; Huang et al., 2009).  The diversity of geminivirus VIGS vectors 

currently available helps to extend VIGS beyond model systems such as Arabidopsis and 

N. benthamiana and into a number of crops including cotton, tomato, spinach, pepper, 

and cassava (Tuttle et al, 2008; Golenberg et al., 2009; Carillo-Tripp et al., 2006; Fofana 

et al., 2004). 
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Mechanisms of VIGS 

The sequence specificity of the silencing response is imparted by small interfering 

RNAs (siRNAs).  siRNAs are produced through the action of RNAse III-like nucleases 

referred to as dicer-like proteins (DCL)  (Bernstein et al., 2001).  Dicers act to degrade 

dsRNA into siRNA duplexes with 2-nt 3' overhangs.  Four of these proteins have been 

identified and characterized in Arabidopsis (Blevins et al., 2006).  All four dicers have 

been shown to act against geminiviruses for the production of three different size classes 

of siRNAs in a redundant manner (Blevins et al., 2006).  The two nuclear dicers DCL1 

and DCL3 produce 21 and 24-nt siRNAs respectively (Schauer et al., 2002; Papp et al., 

2003; Blevins et al., 2006).  Two cytoplasmic dicers DCL2 and DCL4 produce 22 and 

21-nt siRNAs respectively (Blevins et al., 2006).  The size of the siRNA determines its 

role in the silencing response.  21-nt siRNAs generally guide post transcriptional gene 

silencing.  22 nt siRNAs play a role in maintenance and amplification of the silencing 

signal while 24 nt siRNAs guide transcriptional silencing (Hamilton et al., 2002; 

Daxinger et al., 2009; Cuperus et al., 2010). 

The silencing signal is mobile (Voinnet et al., 1998; Tournier et al., 2006).  

Recent work suggests that both 21-nt and 24-nt siRNA duplexes themselves are the 

mobile signals (Dunoyer et al., 2010; Molnar et al., 2010). The spread of silencing is 

approximately 10-15 cells and it appears to move symplastically (Himber et al., 2003; 

Hyun et al., 2011).  Longer distance transmission of silencing has been shown to require 

the action of SGS3 and RDR6 and propagates through the phloem (Vaistij et al., 2002; 

Himber et al., 2003; Tournier et al., 2006). Micrografting experiments have also 

implicated components of the transcriptional gene silencing pathway in the reception of 

long distance silencing: the RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase RDR2, the DNA-

dependent RNA-polymerase PolIV and the 24-nt siRNA generating DCL3 in the 

reception of long distance silencing (Brosnan et al., 2007). 

The siRNAs produced by dicers are loaded into effector complexes to direct 

cleavage of homologous sequences.  The silencing response is effected by ribonuclease
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TABLE 1.  Currently Available Geminivirus-based VIGS Vectors   

VIRUS MODIFICATION 
HOST(s) 
TESTED GENE(s) Targeted Inoculation REFERENCE 

AbMV CP- N. benthamiana PDS, GFP Bombardment/Agro Krenz, 2010 
ACMV  CP- M. esculenta ChlI, CYP79D2,D1 Bombardment Fofana, 2004 
BCTV Truncated R1 and R2 S. oleracea rbcS, ChlI, SpAP1 Bombardment/Agro Golenberg, 2009 
    L. esculentum trnktls, SpAP3     
CaLCuV CP-,  BR1insertion A. thaliana PDS, ChlI, GFP Bombardment Turnage, 2002 
CLCrV CP- G. hirsutum ChlI, PDS Bombardment/Agro Tuttle, 2008 
    G. raimondii       

PHYVV Partial CP replacement Capsicum annum Comt pAmt Kas Bombardment 
Abraham-Juarez, 
2008 

    N. tabacum     Carillo-Tripp, 2006 
    L. esculentum       

TbCSV DNA1 Rep- N. benthamiana 
ChlI,GFP, 
NbTOM1,3 Agro Huang, 2009 

    N. glutinosa CHS     
    S. lycopersicum PCNA     
    Petunia hybrida       
TGMV CP- N. benthamiana ChlI, luc Bombardment Kjemtrup, 1998 
  BR1 insertion N. benthamiana PCNA, ChlI, GFP   Peele, 2001 

ToLCV 
CR-AC3 synthetic 
satellite L. esculentum PCNA Agro Pandey, 2009 

TYLCV  C1-  N. glutinosaq PCNA, GFP, PDS Agro Tao, 2004 
 DNA-Beta   N. tabacum       
    L. esculentum       
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H-like proteins known as Argonautes (Baumberger and Baulcombe, 2005).  Following 

DCL action, the siRNA duplexes are first methylated to generate a 3' OH methyl group 

via the action of the HEN1 protein (Yang et al., 2006).  This prevents uridylation of the 

siRNA duplex which would lead to degradation (Li et al., 2005).  They are then bound by 

the PAZ domain of an argonaute protein (Li et al., 2005). Once loaded into the argonaute, 

one strand of the siRNA duplex is cleaved (Matranga et al., 2005), and the remaining 

intact siRNA is used to direct transcript cleavage or translational inhibition of 

complementary targets (Brodersen et al., 2008).  The extent of homology between the 

siRNA and the target determines which of these fates awaits the mRNA.  Mismatches 

present in the central region of the siRNA at the 10th or 11th nucleotide pair in the 

siRNA/target mRNA duplex lead to translational inhibition, while perfect matches lead to 

cleavage of the target (Brodersen et al., 2008).  Arabidopsis contains 10 Argonaute 

proteins that have distinct, but partially redundant roles in effecting silencing (Vaucheret, 

2008).  Evidence suggests that both thermodynamic properties of the 5' end of the duplex 

and 5' nucleotide sequence may play some role in the preferential association of an 

siRNA with a particular argonaute and selection of the guide siRNA (Khvorova et al., 

2003; Takeda et al., 2008).  PTGS of viral genomes is predominantly enacted through the 

redundant action of AGO1, AGO2 and AGO7 (Morel et al., 2002; Qu et al., 2008; 

Harvey et al., 2011; Jaubert et al., 2011), while association with AGO4 or AGO6 is 

necessary for transcriptional gene silencing (Zilberman et al., 2003; Zilberman et al., 

2004; Zheng et al., 2007). 

 

Transitivity 

 In addition to the initial silencing response, siRNA production may spread 3' and 

5' of the initial targeting sequence in a process termed transitivity (Vaistij et al., 2002). 

Transitivity has been suggested as a mechanism for increasing the initial pool of siRNAs 

and has been implicated in extensive cell-to-cell silencing spread (Himber et al., 2003).  

Transitivity relies on the action of host RNA dependent RNA polymerases for the  
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generation of additional dsRNA both upstream and downstream of the target sequence 

(Vaistij et al., 2002).  Production of dsRNA by plant RdRPs has been suggested to act in 

a primed and non-primed manner. Purified Arabidopsis RDR6 was shown to possess 

primer independent activity in vitro (Curaba and Chen, 2008).   

Evidence for primer-dependent transitivity comes from experiments employing a 

GFP transgene carrying a microRNA recognition site.  This construct was previously 

shown to induce RDR6-dependent transitivity in Arabidopsis.  However when the 

microRNA recognition site was re-engineered to contain 3' mismatches that did not affect 

cleavage or binding, transitivity was blocked (Moissiard et al., 2007).  Recent evidence 

suggests that SGS3 binds dsRNA with 5' overhangs, and it has been colocalized with 

RDR6 (Fukunaga and Doudna, 2009; Kumakura et al., 2009).  SGS3 may recruit RDR6 

to transcripts that have been cleaved by dicer to promote 5'-3' dsRNA synthesis.   

Twenty-two nucleotide small RNAs have recently been implicated in a primer-

like mechanism for recruiting RDR6 to specific microRNA loci.  While the majority of 

miRNA targets do not produce transitive silencing, two studies have recently shown that 

transitivity can be induced through the expression of 22-nt versions of these miRNAs 

(Chen et al., 2010; Cuperus et al., 2010).  Chen et al. speculate that incorporation of the 

22-nt siRNA into AGO1 may promote cleavage in addition to the recruitment of 

transitivity factors such as SGS3 and RDR6.  Downstream factors implicated in the 

processing of these dsRNA transcripts also include DCL4 and AGO1 (Dalmay et al., 

2000; Mourrain et al., 2000).  Transgenes seem to be more prone to transitivity than 

endogenous genes (Vaistij et al., 2002; Himber et al., 2003), perhaps due to their strong 

promoters, which may result in aberrant transcription and recruitment of RDR6 (Luo and 

Chen, 2007). 

 

Transcriptional Gene Silencing 

 The DNA genomes of geminiviruses make them less susceptible to defenses that 

rely solely on RNA degradation.  As a result, plants also employ transcriptional gene  
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silencing to inactivate the viral genome.  Geminiviruses are present in minichromosomes 

within the nucleus and are assembled onto nucleosomes (Pilartz and Jeske, 1992, 2003).  

The transcriptional state of the geminiviral genome may be modulated through cytosine 

methylation.  Densely methylated regions of the Arabidopsis genome are typically 

heterochromatic (Cokus et al., 2008). 

  VIGS-induced transcriptional gene silencing of endogenous genes by a 

geminivirus has not been demonstrated, however transgenes are susceptible to 

transcriptional gene silencing initiated by VIGS (Jones et al., 1999) and coding region 

methylation (Rodman et al., 2002).  Recently Kanazawa and coworkers demonstrated 

transcriptional gene silencing of chalcone synthase (CHS) in petunia and the colorless 

non-ripening gene (LeSPL-CNR) in tomato by using the RNA virus Cucumber mosaic 

virus (Kanazawa et al. 2010).  Although transcriptional gene silencing does play a role in 

plant defense against geminiviruses, it does not appear to play a large role in geminivirus 

VIGS.  Hence it will only be discussed briefly here.   

Direction of methylation to both the plant and viral genomes is accomplished by 

24 nt siRNAs (Xie et al., 2004; Daxinger et al., 2009; Rodriguez-Negrete et al., 2009). 

These are the product of the nuclear DCL3 (Daxinger et al., 2009).  The 24 nt size class 

of siRNA associates with Argonaute 4 or 6 (Zilberman et al., 2003; Zheng et al., 2007).  

The Argonaute-siRNA complex directs methylation of complementary sequences through 

the recruitment of cytosine and histone methyltransferases (Li et al., 2006; Pontes et al., 

2006). Propagation and maintenance of this methylation is achieved through the action of 

PolIV, a DNA-dependent RNA-polymerase that transcribes methylated sequences 

(Pikaard et al., 2008).  The ssRNA is converted to dsRNA through the action of RNA-

dependent RNA-polymerase 2 (RDR2) (Lahmy et al., 2009).  The dsRNA products of 

RDR2 are then cleaved by DCL3 to perpetuate 24-nt heterochromatic siRNA productio 
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Other Considerations for VIGS Technology 

 

Methods of Inoculation 

Geminivirus VIGS vectors may be introduced through DNA abrasion, particle 

bombardment, and Agrobacterium (Stenger et al., 1991; Gal-On et al., 1997; Ascencio- 

Ibanez and Settlage, 2007).  Depending on the nature of the gene being targeted for 

silencing and the equipment that is available, the researcher will need to weigh the 

advantages and disadvantages of these techniques.  DNA abrasion involves the use of an 

abrasive combined with the vector DNA to create wounds on the surface of the leaf 

through which DNA is introduced into the plant.  Although inexpensive, this technique 

does not work for all virus-host combinations (Ascencio-Ibanez and Settlage, 2007). 

Particle bombardment may be used to introduce a wide range of viruses, however it is 

comparably expensive and requires the use of a gene gun.  Both of these techniques 

introduce the virus through wounding.  Agrobacterium may also be used to introduce a 

VIGS vector.  It requires that the vector be available in a binary plasmid and, although it 

is an inexpensive and efficient method of introducing most viruses, it involves the use of 

a second plant pathogen, which may complicate analysis of some VIGS experiments.  

 

Environment 

Growth conditions have been shown to impact viral replication and efficiency of 

VIGS vectors.  In tomato low temperature and humidity were shown to promote silencing 

from the RNA virus TRV (Fu et al., 2006).  Low temperature was also shown to enhance 

both viral accumulation and endogenous gene silencing from the geminivirus Cotton leaf 

crumple virus (Tuttle et al., 2008).   This is somewhat counter intuitive since the RDR 

required for VIGS possesses higher activity at increased temperatures and profiling of 

siRNAs against the viral genome shows an increase in the level of siRNAs at higher 

temperatures (Chellappan et al., 2005; Qu et al., 2005). 
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Targeting Sequence 

Silencing may be impacted by physical features of the targeting sequence such as 

size, directionality, region of the gene from which the sequence derives or potential 

secondary structure (Lacomme et al., 2003). The dsRNA formed from a transcribed 

inverted repeat may serve as a direct DCL substrate and has been shown to enhance 

silencing relative to single orientation inserts in an RNA virus (Lacomme et al., 2003).  If 

a target or gene family is expressed throughout the plant, this may complicate VIGS 

analysis in organs of interest due to systemic disruption of metabolic processes.  Care 

should be taken to ensure that the inducing sequence only has homology to the target 

gene and to no other parts of the genome. The use miRNA-derived vectors has allowed 

shorter sequences to be used for initiating silencing, which can impart greater selectivity 

to silencing and allows for the targeting of individual family members (Schwab et al., 

2006).  To date, only geminivirus vectors have been adapted for carrying miRNA-like 

sequences for silencing initiation (Tang et al., 2010). 

Symplastic isolation of specific cells or organs can be a barrier to effective VIGS.  

The siRNAs that guide VIGS are symplastically mobile and thus unable to reach the 

target transcript in regions of symplastically isolated cells such as guard cells (Himber et 

al., 2003). It may not be possible for siRNAs produced from the VIGS vector to reach 

these cells and produce a phenotype unless they are reached prior to symplastic isolation.   

Many VIGS vectors are unable to impact the gametophytic tissues of the plant or 

the developing embryo. A notable exception is TRV, which was recently shown to be 

inherited in a small number of tomato progeny (Senthil-Kumar and Mysore, 2011). 

Secondary structure can also impact the extent and specificity of silencing.  

 

Phenotypic Analysis 

The extent of phenotypic analysis should be a consideration for any VIGS 

experiment.  Due to functional redundancy, large families may not produce significant 

phenotypes.  Distribution of a VIGS vector within a plant is non-uniform and silencing  
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may not always be complete. Additionally, many genes may produce subtle phenotypes.  

It may be helpful to couple silencing of the vector to silencing of a visible marker such as 

GFP to determine which tissues are silenced. However, VIGS requires the use of a 

modified virus that impacts host gene expression growth and development (Ascencio-

Ibanez et al., 2008).  These effects may be accounted for through the inclusion of controls 

with non-homologous targeting sequences or the empty vector.  Because silencing from 

VIGS vectors is not always complete and many genes may not produce a robust 

phenotype, it may be necessary to include a marker gene in VIGS experiments.   

 

Summary 

VIGS has become a widely accepted technique for functional genomics (Becker 

and Lange, 2011).  Its primary advantages are its speed relative to transformation, the  

diverse methods through which it may be introduced, the expanding collection of VIGS 

vectors that have been developed, their utility in numerous host plants, and their ability to 

trigger silencing after the plant has germinated.  This allows VIGS to circumvent the 

embryo lethality resulting from mutation of some genes.  

VIGS vectors with limited host range are also limited in their applicability.  

Recent developments in which satellite-derived vectors were used to initiate VIGS 

suggests that this may no longer be a problem (Tao and Zhou, 2004; Huang et al., 2009), 

at least in Old World countries where satellites are found (Nawaz-ul-Rehman and 

Fauquet, 2009). Satellites can be trans-replicated by several different geminiviruses 

(Mansoor et al., 2003). This could allow the same vector to be used for different plants in 

combination with a helper geminivirus that infects that plant (Huang et al., 2009). While 

the method does have some complications, many of them may be rectified or negated 

through careful experimental design and should not pose a problem in most cases.   

VIGS still remains the reverse genetics method of choice for poorly characterized 

species and species that are not amendable to plant transformation. Although transgenes 

can be transiently silenced using Agrobacterium or microprojectile bombardment,  
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endogenous genes can not (Voinnet et al., 1998). Endogenous gene silencing has been 

shown to have limited spread and therefore requires a viral vector to propagate the 

silencing trigger and move it throughout the plant. Once initiated, endogenous gene  

silencing is fairly stable, although it does show signs of reversal over a period of weeks 

(personal observation). Because of the requirement for an independent mechanism for 

maintaining endogenous gene silencing triggers, VIGS vectors remain the system of 

choice for plants, such as cotton, that have poorly developed or inefficient transformation 

systems.  

 
 

THE ROLE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY IN COTTON IMPROVEMENT 

 

Introduction 

Cotton is an economically important crop predominantly known for the soft 

spinnable fibers that derive from its seed coat.  The cotton industry encompasses 

production of fiber as well as oil from the cottonseed and feed from the seed or seed 

cakes that are a by-product of cotton oil production.  All of these activities amount to a 40 

billion dollar per year industry worldwide (Source USDA/FAS 2010).  For heavy cotton 

producing countries, such as Pakistan, this amounts to nearly 2-3% of their gross 

domestic product (Source WTO, USDA/FAS 2009).  Much of the value of cotton as a 

crop comes from its single-celled seed trichomes, which for the more widely cultivated 

Gossypium hirsutum, may reach lengths of 2.5-3 cm.  However for G. barbadense, the 

fibers may reach lengths of nearly 6 cm (Kim and Triplett, 2001).   This makes the cotton 

fiber one of the largest cells in the plant kingdom.   

Growing cotton, like many crop plants, is a challenge for several reasons 

including (but not limited to) major problems with pathogens and pests, dependence on 

growth regulators and defoliants for production of cotton as a forced annual crop, and 

heavy irrigation requirements (Suttle, 1985; Zhao and Oosterhuis, 2001; Ritchie et al., 

2006).  In addition to the challenges of growing the plant itself, the textile industries  
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require more consistent, longer, and stronger fibers to keep up with higher spinning rates 

brought about by technological innovation and competition from manmade fibers 

(Bradow and Davidonis, 2000).  Within the past decade, biotechnology has been used to  

confer traits such as insect resistance, reduce seed toxicity, and improve fiber physical 

properties (Perlak et al., 1990; Sunilkumar et al., 2006; Haigler et al., 2007).  The role 

that biotechnology has played in advancing cotton production and properties will be 

discussed. 

 

The Cotton Plant 

 The genus Gossyipium is composed of 50 species, of which only four have been  

traditionally used for their fiber including the diploids G. herbacaeum and G. arboreum, 

and the tetraploids G. hirsutum, and G. barbadense (Brubaker et al., 1999).  The 

tetraploids G. hirsutum and G. barbadense are the principle species cultivated for their 

fibers, representing approximately 90% and 5% of worldwide production respectively 

(Percy et al., 2006).   In addition to the long spinnable fibers, the seeds from which they 

derive are rich in oil and protein, but the use of the seed products is complicated by the 

presence of the toxin gossypol (Romano and Sheffler, 2008).  Gossypol and related 

compounds are found throughout the plant in pigmented glands.  They act as 

antiherbivory agents to both insects and monogastric animals (Stipanovic et al., 1988; 

Baram et al., 1987). 

 Modern cultivated upland cotton, Gossypium hirsutum, is a perrenial day-neutral 

plant that is cropped as an annual with the aid of defoliants and growth regulators (Suttle, 

1985; Zhao and Oosterhuis, 2001; Ritchie et al., 2006).  Morphologically, the plant 

consists of a main stem that supports lateral fruiting branches with a 3/8 alternate 

phyllotaxy.  Approximately 38 days after planting the lateral fruiting branches begin to 

develop flower buds (Ritchie et al., 2006).  The buds appear as a cluster of 3 to 4 bracts 

known as a square.  Approximately 60 days after planting, the flowers begin to open.  On 

the day of anthesis, the flowers of G. hirusutum are white, turning violet the second day 

and senescing the third day.  Pollination occurs by the second day typically within a few 
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hours of opening (Ritchie et al., 2006).  Cotton flowers are perfect and typically self-

pollinate. 

The superior ovary of the cotton plant gives rise to what is known as the cotton 

boll.  The boll of G. hirsutum is subdivided into 3 to 5 locules that each contain between 

6 and 10 ovules arranged in two vertical rows (van Iersel et al., 1995).  The ovules are 

nourished through vascular tissue that extends up the center of the cotton boll referred to 

as the central column (van Iersel et al., 1995).  Carbohydrates produced in the  

leaf of the plant are transported initially to the roots and later primarily to the flowers. 

Flowers closer to the main stem are fed from the main stem leaves, while more distal 

fruits are fed through the subtending leaves (Ritchie et al., 2006).  On or slightly before 

the day of anthesis, the cotton fibers initiate from the epidermis of the seed and develop 

for approximately 50 days before the locules dehisce and the mature bolls open to reveal 

fluffy mass of cotton fiber.  

 

The Cotton Genomes 

The 45 species of diploid cottons (n=13), are grouped into 8 cytological genomes 

designated A through G and K .  Modern cultivated G. hirsutum is an allotetraploid (n = 

26) thought to have arisen approximately 1-2 million years ago through the merger of 

diploid old world (A genome) and new world (D genome) progenitors.  The A genome of 

the ancestral Asiatic cottons is most closely related to G. arboreum (n = 13).  The 

ancestral D genome of South American cottons is most closely related to G. raimondii (n 

= 13).  Production of spinnable fiber is unique to the A genome species (Xu et al., 2011; 

Wendel et al., 1992).  However QTLs governing fiber quality have been mapped to the D 

subgenome of tetraploid cotton, suggesting that the superior fiber qualities present in the 

tetraploids may have arisen due to the genome merger (Xu et al., 2011; Boopathi et al., 

2011). 

  
The Cotton Fiber 

The surface of the cottonseed is the source of one of the most unique cell types in  
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the plant kingdom, the cotton fiber (or more appropriately the cotton trichome).  At 

maturity, the cotton fiber is a single cell with a thick secondary cell wall composed of 

nearly pure cellulose (Basra and Malik, 1984; Kim and Triplett, 2001).  Fibers of G. 

hirsutum may reach lengths from 2.2 to 3 cm while the more finer fibers of G.  

barbadense may reach 6 cm (Kim and Triplett, 2001).  Fiber development is generally 

divided into four overlapping phases beginning with initiation at or slightly before the 

day of anthesis (Basra and Malik, 1984; Kim and Triplett, 2001).  Approximately 30% of 

the epidermal cells bulge from the surface of the ovule beginning at the chalazal end and 

progressing toward the mycropyle.  These fiber initials continue to expand during the 

initiation phase.  After approximately three days the microtubule cytoskeleton is 

rearranged from longitudinal to transverse helical arrays to direct polar elongation 

(Hinchliffe et al., 2010; Wilkins and Arpat, 2005).  At approximately 10 days post 

anthesis (dpa) fibers begin to elongate at a rate of approximately 2 mm per day until 

between approximately 16 to 21 dpa (Wilkins and Arpat, 2005). Rapid expansion is 

thought to occur through a combination of high turgor pressure, cell wall loosening 

enzymes, and plasmodesmatal closure and is thought to be limited by the extensibility of 

the primary cell wall (Lee et al. , 2010; Ruan et al., 2001;  Ruan et al., 2004).  

Plasmodesmata at the base of the fiber are open until approximately 9 dpa at which point 

they close to presumably help keep turgor pressure high coincident with an increase in 

sucrose and potassium transporter activity (Ruan et al., 2001).  By 16 dpa, the 

plasmodesmata reopen and elongation slows resulting in a single cell that is nearly 1000  

times longer than it is wide (Lee et al. 2010; Ruan et al., 2004).  Around15 - 22 dpa 

(depending on genotype and environment), the fiber begins secondary cell wall 

deposition.  Cellulose microfibrils composed of β-1,4-glucan chains are deposited in 

successive helical layers with alternating angles of deposition until the secondary wall is 

3 to 4 µm thick.  After the secondary cell wall is completed, the fiber is 94% cellulose 

(Basra and Malik, 1984; Kim and Triplett, 2001).  After approximately 45 dpa, the fibers 

mature and dehydrate.  It is these dehydrated fibers that form the basis of the textile 

industry.   
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Analysis of the cotton fiber transcriptome has revealed its development to be a 

genetically complex process, requiring the expression of as many as 14,000 genes 

representing at least 40% of the cotton genome (Arpat et al., 2004).  Comparisons of gene  

expression in developing fibers with other cotton organs suggests that between 74 - 94%  

of the cotton genome is transcribed at each stage and more than half of the genes are up-

regulated in fiber compared to other tissues (Hovav et al., 2008). 

 

Economics of Fiber 

The mature cotton fiber forms the basis of the natural textiles market and is of 

major economic value.  Cotton fiber ranked 14 out of the top 20 agricultural commodities 

in the world as of 2008 (Source FAOstat).  As of 2009/2010, cotton was cultivated on 

30.1 million hectares worldwide, producing 22 million metric tones at a value of 

approximately 39 billion US dollars (Source USDA/FAS). In the United States alone, the 

US cotton crop is estimated at approximately 5 billion dollars (Hinchliffe et al., 2010; 

Lee et al., 2007).  Worldwide, more than 150 countries are involved in the import or 

export of cotton, with an estimated economic impact of approximately 500 billion per 

year (Lee et al., 2007). 

The final properties of the mature cotton fiber determine its market value, with 

high whiteness, length, strength, intermediate micronaire and fineness being most 

desirable (Bradow and Davidonis, 2000).  As textile technology has advanced, so has the 

requirement for fibers to withstand the rigors of the yarn and fabric making processes.  

The push for more efficient and competitive methods of yarn production led to machines 

capable of higher rates of spinning.  Open end rotor spinning produces yarns that are 15 

to 20% weaker than traditional ring spun yarns, but at 5 times the speed (Bradow and 

Davidonis, 2000).  Textile mills must rely on higher strength fibers to compensate for the 

decrease in yarn strength. Additionally stronger fibers can better withstand forces 

associated with faster processing (Liu et al., 1999).  Thus substantial pressure has been 

placed on cotton breeders to produce stronger fibers (Bradow and Davidonis, 2000), 

(Shen et al., 2007; Hinchliffe et al., 2010). The thickness of the secondary cell wall, the 
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degree of cellulose polymerization, and the orientation and number of reversals in 

cellulose deposition can all impact fiber strength and thus affect pricing of the mature  

fiber (Hinchliffe et al., 2010).  Improved fiber length has also been a trait of interest 

because short fibers contribute to reduced spinning efficiency (Hinchliffe et al., 2010).    

  

Conventional Breeding 

 Cotton fiber must both meet the demands of textile manufacturers while still 

remaining profitable for the cotton farmer (Culp and Harrell, 1973).  Thus emphasis in 

cotton improvement has been placed on high fiber quality as well as high yield.  Up until 

the last 30 years, all of the gains made in improving fiber quality and yield have been the 

result of conventional breeding methods (Qureshi et al., 2004). 

The push for both high yield and strong fiber has been complicated by the negative 

correlation between yield and fiber strength (Zeng and Meredith, 2009; Shen et al., 

2007).  The narrow genetic base of modern elite cultivars has also posed a challenge for 

cotton breeders (Percy et al., 2006; Iqbal et al., 2001; Herring et al., 2004).  Stagnation in 

lint yield over the past few decades has been attributed to this narrow genetic base 

(Mishra et al., 2003; Bowman and Gutierrez, 2003; Percy et al., 2006).  Introgression of 

new genetic diversity has been problematic due to the photoperiodic flowering of 

potential germplasm, hybrid incompatibiltiy, segregation distortion, and poor agronomic 

properties in the progeny (Iqbal et al., 2001; Boopathi et al., 2011; Zeng and Meredith, 

2009; Percy et al., 2006).  Improvements of physiological traits in cotton such as water 

use efficiency and drought tolerance has been hindered by low heritability (Paterson et 

al., 2003; Stiller et al., 2005). 

 

Mutagenesis 

 Mutagenesis for cotton improvement has not been extensively utilized (Herring et 

al., 2004; Boopathi et al., 2011).  However mutagenesis experiments have resulted in 

several improvements.  Radiation was used for the conversion of photoperiod-dependent  
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ancestral cottons to day neutral lines with improved agronomic qualities, thus making 

these lines more amendable to introgression (Abdurakhmonov et al., 2007).  Chemical  

mutagenesis has been successfully used to simultaneously improve yield and increase  

fiber length and strength (Auld et al., 2007). 

 

Marker Assisted Selection and QTL Mapping 

 Traditional breeding methods and limited genetic information have not allowed 

cotton breeders to adapt to the textile manufacturers’ desire for high quality fiber while 

maintaining high yield (Kohel et al., 2001).  Biotechnology offers solutions to some of 

the problems posed by conventional breeding.  Marker assisted selection and QTL 

mapping rely on the association of a genomic region with a quantifiable trait.  Use of 

DNA markers can greatly enhance the efficiency of breeding programs by allowing rapid 

screening of recombinants early in a program to maintain more managable populations 

(Culp and Harrell, 1973). 

 Marker assisted selection may also be used to improve the sensitivity of a breeding 

program when traits are subtle or difficult to measure (Paterson, 2002) or to mitigate the 

problems associated with introgression (Boopathi et al., 2011). First generation QTL 

mapping experiments only detect genes with relatively large contributions, but if these 

genes are rendered homozygous, genes controlling smaller phenotypic variance may be 

revealed (Paterson et al., 2003). 

 To date, hundreds of quantitative trait loci have been mapped to the cotton 

genome (for a list see Boopathi et al., 2011).  QTLs have been identified for major 

agronomic and fiber traits including fusarium wilt resistance (Park et al., 2005), 

elongation, micronaire (Shappley et al., 1998), lint yield (Shen et al., 2006; He et al., 

2007), and fiber quality (Paterson et al., 2003; Park et al., 2005).   

 Despite their increasing use in cotton breeding and QTL mapping, use of markers 

in cotton is limited by a lack of markers in the public sector and insufficient knowledge 

of their associations with important QTLs (Qureshi et al., 2004).  Comparisons of QTLs  
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between mapping studies has been confounded by use of different marker types and non-

overlapping coverage of the genome (Zhang et al., 2009).  Other problems with QTL  

studies in cotton are that the QTLs characterized for fiber quality traits explain only a 

small amount of the genetic variation, and different parental combinations and 

environments result in inconsistencies in detected QTLs (Boopathi et al., 2011). 

 

Transformation in Cotton Improvement 

 Tranformation of cotton is difficult due to poor somatic embryogenesis from most 

cultivars and the long culture times involved (Wilkins et al., 2004).  All cultivars known 

to exhibit embryogenic potential are derived from the Coker 100W line (Wilkins et al., 

2004), which are considered agronomically poor lines (Khan et al., 2010).  The extensive 

culture times involved in the transformation process leads to increased somaclonal 

variation (Mishra et al., 2003).   

While different media and culture conditions have been shown to play a role in 

cotton transformation efficiency (Sunilkumar and Rathore, 2001), very little headway has 

been made in improving the regeneration of plantletts from non-Coker derived cultivars.  

However recently Khan and coworkers (Khan et al., 2010) reported transformation of the 

Indian cultivar Narashima with improved rates of somatic embryogenesis and a culture 

time of approximately 100 days less than previously reported through the addition of B5 

and Zeatin to the culture medium (Khan et al., 2010).  Particle bombardment of apical 

meristems for cotton was reported with a 0.55% efficiency and a 7-10 month culture time 

(Rech et al., 2008).  In addition to difficulties in the transformation procedure itself, the 

requirement to backcross the tranformed Coker line into an elite parent can result in 

linkage drag or the introduction of undesirable alleles during the backcross procedure 

(Mishra et al., 2003).  Early widespread cultivation of transgenic lines derived from low 

quality parents is blamed for a decrease in the overall fiber strength in the US between 

1995 and 2000 (Bowman and Gutierrez, 2003). 

 Despite the difficulties of the transformation procedure, the introduction of  
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commercial transgenic cotton lines with insect resistance and herbicide tolerance have 

been largely successful.  While there are as yet no examples of a commercial transgenic  

cotton line with enhanced fiber properties, tranformation has been used to investigate the 

function of a number of genes thought to play a role in fiber development either through 

overexpression or RNAi.  Overexpression of Sucrose Phosphate Synthase was shown to 

enhance secondary wall deposition (Haigler et al., 2007).  Overexpression of GhDET2,  

encoding a component of brasinosteroid biosynthesis, GA20 oxidase, and the 

transcription factor-encoding GhMYB25 gene led to increased fiber initiaiton (Luo et al., 

2007; Xiao et al., 2010; Machado et al., 2009).  Overexpression of GhXTH1, which codes 

for a xyloglucan hydrolase, resulted in a 15-20% increase in fiber length (Lee et al., 

2010). 

 Anitsense and hairpin constructs have been used to investigate gene function in 

cotton fibers and in at least one case have been used to produce a commercially desirable  

seed phenotype unatainable through conventional breeding.  Suppression of GhMYB25 

was shown to reduce numbers of fiber initials (Machado et al., 2009).  Suppression of 

Sucrose Synthase was shown to reduce seed size and fiber length and disrupt endosperm 

development (Ruan et al., 2003; Ruan et al., 2008).  Perhaps the most promising use of 

RNAi in cotton is for the targeted reduction of gossypol only in the seed while leaving 

foliar levels unaffected (Sunilkumar et al., 2006).  Low-gossypol cotton seed reduces the 

toxic secondary metabolite to levels safe for human consumption and reduced the 

refining normally necessary to remove gossypol from the seed oil.  Low gossypol seed 

was a goal of cotton breeders for more than 40 years, but reducing gossypol in the seed 

without reducing it in the foliar tissues was not possible and cotton plants with low foliar 

gossypol were prone to insect herbivory (Romano and Sheffler, 2008). 

 

VIGS In Cotton 

VIGS is a method of transiently down-regulating a target gene in a sequence 

specific manner without the need for tranformation (Robertson, 2004).  The method has  
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been widely adapted over transformation-based approaches for functional genomics in 

both model and crop plants.  VIGS has several advantages over transformation; the most  

outstanding being speed of obtaining knockdown phenotypes.   

 Two VIGS systems have been developed to date for use in cotton. The first was 

derived from the begomovirus CLCrV and the second from the RNA virus TRV (Tuttle 

et al., 2008; Gao et al., 2011). The CLCrV-based VIGS system for cotton is bipartite, and 

deliverable by both particle bombardment and Agrobacterium.  The second VIGS system 

for cotton is also bipartite and uses Agrobacterium for delivery (Gao et al., 2011).  Both 

of these systems were developed within the past three years and have not been 

extensively evaluated.  Silencing of a chlorophyll biosynthetic gene Magnesium 

Chelatase subunit I (Hinchliffe et al., 2010) from the CLCrV-based system was shown to 

persist beyond one year (Idris et al., 2010).  GFP expression from the CLCrV vector was  

observed in the outer seedcoat just below the cotton fibers suggesting that it might be 

useful for fiber gene silencing (Tuttle et al., 2008).  Silencing of the Cloroplastos 

alterados 1 gene (CLA1) from the TRV-based system has been shown to persist for up to 

5 weeks, but it was not reported whether or not silencing diminished over time.  While 

RNA-based VIGS vector genomes are susceptible to silencing by the same machinery 

that directs silencing of the endogenous target (Ruiz et al., 1998), DNA-based vectors are 

not and thus are usually more persistent in the plant (Peele et al., 2001; Muangsan et al., 

2004). However there are exceptions and long-term silencing that was transmitted to a 

low percentage of progeny was reported for TRV in N. benthamiana and tomato (Senthil- 

Kumar and Mysore, 2011). 

  

Summary 

Conventional breeding has been successful in improving fiber properties, but it is 

largely limited by narrow genetic diversity in modern cultivars (Iqbal et al., 2001).  DNA 

marker-based technologies can expedite enhancement through breeding.  Cotton 

transformation has the potential for not only functional genomics in cotton, but also  
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introduction of exotic traits.  However, the time required for cotton tranformation makes 

it unsuitable for a high throughput functional analysis of cotton genes.  Two VIGS  

systems are now available for cotton functional genomics and can circumvent the need 

for tranformation to rapidly exploit the growing cotton sequence databases.  Advances in 

biotechnologies for cotton have resulted in much larger strides in a much shorter time 

than would have been possible with conventional breeding.  While breeding offers the 

possibility to modulate traits, it often does not provide the potential and precision of 

transgenic approaches. 

This thesis describes the development of a geminivirus VIGS vector for cotton. 

Chapter 2 details the construction, pattern of silencing, and temperature sensitivity of the 

vector. Chapter 3 evaluates silencing from the vector in several common and genetically 

diverse cotton cultivars. Chapter 4 describes improvements to the cotton VIGS system  

including the adaptation of the system for agro-inoculation, construction of an insertion 

vector from the B component, and development of two low-cost gene guns.  Chapter 5 

explores the vector’s application for silencing cotton fibers.  Chapter 6 is a perspective on 

the future of VIGS and cotton improvement. 
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ABSTRACT 

A silencing vector for cotton was developed from the geminivirus Cotton leaf 

crumple virus (CLCrV). The CLCrV coat protein gene was replaced by up to 500 bp of 

DNA homologous to one of two endogenous genes, ChlI or PDS. Cotyledons of 

Gossypium hirsutum cv. DeltaPine 5415 bombarded with the modified viral vectors 

manifested chlorosis due to silencing of either ChlI or PDS in ~70% of inoculated plants 

after 2-3 weeks. Use of the green fluorescence protein gene showed that replication of 

viral DNA was restricted to vascular tissue and that the viral vector could transmit to 

leaves, roots, and the ovule integument from which fibers originate. Temperature had 

profound effects on vector DNA accumulation and the spread of endogenous gene 

silencing. Consistent with reports that silencing against viruses increases at higher 

temperatures, plants grown at a 30/26°C day/night cycle had a greater than 10-fold 

reduction in viral DNA accumulation compared to plants grown at 22/18°C. However, 

endogenous gene silencing decreased at 30/26°C. There was a ~7 day delay in the onset 

of gene silencing at 22/18°C, but silencing was extensive and persisted throughout the 

life of the plant. The extent of silencing in new growth could be increased or decreased 

by changing temperature regimes at various times following the onset of silencing. Our 

experiments establish the use of the CLCrV silencing vector to study gene function in 

cotton and show that temperature can have a major impact on the extent of geminivirus-

induced gene silencing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Cotton is an economically important crop for both fiber and oil production in 

many warm areas of the world. Cotton’s long-standing association with humans derives 

primarily from its long, strong, spinnable fibers, or seed hairs. Each fiber is a remarkable 

unicell that elongates to > 2.25 cm and deposits a thick secondary wall (Kim and Triplett, 

2001). Gossypium hirsutum is most commonly grown today, with smaller amounts of 

higher fiber quality G. barbadense grown in compatible environments. Both are 

allotetraploids with large genomes that are recalcitrant to functional genomics approaches 

(Wendel and Cronn, 2003). To clothe an increasing world population and provide a 

sustainable raw material that is competitive with synthetic fiber, many agronomic 

properties of cotton such as yield, drought tolerance, and pest resistance need to be 

improved (Smith and Cothern, 1999). There is also a need to improve several properties 

of cotton fibers including their length and strength, as well as the uniformity of all fiber 

properties. It is critical to identify genes that affect the molecular regulation of fiber 

development to begin to understand and modify these qualities (Arpat et al., 2004; 

Haigler et al., 2005).  

 Currently, complete sequencing of cotton genomes is just beginning (Chen et al., 

2007). In the meantime, the basis for cotton functional genomics is provided by an ever-

expanding set of Gossypium ESTs and derived unigene sets accessible on the Web (Udall 

et al., 2006), as well as by microarray analyses based on these sequences (Arpat et al., 

2004; Gou et al., 2007; Udall et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2007). The availability of genomic 

sequences for Arabidopsis and poplar has been extremely useful for identifying and 

annotating putative orthologs in the cotton EST databases. Even though analogies can be 

drawn between cotton fiber differentiation and the formation of leaf trichomes (Rong et 

al., 2005) and secondary-walled xylem cells (Haigler et al., 2005), ultimately the function 

of putative orthologous genes needs to be tested directly in cotton. The use of RNAi in 

cotton has been hindered by inefficient production of stably transformed plants (Wilkins  
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et al., 2004). In addition, cotton fibers express genes with no known homologues in other  

plants, and these may confer some of its unique properties. Because the most direct way 

of testing fiber gene functions is to positively or negatively manipulate their expression 

level, and transformation of cotton is difficult (Wilkins et al., 2004), a transient gene 

manipulation system is sorely needed.    

 Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) offers the opportunity to test gene function 

through silencing, using homologous cDNA sequences cloned from cotton. In 

geminivirus vectors, only partial gene sequences are needed to initiate gene silencing, 

ranging from about 90-150 bp if inserted as part of a viral gene (Peele et al., 2001; Jordan 

et al., 2007), or up to approximately 400-800 bp if inserted as a gene replacement 

(Kjemtrup et al., 1998). Silencing typically begins within a few weeks of inoculation and 

can extend throughout the flowering period. VIGS can also be used to test the function of 

essential genes because the targeted seedlings have already germinated and produced 

leaves before silencing begins (Peele et al., 2001; Jordan et al., 2007). Combinations of 

genes can be down-regulated simultaneously from the same vector (Peele et al., 2001; 

Turnage et al., 2002), allowing transcripts of multiple gene family members to be 

eliminated. This ability could be extremely useful in cotton because of its allotetraploid 

genome.  

 Cotton leaf crumple virus (CLCrV) is in the genus Begomovirus, family 

Geminiviridae (Brown and Nelson, 1984). It is endemic to the southwestern United States 

and northwestern Mexico (Brown and Nelson, 1987). CLCrV causes foliar crumpling and 

mosaic, floral hypertrophy, and stunted growth, resulting in reduced cotton fiber yield 

and quality (Butler et al., 1986; Brown and Nelson, 1987).  CLCrV, like other 

begomoviruses, requires the coat protein gene for transmission by the whitefly Bemisia 

tabaci (Genn.) (Briddon et al., 1989; Azzam et al., 1994; Liu et al., 1999). The only other 

method of inoculating begomoviruses lacking a coat protein gene is under laboratory 

conditions, where the cloned viral genome components can be inoculated by gene gun 

bombardment (Kanevski et al., 1992), Agrobacterium, (Elmer et al., 1988), or by rubbing  
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DNA onto leaves dusted with carborundum (Ascencio-Ibanez and Settlage, 2007). 

The organization of the CLCrV genome is typical of other bipartite  

begomoviruses and consists of two 2.5-kb circular DNA molecules referred to as the 

DNA-A and -B component, respectively (reviewed by (Gutierrez, 1999; Hanley-Bowdoin 

et al., 1999; Rojas et al., 2005). DNA-A and DNA-B share a region of homology of 

approximately 200 bp known as the common region. This common region contains the 

origin of viral DNA replication and is immediately upstream of the two, bidirectional 

promoters of each DNA component, which are involved in viral and complementary gene 

expression. The viral AL1 protein nicks double stranded DNA to initiate replicational 

release of a single-stranded viral DNA molecule (Laufs et al., 1995). Host DNA 

replication machinery is required for both single and double stranded DNA synthesis and 

it is the single stranded form that is encapsidated into viral particles that remain in the 

nucleus. Viral DNA behaves as mobile episomes, shuttling in and out of the cell nucleus 

and then between cells, tissues, and organs to establish systemic infection (Noueiry et al., 

1994; Sanderfoot and Lazarowitz, 1996).  

To date, only the viral-sense transcriptional unit of DNA-A or -B has been 

modified for gene silencing (Kjemtrup et al., 1998; Peele et al., 2001; Turnage et al., 

2002; Fofana et al., 2004). Geminiviruses are themselves susceptible to gene silencing, 

but also encode suppressors of gene silencing and in some cases persist in the presence of 

siRNAs (Chellappan et al., 2004; Vanitharani et al., 2004; Bisaro, 2006; Zrachya et al., 

2007). Several plant genes are known to be required for geminivirus-mediated VIGS in 

Arabidopsis (Muangsan et al., 2004), but the degree of functional conservation of these 

genes in other plants, and of silencing pathways in general, are not well understood.  

 Because CLCrV is indigenous to the United States, we modified it as a VIGS 

vector for cotton. We show here that deleting the coat protein gene, which is absolutely 

required for insect transmission, does not impair systemic movement in cotton, thereby 

obviating any chance for escape or transmission of vector sequences. We also report 

silencing of two different endogenous genes when 250 – 500-bp sequences, homologous  
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to only one of the G. hirsutum homeologues, are used as coat protein gene replacements. 

We document wide-spread and long-lasting transmission of silencing signals in cotton 

vegetative and maternal reproductive tissues, and show that endogenous gene silencing is  

more efficient at a relatively cool temperature (e.g. 18 – 22°C) for cotton growth.  

 

 

RESULTS 

 

The Coat Protein is not Needed for Systemic CLCrV Infection in Cotton. 

 CLCrV had previously been modified to enable inoculation of plants with the 

wild type virus using biolistic bombardment of cotton (Idris and Brown, 2004) with an E. 

coli plasmid vector containing a tandemly-repeated viral DNA-A or -B  component. 

Figure 1A shows the B component of CLCrV represented in episomal form, which is the 

active form in plants. Episomes are released from plasmid DNA by rolling circle 

replication (Stenger et al., 1991) following bombardment. Figure 1B shows the parent E. 

coli plasmid used to manipulate viral DNA. In this case the viral DNA-A component has 

been engineered to contain a multiple cloning site (MCS) in place of the coat protein 

open reading frame. This plasmid was used as the “empty vector” control. Figure 1C 

shows the episomal form of the same viral DNA shown in Fig. 1B, but also containing a 

silencing fragment and in Fig. 1D, the entire GFP gene was cloned into the MCS.  

One tool for bombardment used in these experiments was a custom-made Particle 

Inflow Gun (PIG). This was used to inoculate cotyledon-stage seedlings with wild type 

CLCrV using 1 µm diameter DNA-coated gold microprojectiles. Previous experiments 

using the PIG showed that both Nicotiana benthamiana and Arabidopsis had high 

frequencies of infection and minimal damage at 30 psi of helium. However conditions for 

cotton bombardment required increasing the pressure used to propel the microprojectiles 

to 60 psi and placing the seedlings 4 cm beneath the microprojectile source. The total 

amount of DNA coated onto microprojectiles was varied from 0.5 to 10 µg each of the  
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DNA-A and -B components (1-20 µg DNA, total). Optimal silencing efficiencies (100% 

of bombarded plants) using the PIG were found using 7 - 10 µg of each component. The 

infection rate declined with lower amounts of DNA-A and was about 50% for 5 µg and 

30-50% for 0.5 µg each component. A commercially available Particle Delivery System  

(BioRad PDS1000-He) was also used to inoculate seedlings and, with 0.5 µg of each 

component, also resulted in an average infection rate of 70%. Subsequent data reported 

here used the PIG to inoculate plants with 5 µg of each DNA component (approximately 

1 µg/shot). 

  

ChlI and PDS Provide Two Visible Markers for Endogenous Gene Silencing 

 The magnesium chelatase subunit I gene (ChlI) was used to visualize the timing 

and extent of endogenous gene silencing. Because nearly exact homology is needed for 

effective silencing, reverse transcriptase coupled PCR (RT-PCR) was used to amplify a 

500-bp ChlI fragment from G. hirsutum. This gene fragment, which was only 78.2% 

homologous to the Arabidopsis ChlI gene, was cloned in the antisense direction into 

pJRTCLCrVA.008 (Fig. 1B) to produce a DNA-A component transcribing the ChlI gene 

fragment using the coat protein gene promoter (Fig. 1C, CLCrV:ChlI). Because 

functional virus requires both the DNA-A and -B components, the silencing vector that 

includes both components is referred to here as CLCrV:ChlI. Bombardment of 

CLCrV:ChlI into seedlings resulted in silencing of ChlI, evidenced by loss of chlorophyll 

as early as 13 days post inoculation (dpi) at 25/23°C. Both the VIGS DNA-A component, 

carrying ChlI, and DNA-B components replicated out of the respective plasmid as viral 

episomes (Fig. 1A,C) and moved together to establish infection.  

To verify reduction in ChlI mRNA in silenced leaves, a different region of the 

same cotton ChlI gene used in the vector was amplified from silenced tissues by RT-

PCR.  Figure 2A shows the molecular evidence for silencing. Almost undetectable ChlI 

transcript was in CLCrV:ChlI leaves (Fig. 2A, lanes C,D) that showed extensive 

chlorosis (Fig. 2C,D). In contrast, leaves after mock inoculation (Fig. 2A, lanes E,F) or  
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inoculation with empty vector (Fig. 2A, lane G) had higher ChlI transcript levels and  

minimal symptoms (Fig. 2E,F,G).   

The phytoene desaturase gene (PDS) is another commonly used marker gene for 

VIGS and also causes loss of chlorophyll and carotenoids (Rotenberg et al., 2006; 

Senthil-Kumar et al., 2007). A 326-bp PDS gene fragment isolated from cotton was  

cloned into the CLCrV vector and plants were bombarded with CLCrV:PDS, 

CLCrV:ChlI, or the empty vector. Figure 3 shows that the general pattern of cells and 

tissues with PDS silencing was similar to that of ChlI, but the extent of silencing was not 

as great. To determine if the size of the fragment affected the extent of silencing, the ChlI 

insert was reduced to 254 bp. The extent of silencing achieved using this fragment was 

reduced compared to the 500-bp ChlI fragment (data not shown).  

 

The CLCrV Vector Was Found in Young and Mature Leaves, Roots, and Ovules  

 Although geminivirus-mediated VIGS facilitates extensive gene silencing, in situ 

hybridization using viral DNA-As the probe has shown that very few of the silenced cells 

actually accumulate detectable viral DNA (Peele et al., 2001). To track exactly where and 

when the CLCrV silencing vector produced endogenous gene silencing signals, a small, 

729-bp red-shifted GFP gene (Davis and Vierstra, 1998) with cell-autonomous 

expression was inserted into the CLCrV vector multiple cloning site in place of a 

silencing fragment. For plants grown at 25/23°C, CLCrV:GFP showed expression in 

small groups of cotyledon cells 4 dpi. Figure 4A shows one such group adjacent to a 

clump of gold particles, suggesting that these were the first cells to support viral DNA 

replication from the bombarded plasmid DNA. Since these cells were not part of veins, at 

least initially viral DNA replication and gene expression occurred in non-vascular tissues.  

 Research in bean showed that a GFP-expressing geminivirus (Bean dwarf mosaic 

virus) could also be localized in leaf cells following microinjection, but that systemic 

movement was restricted to the vascular tissue (Sudarshana et al., 1998). We observed a 

similar pattern with CLCrV:GFP and found that after 9 dpi, GFP expression was  
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observed almost exclusively in or near the cotton plant vasculature, including the mid-

vein and secondary and tertiary veins (Fig. 4B,C).  Early in the infection cycle, bright 

fluorescence was detected in both mature and young leaves. However, at approximately 

45-50 dpi, GFP fluorescence became predominant in the rapidly expanding areas of the 

youngest leaves and more transient, diminishing as a leaf region matured. In addition, 

GFP fluorescence was sometimes observed in the outer boll wall (data not shown), the  

central column of the ovary (Fig. 4E), and the ovule integuments (Fig. 4F). For unknown 

reasons, plant-to-plant variation in GFP fluorescence occurred, and GFP fluorescence in 

some plants became undetectable in the above-ground tissues prior to or during boll 

formation. Surprisingly, some of these plants still maintained GFP expression in the roots 

(Fig. 4D).  

 

Lower Temperatures Enhanced Geminivirus-mediated VIGS 

To try to increase the efficiency of silencing, bombarded plants were grown in 

greenhouses with tight temperature control in three trials to compare ChlI silencing at 

relatively high (30/26°C) and low (22/18°C) temperature regimes. Although silencing 

was delayed at the cooler temperatures, the extent of silencing was dramatically increased 

and was significantly more stable throughout the life of the plant (Fig. 5G,H compared to 

Fig. 5C,D). Importantly, CLCrV:ChlI-mediated gene silencing occurred in the ovary wall 

as variegated tissue at lower temperature (Fig. 5H), but this was variable between plants. 

In contrast, bolls of plants grown at 30/26°C did not show conclusive evidence of ChlI 

silencing (Fig. 5D), probably because plants inoculated at the seedling stage could not 

routinely sustain silencing until the bolls formed. Plants inoculated with the empty vector 

were only slightly more symptomatic at lower temperatures (compare Fig. 5F to 5B). 

However, growth of the cotton plants was slower at 22/18°C (compare Fig. 5E to 5A) and 

the number of days to flowering increased. To decrease the time to flowering and boll 

formation, bombarded cotton seedlings were kept in a growth chamber at a constant 

temperature of 26°C, 16/8 light/dark photoperiod until 26 dpi; at which time the plants  
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had begun to silence. They were then transferred to the greenhouses with either low or 

high temperature regimes. The 26°C pre-incubation did not significantly affect the extent 

of silencing at either temperature regime compared to continuous incubation at high or 

low temperature. Silencing in newly formed tissues was still enhanced at low 

temperatures (data not shown).  

To further investigate the relationship between temperature change and silencing, 

two sets of plants were kept at a constant intermediate (25ºC) or low temperature regime  

(22/18ºC) until 59 dpi and then switched to the reciprocal temperature regimes for 7 days. 

Figure 6 shows that new growth formed during the 7-day period showed silencing 

characteristic for the new temperature, and that the change in silencing effectiveness was 

immediate for both treatments. These results suggest that CLCrV-induced endogenous 

gene silencing is quite sensitive to temperature and verify that temperature was the main 

variable in the experiment. 

To determine if the lack of ChlI silencing at high temperatures was due to a 

breakdown in the host gene silencing response or to a lack of CLCrV:ChlI vector, leaf 

tissue that showed at least some silencing was used for DNA isolation and probed with 

viral vector DNA. Figure 7 shows that much less CLCrV:ChlI vector DNA was present 

in plants grown at 30/26°C compared to 22/18°C. Analysis of the blot using Image J© 

showed that there was a 12-fold difference between DNA accumulation in the two 

treatments. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

 This report describes a geminivirus-induced gene silencing vector that functions 

in cotton, an important, sustainable source of fiber and oil. Because cotton is difficult to 

transform, development of a transient gene silencing method greatly extends the power of 

molecular analysis for testing gene function. Genes with homology to previously  
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characterized genes can now be tested for predicted loss-of-function phenotypes to verify  

or refute the possible conservation of function. Using data from several cotton EST 

projects (Udall et al., 2006), gene sequences now labeled as “unknown or hypothetical 

protein” can be tested to determine phenotypes associated with their loss of function. As 

previously described (Robertson, 2004), such analyses should always include an “empty 

virus” VIGS vector to control for any possible effects of the modified viral DNA 

infection itself.  

Geminivirus-mediated VIGS in Arabidopsis (Turnage et al., 2002) and the first 

version of the geminivirus VIGS vector for N. benthamiana (Kjemtrup et al., 1998) are 

more symptomatic than the widely-used Tobacco rattle virus VIGS vector (Ratcliff et al., 

2001; Dong et al., 2007), and the viruses they are derived from produce severe 

symptoms. However, symptoms of wild type CLCrV and its vector are not severe in 

cotton (Figs. 2,5,6). Previous studies demonstrated that genetic changes, such as up-

regulation of DNA replication machinery, are cell autonomous in geminivirus infections 

(Nagar et al., 2002), but more recent studies using microarrays (Ascencio-Ibañez et al., 

2008) show that genes in pathogen response pathways, that are regulated by diffusible 

compounds, are also up-regulated. The GFP experiments demonstrated that only cells in 

the vascular tissue become infected, suggesting that genes expressed only in the 

mesophyll, epidermal, and other tissues may be more straightforward to analyze by 

VIGS. We also found that GFP-containing vectors showed fewer symptoms than no-

insert VIGS controls, likely because the addition of non-homologous foreign sequence to 

the viral genome further attenuated symptoms. Even though symptoms appear to be 

attenuated, it is essential to control for background changes in gene expression due to the 

VIGS vector. When analyzing RBR function in N. benthamiana, we used a no-insert 

(“empty”) VIGS vector as a negative control and a VIGS vector containing ChlI as the 

positive control to gauge the timing and extent of silencing (Jordan et al., 2007). 

With the CLCrV silencing system, plants grown in a temperature-controlled 

greenhouse at low temperatures (22/18°C) showed substantially better silencing than  
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those grown at higher (30/26°C) temperatures (Fig. 5). For naturally occurring plant virus 

infections, symptom severity and the molecular processes involved in infection are 

known to be affected by temperature, with lower temperatures inhibiting silencing and 

higher temperatures favoring silencing and even viral elimination in some cases (Szittya 

et al., 2003). For both RNA and DNA viruses, siRNA accumulation has been shown to 

increase at higher temperatures (Szittya et al., 2003; Chellappan et al., 2005). This 

observation along with decreased viral DNA accumulation led to the proposal that post-

transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) caused reduction or elimination of viral DNA at  

high temperatures (Chellappan et al., 2005). RDR6 is a known virulence factor for 

CaLCuV in Arabidopsis (Muangsan et al., 2004) and is involved in both PTGS and RNA-

directed DNA methylation (Herr et al., 2005), which could also adversely impact DNA 

viruses (Wang et al., 2005; Bisaro, 2006). There is also recent evidence for a role for 

RDR6 in long-distance siRNA movement (Brosnan et al., 2007). The anti-viral activity of 

RDR6 has been shown to increase with temperature in N. benthamiana (Qu et al., 2005) 

providing a mechanism for the lesser accumulation of viral DNA at higher temperature.  

Although the higher temperatures employed here appear to have increased PTGS 

of the viral DNA vector, the efficiency of endogenous ChlI silencing from VIGS was 

reduced at higher vs. lower temperatures. Fauquet’s group showed that siRNAs increase 

with temperature while viral DNA accumulation dropped at 30°C compared to 25°C 

(Chellappan et al., 2005). Reduced or arrested viral replication is therefore likely to 

decrease ChlI silencing by preventing transcription of the ChlI silencing fragment, which 

is needed to provide siRNAs for endogenous gene silencing. Although this might seem 

obvious, it is not clear why the endogenous ChlI silencing is so extensive at low 

temperatures. In another report of temperature effects on VIGS, TRV-VIGS of 

endogenous tomato genes, PDS and EIN, was increased and more persistent (until 

fruiting) at low temperature, although onset of silencing was delayed up to 6 weeks at 

15°C compared to 21°C (Fu et al., 2006). A comparison of viral RNA levels was not 

reported, so it is unknown whether the VIGS vector was eliminated at 21°C. Similarly to  
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tomato, ChlI silencing in cotton was more transient at high temperature. A second report  

also showed that TRV-mediated VIGS in tomato decreased when temperature increased, 

but that VIGS from a DNA satellite was relatively stable at temperatures from 20°C to 

32°C (Cai et al., 2007). It remains to be determined whether temperature will have 

dramatic effects on the efficiency of VIGS in other virus-host combinations. The finding 

that TRV-mediated VIGS in N. benthamiana was more tolerant to temperature variation 

than tomato (Nethra et al., 2006) suggests that temperature should be optimized for each 

virus-host combination. The rapid increase in silencing of developing cotton leaves 

following a shift from 25/23°C to 22/18°C (Fig. 6) indicates that the temperature-affected 

endogenous gene silencing pathway in cotton is dynamic and malleable, a finding that 

offers new opportunities for silencing optimization and research.  

 An important goal for cotton research is to be able to modify properties of the 

cotton fiber, which arise from ovular epidermal cells near the time of flower opening. 

Because the ChlI–VIGS could not be used to track silencing in tissues lacking 

chlorophyll, we used GFP expression to determine if the CLCrV vector was capable of 

infecting the ovule integument, which is derived from maternal tissue. GFP fluorescence 

from geminivirus vectors invading the maternal tissue of developing ovules has now been 

observed in two plants, cotton (this report, Fig. 4) and Phaseolus vulgaris (L.) 

(Sudarshana et al., 1998). In both cases, the viruses are known to be vascular tissue 

specific. Localization of virus in the cotton ovule integument is consistent with previous 

reports on the continuity between strands of phloem in the central column and each 

individual ovule (Gore, 1935; Van Lersel et al., 1995). The results shown in Fig. 4 

suggest that cotton fibers might be subject, in future experiments, to gene silencing at an 

early stage in their development. Although CLCrV:GFP showed GFP expression in the 

integument, the frequency of infection was very low (e. g. 4 ovules within bolls of 10 

plants grown at 25/23°C post-inoculation). Perhaps the efficiency could be increased if 

plants were subjected to lower temperature shortly before or just after flowering. In 

addition, Agrobacterium-based delivery methods, currently under development, could  
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add versatility by allowing inoculation into specific leaves, including subtending leaves  

that are a major carbon source for developing bolls.  

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Cotton Plant Growth 

G. hirsutum cv Delta-Pine 5415 seeds were germinated in MetroMix® potting soil in 4” 

square pots with 4 seeds per pot. Seedlings were grown until they had initiated the first 

true leaves (5-10 days) then biolistically inoculated and transplanted to individual pots (2- 

4 dpi). Plants were kept in a custom-built, walk-in growth chamber with a 16/8 hr 

photoperiod at 900 µmol m-2 s-1 and a 25/23ºC temperature regime for all experiments 

except the low and high temperature comparisons. Plants were fertilized twice weekly 

with Miracle Gro® (Miracle Gro Products, Inc., Marysville, OH). The temperature 

comparison experiments were carried out in two NCSU Phytotron temperature-controlled 

(+/- 1°C) greenhouses with either 30/26°C or 22/18°C day/night temperature cycles, RH 

40 – 50%, or in Percival growth chambers as stated. The Phytotron plants received 

ambient day length with a 3-h interruption during the dark period with11-12 µmol m-2 s-1 

of incandescent light to trigger long day responses throughout the year. Three 

experiments were performed consecutively from April to December. Plants were started 

individually in 225 ml styrofoam cups with 2/3 pea gravel, 1/3 peat-lite (WR Grace Co., 

CN) potting mixture and transplanted to 1650 ml pots two dpi. Plants were watered daily 

and fertilized 3 times a week with weak Hoagland’s solution (Thomas et al., 2007). 

 

Particle Bombardment 

Seedlings were bombarded with 1-µm diameter gold microprojectiles (InBio, Melbourne, 

AU) coated with a mixture of 5 µg each of the A and B components of CLCrV as 

described (Kjemtrup et al., 1998). Experiments at UAZ used a BioRad PDS1000 while  
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those at NCSU used a homemade Particle Inflow Gun (details available upon request)  

attached to a high-pressure Helium tank. DNA-coated microprojectiles were loaded onto 

the filter end of a Millipore Swinnex® filter and each seedling was placed directly under 

the outlet, about 4 cm beneath it, and bombarded once. For all experiments except the 

temperature comparisons, 4 seedlings/4” square pot were shot one plant at a time with an 

outlet pressure of 30 - 60 psi, with 60 psi becoming the standard for routine work.  

 

Construction of a CLCrV A Component Vector  

The DNA-A component dimer, pCLCrV-H250 (Idris and Brown, 2004), was recloned to 

contain a single AR1 gene by PCR amplification of a 1185-bp fragment from pCLCrV-

H250 using the primer sequences 5’-AGTTCTAGAATCACCTTCCACTATGAGAC-3’   

5’TCAGAATTCCCTTAACGTGCGATAGATTCTGGGC-3’. This fragment, containing 

the common region and 669 bp of AL1, was digested with EcoRI and XbaI and ligated 

into pBluescript II SK+ (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) to make pJRTCLCrVA.002. pCLCrV-

H250 was cut with XbaI and a 2,628-bp fragment containing AL2, AL3, AR1, and the 

remaining portion of AL1 was ligated into pJRTCLCrVA.002 to make 

pJRTCLCrVA.003.  To produce a frameshift mutation in the coat protein gene, 

pJRTCLCrVA.003 was digested with BsmI, trimmed with T4 DNA polymerase and then 

re-ligated to make pJRTCLCrVA.007.   

 To insert the multiple cloning site (MCS), pJRTCLCrVA.007 was digested with 

HindIII and StuI, releasing a 1772-bp fragment that was ligated into a HincII and HindIII- 

cut pBluescript to make pJRTCLCrVA.004. Two PCR reactions were used to amplify 

regions of pJRTCLCrVA.007 that flanked AR1 and add a MCS. The first PCR reaction 

used primer sequences 5’-GCAAGCTTACCTGAACTTCCAAGTCTG-3’ and 5’-

GTGAATTCGCTAGCGTTAACTGGCCATAATCCTGTGTATGCAACGTTGAA-3’ 

to amplify a 297-bp fragment that spanned AL3, introduced half of the MCS, and retain 

the AR1 stop codon and putative polyadenylation site.  This product was digested with 

HindIII and EcoRI and ligated into pJRTCLCrVA.004 to produce pJRTCLCrVA.005. 

The second PCR reaction used the primers 5’- 
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GCGAATTCACTAGTCTGCAGGCATGCCATTTTGCTCTATACCCAT-3’ and 5’-

GCGGAGCTCCACTTGGGATAGGTTAAGAA-3’ to produce a 454-bp fragment that 

contained the common region, the start codon of AR1 and the remaining MCS. This 

product was digested with EcoRI and SacI and ligated into pJRTCLCrVA.005 to 

complete the MCS and produce pJRTCLCrVA.008 (Genbank EU541443). This plasmid 

contained the entire viral genome and two common regions, with AR1 replaced by an 

MCS, inserted between the AR1 start and stop codons.   

 

Isolation of ChlI and PDS Gene Fragments from G. hirsutum 

From young leaves, 100 mg total RNA was isolated using the Spectrum Total Plant RNA 

kit (Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri). A 500-bp fragment of the G. hirsutum ChlI gene  

(Genbank accession EU541445) was obtained by reverse-transcriptase PCR using 

primers 5’-GCATGGCCATTCGGTGACCCTTATAAC-3’ and 5’-

GCTTGGCCAATCAAACCGTGCTCTTTC-3’.  The PCR product was digested with 

MscI and ligated into pJRTCLCrVA.008 to produce pJRTCLCrVA.009 (Genbank 

accession EU541444), an A component vector for silencing the ChlI gene. The PDS gene 

fragment was similarly obtained by RT-PCR using the primer 5'- 

GCCGCATGCGCCTGAAGACTGGAGAGAGATT -3' and 5'- 

GCTACTAGTGCTTTACTCTGATCCGCAGATA -3' (Genbank  

Accession Number EU541446) and was cloned into pJRTCLCrVA.008 to construct 

pJRTCLCrVA.027.  

 

Insertion of a Full-length GFP Gene into CLCrV 

PCR was used to amplify a 729-bp fragment from psmRSGFP (Genbank accession 

U70496) (Davis and Vierstra, 1998). This was digested with SphI and EcoRV and ligated 

to SphI and MscI –cut pJRTCLCRVA.008 to produce pJRT010, containing full length 

smRSGFP placed in frame with the start and stop codons of AR1. The presence of the  
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SphI site upstream of smRSGFP resulted in the addition of alanine and cysteine codons  

between Met1 and Ser4 at the 5’ end of the open reading frame. The EcoRV/MscI ligation 

resulted in the addition of aspartate and proline codons immediately before the stop 

codon of the coding sequence.  

 

Semi-quantitative RT-PCR to Determine Transcript Levels of ChlI 

Total RNA was extracted as above and 250 ng was used as a template for reverse 

transcription using ImpromII (Promega; Madison, WI). 1µL of each cDNA reaction was 

used for semi-quantitative PCR with primers 5’ - GGC TCA GAA GCT TGC TGC TAA 

AGA - 3’ and 5’ - AAC AGT TGT GGA CTT CCC AGT TCC - 3’, which amplified a 

123 bp fragment of ChlI with no homology to the silencing vector fragment. A 165-bp 

fragment of cotton glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase A subunit (GAPDH; 

accession TC66315) was used as a reference gene and was amplified by PCR using 5’-

ATC AAG GGC ACC ATG ACT ACC ACT-3’ and 5’-ACC AGT TGA AGT CGG 

GAC GAT GTT-3’. Threshold cycles, or the cycle for which a 5 µl reaction yielded a 

DNA product that could be detected by ethidium bromide staining, for ChlI and GAPDH 

were empirically determined at 27 and 23, respectively.   

 

Virus Detection 

Cotton DNA was extracted by a modified protocol for Plant DNEASY (Qiagen, 

Gaithersburg, MD) as described (Horne et al. 2004). Genomic DNA samples were 

digested with DpnI to eliminate input DNA, quantified, and 50 ng used for PCR. Using 

the primers 5’-CATGATCGAATCGTAAAAATAGATCCG-3’and 5’-

GCCTAATGGGTATAGAGCAAAATG-3’, insert fragment sizes of 120, 627 and 800 

bp were generated from pJRTCLCrVA.008, pJRTCLCrVA.009, and pJRTCLCrVA.010 

respectively. DNA gel blot hybridization was done using standard procedures and a 948-

bp viral DNA probe corresponding to the common region and AL1 gene was labeled with 

digoxigenin-dUTP using the manufacturer’s instructions (Roche Biomedical, Burlington, 

NC). 
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Photography 

Photos were taken with a Nikon Coolpix digital camera and adjusted in Adobe Photoshop 

7.1 (Adobe, San Jose, CA). Fluorescence was detected using a Leica MZFLIII dissecting 

microscope connected to a Qimaging Micropublisher 3.3 CCD camera. The red-shifted 

smRSGFP protein (excitation 495 nm and emission 510 nm) was imaged using a filter set  

with 450 – 490 nm excitation and 500-550 emission. All overlays were produced by 

setting the opacity of the GFP image to 50%, flattening with the second image, and using 

gamma correction to re-adjust the pixel histogram. Quantification of DNA in Fig. 7 used 

the Gel Analysis tool of Image J version 1.40G. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
Figure 1: Plasmids used for bombardment. (A) Wild type CLCrV B component 

showing divergent transcription of the BR1 and BL1 genes from the common region 

(CR). The ClCrV DNA-A component (not shown) has a similar CR and 5 divergently 

transcribed genes. Both components are needed for systemic infection. (B) E. coli 

plasmid containing the A component of the “empty” VIGS vector. The coat protein gene 

(AR1) been replaced with a multiple cloning site (MCS) with MscI, NheI, EcoR1, SpeI, 

and SphI recognition sites for cloning gene silencing fragments. The duplicated common 

regions in this plasmid allow replicational release of unit length episomes, such as in A, 

C, and D, following introduction into plant cells. The long blue arrow shows sites in the 

CR that are nicked by the AL1 protein for initiation of rolling circle replication and then 

AL1-mediated ligation to circularize the viral DNA. Overlapping arrows in the viral 

DNA show AL1, AL4, AL2 and AL3 genes. E. coli sequence has the β-lactamase gene 

conferring ampicillin resistance. P, coat protein promoter. Asterisks show the junctions 

between viral and plasmid DNA. (C) CLCrV A component of the VIGS vector for  
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silencing ChlI. Same as the viral DNA part of the plasmid shown in B except that a 500-

bp gene fragment from the cotton ChlI gene has been cloned into the MscI site. This 

episome contains a single common region and is small enough to move between cells. 

(D) CLCrV A component used as an expression vector for rsSMGFP. The same as C 

except that a full-length smRSGFP gene has been cloned into the MCS in sense 

orientation. 
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Figure 2: Visual and molecular evidence of CLCrV-induced gene silencing. (A) 

Semi-quantitative RT-PCR showing down-regulation of the ChlI gene in silenced plants 

kept at 25/23ºC for 29 days.  The top and bottom panels show ChlI accumulation after 27 

PCR cycles or expression of GAPDH (internal control) after 23 PCR cycles, respectively. 

Letters beneath each lane corresponds to the panel showing the leaf used for RNA 

isolation, except N is the “no-reverse transcriptase” PCR control. (B) Plants oriented with 

the leaves used for RT-PCR facing front. Arrows show the leaf used for each RNA 

extraction. Top row: mock inoculated, bottom row: ChlI-silenced, and middle row right, 

empty vector. (C, D) CLCrV:ChlI-inoculated leaves. (E, F) Mock-inoculated plants 

bombarded with the CLCrV B component, which does not replicate in the absence of the 

A component. (G) Empty vector-inoculated plants bombarded with pJRTCLCrV.008 and 

the B component. Chlorophyll appears to be lighter than in E,F because the leaf is 

horizontal and reflects more light (see B for comparison). 
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Figure 3: Silencing of PDS and ChlI in leaves along the plant vertical axis, 47 dpi at 

25/23ºC. Upper row shows CLCrV-mediated silencing with a 326-bp PDS gene fragment 

from cotton. In the lower row, equivalent leaves from a plant bombarded with CLCrV 

containing a 500-bp cotton ChlI gene fragment. This picture was taken with all leaves 

positioned together on a light table, then black was substituted for the white background 

using Adobe Photoshop.  
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Figure 4:  CLCrV:GFP expression is limited to vascular tissue and extends to the 

ovule integument. Top panel shows fluorescence from the smRSGFP-expressing CLCrV 

vector and the bottom panel shows the merged brightfield-GFP photo. Plants were grown 

at 25/23ºC and similar, mock-inoculated tissues were negative for GFP-like fluorescence 

(data not shown) unless mentioned. A. Cotyledon 9 dpi. Arrow indicates gold particles. 

B. Cotyledon tissue showing viral DNA-Accumulation along some of the veins, 

indicating the beginning of systemic movement. Arrows show glandular trichomes that 

were also autofluorescent in control leaves of the same age. Otherwise, controls showed 

no fluorescence. C. Older leaf showing GFP-expressing cells associated with vascular 

tissue. Only some of the veins showed GFP fluorescence demonstrating that veins are not 

inherently autofluorescent. D. Root tissue with three regions of CLCrV:GFP DNA-

Accumulation. E,F. Longitudinal section of a 3 days post anthesis ovary showing green 

fluorescence along part of the central column and in one of the ovules, which is 

magnified in F. The ovule showed one area with strong GFP fluorescence. Bars = 2 mm. 
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Figure 5:  The efficiency of gene silencing is affected by temperature. Plants mock-

bombarded (A,E), bombarded with an empty vector (B,F) or bombarded with 

CLCrV:ChlI (C,D,G,H) were transferred at 2 dpi to a high or low temperature day/night 

cycle (30/26°C or 22/18°C, respectively). Mock-inoculated plants (A,E) showed slower 

growth at 22/18°C, but leaf morphology was normal. Empty vector-inoculated plants at 

high temperature (B) were similar to mock, but at low temperature, downward leaf 

curling and lighter veins were seen (F). CLCrV:ChlI-inoculated plants at high 

temperature showed a mixture of punctate and diffuse silencing (C). The diffuse silencing 

ranged from yellow to light green and disappeared with time. Plants grown at lower 

temperature (G) also produced punctate silencing, but diffuse silencing was more 

extensive, ranging from yellow to white, and persisting over time. There was some 

downward leaf curling at the edges, but symptoms were otherwise not noticeable. The 

outer walls of developing bolls did not show silencing at the high temperature regime 

(D), whereas variegation of bolls was observed with the lower temperature regime (H). 
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Figure 6. Temperature rapidly changes the extent of gene silencing in new tissue. 

The same plant is shown in the top 2 or bottom 2 photos. Plants on the left were 59 dpi at 

20/18°C (top, left) or 25/23°C (bottom left). At 59 dpi, the plants were switched to new 

temperature regimes for 7 days (right). Leaves within the red circle show new growth at 

higher temperatures and have reduced chlorosis, the phenotype for ChlI silencing, while 

the new leaf at low temperatures has areas of increased, confluent silencing. The 

experiment used identical Percival chambers, except for temperature. Arrows on the 

bottom photos point to the same leaf for reference.  
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Figure 7: Vector DNA accumulation is reduced at higher temperature. Leaves 

showing visible evidence of silencing from the CLCrV:ChlI vector were collected 47 dpi 

and used for DNA isolation. Lanes 1-3 show DNA from three different leaves from 

different plants grown at lower temperature (22°C /18°C, as in Fig. 5G) while lanes 4-6 

show DNA isolated from plants grown at higher temperature (30°C/26°C, see Fig. 5C). A 

digoxigenin-labeled DNA probe corresponding to the CR and part of AL1 was used. 

Ethidium bromide staining of the gel showed that equal amounts of genomic DNA were 

loaded in each lane (data not shown). OC, open circular form of CLCrVA:ChlI; SC, 

supercoiled. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

A Cotton leaf crumple virus (CLCrV)-based gene silencing vector containing a 

fragment of the Gossypium hirsutum Magnesium chelatase subunit I was used to 

establish endogenous gene silencing in cotton of varied genetic backgrounds. Biolistic 

inoculation resulted in systemic and persistent photo bleaching of the leaves and bolls of 

the seven cultivars tested, however, the intensity of silencing was variable.  CLCrV-

VIGS mediated expression of green fluorescent protein was used to monitor the in planta 

distribution of the vector, indicating successful phloem invasion in all cultivars tested. 

Acala SJ-1, one of the cotton cultivars, was identified as a particularly optimal candidate 

for CLCrV-VIGS-based cotton reverse-genetics. 
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BACKGROUND 

 

One species of tetraploid cotton, Gossypium hirsutum L. or upland cotton, now 

accounts for > 90% of commercial cotton fiber production worldwide [40]. Cotton is 

mainly grown for its valuable fibers, which are highly elongated and thickened seed 

epidermal cells with many uses in the textile and other industries. In addition, almost all 

other parts of the cottonseed and plant are used to manufacture products such as seed oil 

for cooking, animal feed and chemical cellulose for many applications. Consequently, 

improvement of cotton fiber and seed quality as well as improvement of vegetative traits, 

such as resistance to pests and abiotic stress, promises to have positive impacts on the 

farm economy, manufacturing industries, efficiency of agricultural land use, and output 

traits that benefit the consumer.  

For over 5,000 years, human domestication of wild cotton ancestors and then 

modern breeding strategies have led to an improvement in many important traits in cotton 

including fiber length and strength. Biotechnological approaches have recently led to 

successes in conferring herbicide and pest resistance using transgenes from other 

organisms to transform cotton. Many cotton traits, however, can only be improved by 

manipulating endogenous cellular, biochemical, or signaling processes through genetic 

engineering or marker assisted selection. In order to use these techniques, genes that 

confer a measurable effect on the phenotypic traits of interest must be identified. This is 

an extremely challenging goal because of the large number of genes in polyploid G. 

hirsutum, many of which may be redundant, and the recalcitrant response of cotton to 

regeneration during production of stably transformed plants [34]. In Arabidopsis, gene  

function has been successfully determined through various gene silencing strategies, 

including insertional mutagenesis, use of hairpin RNA to form double stranded RNA 

intermediates, or artificial microRNAs [17]. Each of these methods requires plant  
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transformation and, therefore, is time-consuming for cotton. This problem is particularly 

stifling to progress given the increasingly available genomic resources for cotton and the 

potential to exploit this new knowledge in cotton breeding efforts [7,19,37].  

One way to efficiently exploit cotton genomic resources is to employ virus 

induced gene silencing (VIGS). This is a sequence-specific approach based on transient 

silencing of a target gene, and involves the expression of a short nucleotide sequence 

fragment identical (or nearly so) to that gene. In addition to being quick and easy relative 

to transgenic gene silencing methods, VIGS vectors are convenient tools for analyzing 

individual or multiple genes regardless of the gene copy number [38].   

Recently we have developed a transient, VIGS vector based on a geminivirus, 

Cotton leaf crumple virus (CLCrV; [36]). CLCrV is a whitefly-transmitted member of the 

genus Begomovirus (family Geminiviridae) that naturally infects cotton in many parts of 

the New World. It causes a widespread disease of G. hirsutum in Arizona and California 

in the USA and in Sonora, Mexico [5]. Similar symptoms are caused by closely related 

strains of CLCrV in Texas and Guatemala [13]. In all instances, leaf crumple disease has 

been associated with the presence of the whitefly Bemisia tabaci (Genn.) [5], the insect 

vector of begomoviruses [4,18,29]. Symptoms of the disease are foliar discoloration, leaf 

crumpling, shortening of internodes, and stunting in cotton, common bean Phaseolus 

vulgaris L., and Malva parviflora L. [13].  

The small ssDNA genome of CLCrV, like other bipartite begomoviruses, consists 

of two molecules referred to as DNA-A and DNA-B, each with an approximate size of 

2.6-kb [13]. In a VIGS system, a fragment of the targeted gene(s) is cloned into the 

modified viral vector and then inoculated into plants to produce a systemic infection [2]. 

The target gene becomes silenced ~2-3 weeks after inoculation as the plant activates its 

defense system against the recombinant viral vector. While silencing transcripts derived  

from the vector, the plant inadvertently silences the homologous endogenous messenger  

RNA (mRNA). The homologous gene silencing mechanism exploits the fact that viruses 

trigger post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) an innate plant defense against viruses  
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mediated by small interfering RNA (siRNA) [2].  

We previously used the CLCrV-based VIGS system to silence PHYTOENE 

DESATURASE (PDS) and a gene encoding the Mg-CHELATASE subunit I (ChlI) in G. 

hirsutum cv. Deltapine 5415 (DP-5415) [36]. Photo-oxidation occurs in the absence of 

these gene products, resulting in a loss of chlorophyll and highly visible tissue bleaching 

in areas that were silenced. The silencing phenotype is thought to spread systemically 

with the virus [31]. Despite being required for natural insect vector transmission and 

development of wild type disease symptoms, the coat protein of CLCrV and other select 

begomoviruses is not required for virus infectivity and systemic movement in cotton 

plants [36]. Therefore, several VIGS systems have been developed for studying gene 

expression in plants that employ a begomovirus-based replicon that: (a) systemically 

infects the respective plant of interest; and (b) can be modified by inserting a fragment of 

interest in place of the coat protein open reading frame (ORF) [10,11,20,35]. Previous 

studies of begomoviruses have established that the coat protein can compensate for a 

defective nuclear shuttle protein (NSP; BV1 ORF) by binding to ssDNA. In addition, 

coat protein gene expression influences the extent of viral ssDNA accumulation [1,22].  

The CLCrV-based VIGS system for cotton was developed using one cultivar, G. 

hirsutum cv. DP-5415, a cross between Deltapine 50 x Deltapine Acala 90 that was 

released in 1990. The close genetic relationship of most modern tetraploid cotton 

cultivars [6] suggested that this system could be adapted for use with other cultivars.  In 

this study, we compared the efficacy of a CLCrV-VIGS construct for a suite of 

genetically diverse cotton cultivars, using the loss of chlorophyll arising from silencing of 

ChlI as a scorable phenotypic marker for assessing the robustness of the subsequent gene 

silencing. The experiments were conducted at constant 28°C, a temperature that is  

close to optimal for G. hirsutum growth and development [25].  Further, cultivars were 

assessed to identify those for which symptoms of CLCrV infection were minimized,  

while at the same time achieving extensive photo-bleaching (indicative of gene 

silencing), to identify the most optimal cotton cultivars for studying gene function using  
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this VIGS vector system. Finally, we documented the systemic invasion of the CLCrV-

VIGS vector for each cultivar by tracking a viral construct in which the CLCrV coat 

protein ORF had been replaced with a soluble modified red-shifted green fluorescent 

protein (smRS-GFP) gene [8].   

Two negative experimental controls were carried out for each cultivar experiment. 

The first consisted of cotton plants inoculated with the ‘empty vector’ control, i.e. 

containing a truncated coat protein ORF minus the ChlI fragment. The second consisted 

of mock-biolistic inoculation with buffer minus the VIGS vector. All of the inoculated 

cotton plants were monitored for symptom development and the accumulation of the 

VIGS vector for up to 13 months in order to document the persistence of silencing and 

the systemic accumulation of the VIGS vector (when present).  

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Maintenance of Cotton Cultivars.  

Cotton seeds (available at the National Collection of Gossypium Germplasm, 

Southern Crops Research Laboratory, Crop Germplasm Research Unit, College Station, 

TX) were germinated in potting soil (2-inch pots, three seeds per pot) in a growth room 

(28°C; 16/8 h photoperiod; 760 µmol-2 s-1 illumination intensity). The seedlings were 

biolistically inoculated at the 2-3 true leaf stage. At 3 days post inoculation (dpi), 

individual seedlings were transplanted to 4-inch pots, watered on alternate days, and 

fertilized weekly with Scott 20-20-20 (Scotts Company LLC, Maryville, OH). 

 

Biolistic Inoculation.  

Inoculation of cotton plants was carried out using the CLCrV-VIGS vector [36] 

and infectious, dimeric DNA-A and DNA-B components of CLCrV [13]. A helium- 

driven particle acceleration unit (PDS-1000; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) was used as  
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described [14]. Tungsten microprojectiles (1.0 µm-diameter) were coated with a 

combination of 0.5 µg of the CLCrV DNA-B and 0.5 µg of either the pJRTCLCrVA.008, 

pJRTCLCrVA.009, or pJRTCLCrVA.010 constructs [36]. The pJRTCLCrVA.008 

plasmid contains the CLCrV DNA-A with the coat protein gene replaced by a multiple 

cloning site and was used as the empty vector control i.e. negative experimental control. 

The pJRTCLCrVA.009 plasmid is the same vector carrying a 500-bp ChlI fragment. The 

pJRTCLCrVA.010 plasmid carries the soluble-modified red-shifted GFP gene (smRS-

GFP) [8]. Ten seedlings for each cotton cultivar were inoculated for each construct. A 

second negative control consisted of plants mock inoculated with buffer and positive 

controls were inoculated with wild type CLCrV containing the coat protein gene. The 

extent of CHL1 silencing was evaluated based on the systemic visible phenotype (photo-

bleaching of the leaves and the boll walls) due to loss of chlorophyll. 

 

Confocal Microscopic Observations of Red-shifted GFP.  

Young leaves from cotton plants were examined for the presence of smRS-GFP 

using a confocal microscope (MRC-1024, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The confocal 

scanning head was attached to a Nikon Optiphot-2 microscope with emission filter 

EM450-490 nm. Fresh leaves were examined as whole tissue mounts in water with a 20X 

Plan-Apo objective. All TIFF images were exported using Lasersharp software (Bio-

Rad). 

 

Southern Hybridization.  

Total DNA was isolated from foliar samples collected from cotton plants using  

the CTAB method [9]. Ten µg of genomic DNA was resolved on a 1.0% agarose gel 

using TAE buffer and stained with ethidium bromide. DNA was transferred onto a 

positively charged nylon membrane by overnight capillary transfer, and it was 

subsequently hybridized with a digoxigenin-dUTP-labeled probe, following a standard 

laboratory protocol [30] and instructions provided by the manufacturer (Boehringer  
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Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN). The digoxigenin-labeled probe was made by using the 

primers AC2337 and AV1153 to amplify a fragment of the cloned, monomeric CLCrV 

DNA-A component [13], with the addition of 35 mM dUTP-digoxigenin (DIG). The 

probe consisted of a 993-bp fragment of DIG-labeled viral DNA spanning the AC1-AC3 

coding regions of the CLCrV DNA-A component. Hybridization was carried out at 60°C, 

with the final post-hybridization wash at 65°C for 15 min in 0.1 X SSC. The digoxigenin-

labeled probe was detected after 30 min of exposure to the BCIP/NBT substrate, 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  

 

PCR Analysis.  

Nucleic acid extracts for PCR analysis were prepared using a protocol derived 

from Wang et al. 1993. Approximately 40-50 mg of foliar cotton tissue was weighed in a 

1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube, lysed by the addition of 400 µl 0.5M NaOH, and 

homogenized with a plastic pestle (1 min). Tissue extract (50 µl) was transferred to 450 

µL of 100 mM Tris buffer (pH 8.0), followed by addition of dithiothreitol to 7.5 mM 

final concentration.  

The positive control for the PCR-based virus detection assay was prepared by 

digesting 1 µg of the plasmid JRTCLCrVA.009 with the restriction enzyme ApaI 

(Promega Corporation, Madison, WI.) in a 20-µl reaction. ApaI cleaves within the 

duplicated common regions of the VIGS vector, and after rapid sticky-end ligation of 1 µl 

the restriction digest in a 10 µl reaction (LigaFastTM, Promega, WI) a viral episome was 

produced that approximates the replicative form present in the plant. Approximately 0.1 

µL of the ligase reaction was used as a template in the positive control. 

Four µl of the buffered tissue extract was used in a 30 µL PCR reaction consisting 

of forward and reverse primers at a concentration of 0.7 µM each, 2 mM MgCl2, 200 µM 

dNTPs (Promega), 1.5 µL of PVP-36 10% w/v (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO. cat# P-

5288), 0.025 units of Apex Taq polymerase and 1X Apex Taq polymerase buffer 

(Genesee Scientific, San Diego, CA). The primers JRTCPF 5'-CAT GAT CGA ATC  
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GTA AAA ATA GAT CC-3' and JRTCPR 5'-GCC TAA TGG GTA TAG AGC AAA 

ATG-3' span the vector’s multiple cloning site and produce a 628-bp product when the 

vector is present and the 500-bp ChlI silencing fragment insert is intact. PCR was carried 

out with the following reaction conditions: 95oC hold for 4 minutes, 95oC for 30 seconds, 

55oC for 30 seconds, 72oC for 1 minute X 40 cycles, 72oC hold for 3 minutes, 4oC hold 

(MyCycler, Bio-Rad Corp., Hercules, CA). 

Visualization of the PCR products was accomplished by running 3 µL of each 

PCR reaction on a 2% agarose gel. Gel images were captured with a UV transilluminator 

(GelLogic 112 Imaging System, Kodak, Rochester, NY). 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Cultivars Tested.  

Seven cultivars representing ancestral and breeding material from the eastern, 

delta, and Acala breeding programs were tested in parallel with the Deltapine 5415 

cultivar used previously [36]. The oldest lines,‘Dixie Triumph’ (DT) and ‘Deltatype 

Weber’ (DTW), were developed in 1914 and 1923, respectively. ‘Acala SJ-1’ was 

released in 1967 for high yield and fiber quality and early maturation in the California 

San Joaquin Valley, and it has often been used in fundamental studies (e.g. Meinert and 

Delmer 1977 [16], Roberts et al. 1992 [27]). ‘Texas Marker-1’ (TM-1) is a genetic and 

cytogenetic standard line derived beginning in 1947 from elite ‘Deltapine 14’ [12]. 

‘Coker 312’ was released in 1972, and the selection ‘Coker 312-5a’ (C312-5a) is  

frequently used for cotton transformation experiments (Trolinder and Goodin 1987). 

Among these lines, the closest relatives are ‘Coker 312’ and ‘TM-1’, with a coefficient of 

parentage (CP) of < 0.28 (Daniel Bowman, personal communication), followed by 

‘Deltapine 5415’ and ‘Coker 312’ with CP of 0.122 [3]. CP is a measure for genetic 

distance ranging between 0, for no relatedness, to 1, for genetic identity. All other CP  
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values among these lines are close to 0, indicating that they represent a broad spectrum of  

older and modern cultivated G. hirsutum germplasm. We also tested ‘Deltapine 33B’ 

(DP-33B), a modern, transgenic, cultivar derived from a cross of Coker 312 x DP-5415. 

Its CP with DP-5415 is estimated at 0.95 (D. Bowman, personal communication). The 

availability of these lines permitted an assessment of VIGS in cultivars with different 

degrees of relatedness to DP-5415.  

 

Silencing Phenotypes in Cotton Cultivars.  

All seven of the cultivars examined were susceptible to silencing following 

inoculation with CLCrV:ChlI. This manifested as extensive yellow- bleached areas in 

developing leaves beginning between 7 and 9 dpi. No yellow bleached areas were visible 

in either mock- or in empty vector-inoculated control cotton plants (results summarized 

in Table 1). However, the extent of the CHL1-silencing phenotype varied between 

cultivars, as was evident from the pattern and extent of photo-bleaching (Figs. 1-6, Table 

1). Variation in silencing phenotypes between cultivars has been previously reported in 

tomato and petunia [26]. The strongest systemic photo-bleaching was evident by 30 dpi 

in all leaves of Acala SJ-1 (Fig. 1). Furthermore, silencing was apparent in this cultivar as 

early as 7 dpi on the first true leaf. The DTW cultivar showed the second strongest 

systemic silencing phenotype (Fig. 2) among the tested cotton lines, although the first 

two true leaves showed no silencing. In contrast to Acala SJ-1 (Fig. 1), DTW had green 

areas between the veins that were still visible in symptomatic leaves (Fig. 2). Silencing in 

DT was medium to strong, but it was delayed relative to the other cultivars tested, not  

becoming evident until the fourth true leaf (Fig. 3). Closely related DP-33B and DP-5415 

both showed systemic, but erratic ChlI silencing (Fig. 4, DP-33B was not shown here). 

Although C312-5a exhibited systemic silencing, interveinal discoloration was observed 

only for the 5th and 6th leaves (Fig. 5). For TM-1 only small, chlorotic areas were 

observed in the leaves, suggesting that silencing was weak (Fig. 6). Although the genetic 

basis of silencing variability in these cotton cultivars is not clear, it may result from  
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differences in the distribution or level of the VIGS vector or in the developmental rates of 

the tested cultivars, variables that remain to be investigated. The more intense silencing  

phenotype for DP-5415 shown here as compared to our previous results [36] might be 

due to the difference in experimental conditions, including different methods for viral 

vector inoculation and different plant growing conditions. 

The CLCrV:ChlI-inoculated cotton was observed routinely over a period of one 

year to evaluate the persistence and extent of silencing. Silencing persisted in all the 

tested cotton cultivars for over a year as evident from the silencing phenotype in leaves 

and bolls (Fig.1b, c-6b, c). Analysis of total DNA isolated from these plants by Southern 

hybridization failed to detect the A component of the vector, despite the obvious 

occurrence of silencing (Fig. 1b-Fig. 6b). However, the vector genome was readily 

detected by PCR assay using primers designed to flank the vector’s multiple cloning site, 

including the silencing fragment (Fig. 7). Sequencing of the PCR product confirmed that 

the fragment was intact (data not shown). Despite inoculating cotton plants as early as the 

cotyledon stage, these results suggest that the CLCrV-based VIGS vector can reliably be 

used in studies that require analysis of gene function at late stages of development such 

as flowering and boll development.  

 

CLCrV Systemic Spread in Cotton Cultivars.  

Because VIGS vectors produce chimeric plants with non-uniform silencing and 

vector distribution, visible markers are needed to characterize these parameters [26]. ChlI 

and PDS are commonly used visible markers for endogenous gene silencing  

induced by VIGS vectors. However, most plant viruses achieve long-distance transport 

via the phloem, and it is possible that silencing of genes involved in chlorophyll and 

carotenoid biosynthesis could influence the spread of the vector by reducing phloem 

translocation. Expressing reporter genes such as GFP from the vector is therefore a 

reliable approach for determining CLCrV-VIGS vector distribution because it avoids the 

perturbation of plant metabolism caused by the loss of chlorophyll. 
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  We previously used florescence microscopy to detect the GFP signal from the 

CLCrV:GFP construct in the leaves, roots, outer boll wall, and ovule integuments in DP-

5415 [36], a cultivar that develops severe disease symptoms when inoculated with wild  

type CLCrV. In that study replication of the VIGS vector was detected at the site of 

inoculation, which was comprised of non-vascular and some vascular tissues. However, 

after initial replication of the VIGS, which occurred at the ‘site of bombardment’ 

replication and expression were found to be limited to the phloem. Here we explored the 

systemic spread of the CLCrV vector in the different cultivars using CLCrV:GFP. Our 

results demonstrated that the GFP gene product produced a strong fluorescent signal in 

cotton veins that allowed for visualization of the distribution of CLCrV VIGS vector in 

the host tissues by confocal microscopy. The GFP fluorescence was detected almost 

exclusively in the vascular system of the new leaves of all cultivars, as was observed 

previously [36]. However, in these experiments that included additional cultivars, 

considerable variation occurred in the level of GFP fluorescence depending on the 

cultivar. The DT cultivar (Fig. 3d) showed the strongest GFP fluorescent signal while 

Acala SJ-1 (Fig. 1d) and DTW (Fig. 2d) exhibited the weakest signal (results summarized 

in Table 1).  

Generally, a positive association was observed between the degree of leaf 

crumpling and curling (virus symptoms) induced by the CLCrV empty vector infection 

and the level of fluorescent signal caused by CLCrV:GFP among the cotton cultivars 

(Table 1). However, inverse relations were found between the intensity of the fluorescent 

signal produced from CLCrV:GFP and the extent of silencing induced by CLCrV:ChlI. 

All three constructs that lacked the full viral coat protein coding region induced milder  

leaf crumpling symptoms than the wild type CLCrV in the respective cotton cultivars 

(data not shown). Little or no downward leaf curling was evident in plants systemically 

infected with the modified CLCrV ‘empty vector’ control. There was no evidence of 

photo-bleaching in cotton plants inoculated with CLCrV:GFP or the empty vector (no 

insert) controls. The attenuated symptom phenotypes observed in cotton plants infected  
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with the modified (truncated CP) CLCrV vector is likely attributable to the lack of coat 

protein expression, an observation reported previously for other begomoviruses that do 

not require coat protein expression for systemic infection. Non-wild type symptom 

development and reduced symptom severity have been shown to be due to, as yet 

incompletely characterized, compensatory interactions between the viral gene products  

that are expressed from the mutant begomoviral constructs [21]. 

 

Accumulation of Wildtype Virus and the VIGS Vector in Different Cotton Cultivars. 

Total DNA was extracted from young leaves of wild type CLCrV and 

CLCrV:ChlI-inoculated plants at 28 dpi and used for Southern blots (Fig. 8). Each lane 

was loaded with 10 µg DNA, and the blot was hybridized with a CLCrV DNA-A probe. 

In parallel with the observations on relative virus symptom intensity, the accumulation of 

viral ssDNA in cotton plants infected with wild type CLCrV is noticeably higher 

compared to the level of CLCrV:ChlI in each of the tested cultivars (Fig 8). Most likely 

this resulted from the deletion of the coat protein ORF in the CLCrV-based experimental 

constructs. Several other studies have reached similar conclusions [21,32].  

 

Long-term Stability and Utility of the Modified CLCrVA Vector.  

Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) vectors may be broadly classed into two 

categories, those based on an RNA virus or those based on a DNA virus. The genomes of 

RNA viruses are susceptible to degradation by the very same siRNA machinery that is 

used to silence the target gene [23]. However, for DNA virus-based VIGS, the DNA viral 

genome is not directly targeted for degradation by siRNAs and is therefore more  

persistent. VIGS from RNA viruses, such as PVX and TRV typically only persists for 

between one and four months respectively, before the host completely eradicates the 

vector genome [24,28]. In crop plants such as cotton, which may require several months 

to reach maturity, a highly durable and stable VIGS vector is desired, particularly when 

target transcripts are produced late in development, such as during fiber formation. The  
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results from PCR detection of the vector (figure 7) show that at more than 365 dpi, the 

viral vector can still be detected by PCR. Additionally, the target sequence that was 

inserted into the vector remains stable. As such, silencing from this vector persists for at 

least one year.  

Despite the phentotypic variation in response to CLCrV-VIGS, the extent of gene 

silencing among this genetically diverse suite of cotton cultivars illustrates the potential  

of this vector to accelerate the interrogation of gene function in cotton in advance of 

employing transient expression, over-expression, and antisense strategies for crop 

improvement.  In addition to it serving as an important tool to study functional genomics 

in cotton, it could feasibly be used for similar purposes in other hosts of CLCrV, 

including bean Phaseolus vulgaris and Nicotiana benthamiana.  In addition, this VIGS 

vector holds great promise for delivering plant-pathogen derived genes and gene 

fragments to elucidate the molecular basis of pathogen-host interactions in cotton [15]. 

Here we have shown that a modified CLCrV-VIGS vector can be used to partially 

silence the ChlI gene in seven diverse G. hirsutum cultivars that have been used in 

breeding and research during the last century. Silencing was readily detectable and 

persistent for at least a year in all the cultivars. Therefore, the CLCrV-VIGS vector can 

be broadly employed in cotton improvement. Overall, the cultivar Acala SJ-1 was found 

to be a particularly good choice among the candidate cultivars because it exhibited 

extensive silencing but minimal viral symptoms (Fig. 1, Table 1). The cv. Acala SJ-1 can 

also serve as a useful positive control in the event that other cultivars are more desirable 

for a particular study. The CLCrV-VIGS system for cotton makes experiments that 

require down-regulation of gene expression in cotton during a single generation much  

more rapid and efficient. Time and other resources can be saved by assessing phenotypes 

more quickly prior to undertaking laborious transformation procedures to incorporate 

desirable traits into stably transformed cotton. The availability of a robust VIGS system 

that works in diverse cotton cultivars will allow better use to be made of the rapidly 

expanding genetic and genomic information for cotton [19].  
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Addendum 

 The results presented in Table 1 for Acala SJ1 and Deltatype Weber have been 

confirmed independently in experiments conducted at North Carolina State University.  

Silencing of ChlI in both of these cultivars was found to be superior to Deltapine 5415 

when grown in a 25C/23C walk-in growth chamber maintained at 50% humidity under 

16/8 longday lighting.  However symptom severity following inoculation of Coker 312-

5a with the CLCrV empty vector (pJRTCLCrVA.008) was not consistent with the results 

presented in Table 1. Under our growth conditions we did not observe any difference in 

symptom development for Coker 312-5a and Deltapine 5415.   
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FIGURES 

 

 
Figure 1. G. hirsutum cv. Acala SJ-1. Silencing of CHL1 in (a) leaves, (b) whole plant, 

and (c) the boll following inoculation with the CLCrV:CHL1 VIGS construct. The series 

of leaves shown is from the top (upper left) to the bottom of the plant (lower right). (d) A 

confocal image showing virus localization in the veins of a systemically infected cotton 

plant biolistically inoculated with the CLCrV:GFP construct.  
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Figure 2. G. hirsutum cv. Deltatype Weber. See Figure 1 for explanation of the figure 

parts. 
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Figure 3. G. hirsutum cv. Dixie Triumph. See Figure 1 for explanation of the figure 

parts. 
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Figure 4. G. hirsutum cv. Deltapine-5415. See Figure 1 for explanation of the figure 

parts. 
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Figure 5. G. hirsutum cv. Coker 312-5a. See Figure 1 for explanation of the figure 

parts. 
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Figure 6. G. hirsutum cv. Texas Marker-1. See Figure 1 for explanation of the figure 

parts. 
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Figure 7. PCR detection of CLCrV in DNA extracts from symptomatic cotton leaves 

one year post-inoculation. The primers targeted the multiple cloning site of the VIGS 

vector, and yielded a 628-bp PCR product that contains the 500-bp ChlI fragment. Lane 1 

= Coker 312-5a, 2 = Deltatype Weber, 3 = Deltapine 5415, 4 = Deltapine 5415 (Mock-

inoculated) 5 = Dixie Triumph, 6 = Acala SJ-1, 7 = Texas Marker-1, 8 = Deltapine 5415 

(Mock-inoculated), 9 = Positive control (‘empty vector’). 
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Figure 8. Southern blot analysis shows the accumulation of CLCrV progeny 

genomes (double-stranded replicative forms and single-stranded viral DNA) in 

VIGS-vector inoculated plants, compared to those inoculated with wild type 

CLCrV. 10 µg DNA was loaded in each lane. Upper panel: cotton cultivars inoculated 

with CLCrV:ChlI vector. Lower panel:cotton cultivars inoculated with wild type CLCrV. 

The DIG-labeled DNA probe consisted of a PCR-amplified fragment of the overlapping 

AC1-AC3 coding regions from the CLCrV-DNA-A component. Lane 1= Coker, 2 = 

Deltatype Weber, 3 = Deltapine 33B, 4 = Deltapine 5415, 5 = DT, 6 = Acala SJ-1, 7 = 

Texas Marker-1, and 8 = Deltapine 5415 (mock-inoculated). 
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Table 1. Summary of the extent of ChlI-based VIGS silencing and GFP fluorescence 

after CLCrV: GFP infection in seven G. hirsutum cultivars (30 dpi). The ‘+’ marks 

indicate the qualitative comparison between cultivars. *The empty vector induced 

detectable symptoms of leaf crumpling and curling to variable degrees in the different 

cultivars, but no tissue bleaching.  

Cultivar Extent of ChlI silencing 

and description of leaf 

appearance 

Symptoms from 

empty vector* 

GFP fluorescence after 

CLCrV:GFP infection 

Acala SJ-

1 

++++ 

High, 

Strong, uniformly 

distributed, silencing 

+ 

Very mild 

symptoms 

 

+ 

Signal only in limited 

cells 

 

Deltatype 

Weber 

++++ 

High  

Speckled (sometimes 

following veins) and sectors 

(some light green areas) 

+ 

Very mild 

symptoms 

+ 

Limited signal, GFP+ 

cells not contiguous along 

vein, but isolated areas 

 

Deltapine 

5415 

+++ 

Medium 

Large areas silenced, 

speckles “fuse” 

 

++ 

Mild symptoms 

 

++  

Medium-weak signal, 

Strong along secondary 

vein, contiguous, cells in 

minor veins (tertiary) 

show weak GFP signal 

Dixie 

Triumph 

+++ 

Medium-high in the upper 

leaves. Only the basal part 

of lower leaves  

 

++++ 

Strong symptoms 

 

++++ 

Strong signal and 

contiguous along 

secondary and tertiary 

veins 
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Table 1. Continued 

Coker 312-5a ++ 

Medium 

Some mottled, some 

all cells, base of leaf 

or entire leaf 

++++ 

Strong symptoms 

+++ 

Medium – high 

signal, contiguous 

cells in veins 

Deltapine 33B ++ 

Medium 

Many leaves. 

Sectored, but mostly 

speckled. Some 

leaves have limited 

speckles, but the 

whole leaf is 

covered. 

++ 

Mild symptoms 

 

+++ 

Medium-high 

signal, 

Strong, minor veins, 

large number cells, 

may be contiguous 

but dying out 

Texas Marker -1 + 

Weak silencing, 

speckled 

 

++++ 

Strong symptoms 

+++ 

Medium-high 

signal, 

Strong, minor veins,  
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ABSTRACT 

 

 Cotton leaf crumple virus (CLCrV) is a bipartite geminivirus that has been 

adapted for virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) in cotton. We previously described a 

coat protein replacement vector from the CLCrV A component that could accept up to 

~750 bp of foreign DNA. Here we describe various enhancements to this system. Both 

components have been moved into open source binary vectors for agro-inoculation. The 

B component has been modified to serve as an insertion vector for small sequences. 

Unlike the related geminivirus vector derived from Tomato golden mosaic virus, where 

both components can be used to carry foreign DNA, CLCrV B vectors require co-

bombardment with the wild type CLCrV A component for systemic infection.  Finally, 

two low-cost biolistic delivery devices have been developed that bypass the need for 

transformation into Agrobacterium after subcloning. These modifications will extend the 

versatility of this system for analyzing gene function in cotton. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

VIGS is a reverse genetics technique that exploits the plant's post-transcriptional 

gene silencing (PTGS) machinery to obtain a sequence-specific transcript reduction for a 

targeted host gene (Burch-Smith et al., 2004; Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2006).  The technique 

employs a virus that has been modified to carry a fragment of a host gene.  When the 

virus infects the plant, it triggers PTGS against the viral genome as well as the included 

host sequence. This leads to the degradation of RNAs with homology to the viral genome 

and produces a knockdown phenotype for the targeted gene(s).  Because it can rapidly 

silence genes without the need for stable transformation, VIGS has become an attractive 

alternative to other methods, which are time-consuming and especially difficult in plant 

species that are recalcitrant to transformation.  
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VIGS vectors have been developed from a variety of virus/host combinations 

(Burch-Smith et al., 2004; Robertson, 2004; Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2006).    Although 

vectors have been constructed from RNA and DNA viruses as well as viral DNA 

satellites, for brevity we will only focus on vectors derived from the DNA viruses of the 

family Geminiviridae, genus Begomovirus. These are monopartite or bipartite single 

stranded DNA viruses with a conserved, well-characterized genome organization.  The 

two components of the bipartite genome are designated DNA A and DNA B. The 

sequences coding for begomovirus replication and movement proteins are split between 

the A and B components (Davies and Stanley, 1989).  The A component contains 5 

predicted open reading frames that code for the replication related proteins AL1 and AL3, 

the transactivator/anti-silencing protein AL2, the putative silencing suppressor AL4, and 

the coat protein AR1.  The B component contains two open reading frames that code for 

the intercellular and intracellular movement proteins BL1 and BR1 respectively.  The two 

components share a ~200-bp region of high homology (Davies and Stanley, 1989) 

referred to as the common region. It contains the origin of replication and a consensus 

sequence that is cleaved and ligated by the AL1 protein during rolling circle replication 

(Laufs et al., 1995; Preiss and Jeske, 2003).  When copies of the common region are 

placed on either side of the genome as a direct repeat, the region between the common 

regions is released in planta to form a functional viral episome (Rogers et al., 1986; 

Stenger et al., 1991).   

To accommodate targeting sequences, a multiple cloning site is typically inserted 

either in place of the AR1 sequence or downstream of the BR1 gene (Peele et al., 2001; 

Turnage et al., 2002; Fofana et al., 2004; Tuttle et al., 2008).  The overlapping 

organization of geminivirus genes makes replacement of other genes difficult.  The 

deletion or replacement of AR1 sequence renders begomoviruses non-transmissable by 

their whitefly vector (Briddon et al., 1989; Azzam et al., 1994).  To achieve VIGS, 

therefore, the viral vector must be introduced into the plant cells either mechanically or 

through the use of Agrobacterium vectors.  Particle bombardment employs a "gene gun"  
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to blast particles coated with viral DNA into the plant.  The gene gun can be commercial 

(BioRad’s Helios or PDS-1000) or homemade.  The homemade version is known as a 

particle inflow gun (PIG; Finer et al., 1992). Both are powered by pressurized helium.  A 

gas cylinder is fitted with a regulator valve that feeds the gas through flexible tubing into 

the top of a vacuum chamber containing the target tissue.  A solenoid valve controls the 

rapid release of gas into the vacuum chamber.  On the inside of the vacuum chamber, the 

gas outlet is fitted with a filter, which is used to hold the micron or submicron particles of 

gold or tungsten that carry the nucleic acids.  This filter is positioned above the sample 

and, when the solenoid valve is opened, the compressed gas forces the particles into the 

sample below (Finer et al., 1992). Although there have been several publications 

detailing the construction of homemade gene guns, some degree of technical skill is 

required for their construction. This, combined with the high cost of commercial models, 

means that VIGS vectors that rely on biolistic delivery methods are not useful for many 

labs (Finer et al., 1992; Vain et al., 1993; Gal-On et al., 1997). 

There are two other relatively easy and inexpensive methods for inoculating 

begomovirus vectors: mechanical inoculation and Agrobacterium-based inoculation.  

Mechanical inoculation involves the use of an abrasive (carborundum or ground glass) to 

introduce a viral DNA solution into leaf cells (Ascencio-Ibanez and Settlage, 2007). This 

method is not as efficient as other methods and is not effective for all virus/host 

combinations. The success of this method depends in part on the tissue specificity of the 

virus as well as the mechanical properties of the host leaf being inoculated.   

Infectious begomovirus vectors may also be introduced into plant cells using 

Agrobacterium (Elmer et al., 1988).  Similar to biolistic vectors, it is necessary for each 

component of the vector to be flanked by directly repeated common regions. For bipartite 

begomoviruses, a mixture of Agrobacterium plasmids carrying the A and B components 

is introduced into the plant through stem inoculation, wounding, or infiltration into 

intercellular leaf spaces (Gao et al., 2010; Elmer et al., 1988; Briddon et al., 2000).  In 

each of these methods, a single unit length viral genome component is released from  
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plasmid DNA to establish a systemic infection.   

 Cotton leaf crumple virus (CLCrV) is a cotton-infecting geminivirus endemic to 

the southwestern United States and Mexico (Brown and Nelson, 1987).  Because it is a 

vascular-associated virus (Brown and Nelson, 1984; Tuttle et al., 2008), it is more 

difficult to inoculate than other begomoviruses that show broader tissue specificity (Rojas 

et al., 2005). We developed the A DNA as a vector for foreign DNA by replacing the coat 

protein gene with a multiple cloning site (Tuttle et al., 2008).  Co-bombardment of 

cotyledons with the wild type B-DNA produced systemic silencing in cotton that 

persisted throughout the plant for over a year (Idris et al., 2010).  VIGS was visualized 

using a 500-bp fragment of the chlorophyll biosynthetic gene, Magnesium Chelatase 

subunit I (ChlI).  Silencing of this gene produced a sectored pattern of chlorophyll loss 

that was more extensive at lower growth temperatures (Tuttle et al., 2008).  We also 

showed that CLCrV could be used as an expression vector by inserting a full-length GFP 

in place of the coat protein gene (Tuttle et al., 2008). 

In this paper, we expand the potential of cotton VIGS by: (a) demonstrating the 

effectiveness of CLCrV VIGS vectors after moving them into binary vectors for 

Agrobacterium-based inoculation; (b) providing instructions for making inexpensive gene 

guns; and (c) modifying CLCrV B-DNA for insertion of foreign DNA. We found that 

agroinoculation of the CLCrV vector was comparable to bombardment.  The CLCrVB 

component vector produced weak systemic silencing from a 28-bp fragment of ChlI, 

however only when coinoculated with an intact A component.  Cobombardment of the B 

component vector containing a ChlI fragment and the A component vector carrying a 

full-length GFP resulted in only limited silencing in conjunction with GFP expression. 
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RESULTS 

 

Binary vectors for Agrobacterium-mediated delivery of CLCrV 

Many labs lack the necessary equipment to inoculate the biolistic form of the 

CLCrV vector.  To address this, we cloned each of the vector's components into the open- 

source binary plasmid, pCambia1300 (CAMBIA, Canberra, Australia). The A-DNA 

vector, pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.008 (referred to as CLCrVA:CP-), contains a multiple 

cloning site in place of the coat protein gene and produces an episome that is identical to 

that from the biolistic vector following inoculation. Episomes from the B-DNA binary 

plasmid, pJRT.Agro.CLCrVB1.3 (referred to as CLCrVB), are also identical to their 

biolistic counterpart. Two additional A-DNA plasmids, one for silencing ChlI 

(pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.009) and one expressing GFP (pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.010), were 

made by swapping XbaI/SacI fragments consisting of the 3' region of the AL1 gene, AL2, 

AL3, the multiple cloning site, and one of the two duplicated common regions with the 

same region from the biolistic vector (Figure 1).  These plasmids will be referred to as 

CLCrVA:ChlI and CLCrVA:GFP.  Binary plasmids were transformed into the 

Agrobacterium strain GV3101:pMP90 (Koncz and Schell, 1986) using the freeze-thaw 

method (Hofgen and Willmitzer, 1988).  The plasmid pMP90 is derived from the pTiC58 

plasmid pGV2201 and contains a deleted T-DNA region, the necessary virulence 

functions, and gentamycin resistance (Koncz and Schell, 1986).  

We used CLCrVA:ChlI to compare the efficiency and extent of silencing from the 

biolistic and Agrobacterium-based methods of delivery.  Cotton seedlings were 

agroinoculated by infiltration of the abaxial surface of the cotyledons with a 1-mL 

syringe lacking a needle. The inoculum consisted of 1:1 mixtures of Agrobacterium 

cultures harboring CLCrVA:ChlI or CLCrVB.  Following infiltration, ChlI silencing was 

observed between 12 and 20 days post inoculation (dpi). We obtained an average 

inoculation efficiency of 81% (n = 30) over three agroinoculation experiments, which 
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Figure 1.  Details of the CLCrV-derived VIGS vectors discussed in this paper.   

A)  Plasmid maps of the original biolistic A component described previously (Tuttle et al. 

2008).  B)  Agrobacterium version of the CLCrV A-based empty vector 

(pJRTAgroCLCrVA.008).  The segment on the right shows  the SacI/XbaI fragment from 

the biolistic form of the CLCrV A vector containing the ChlI insert.  This was used to 

construct the Agrobacterium vectors pJRTAgroCLCrVA.009 (CLCrVA:ChlI) and 

pJRTAgroCLCrVA.010 (CLCrVA:GFP) containing either a ChlI silencing fragment or a 

full-length smRS-GFP gene respectively were also made this way (not shown).  C and D) 

The plasmid map of the 1.3 tandem duplication of the  B component in the pBluescript 

SK+II (C) and pCambia 1300 (D) background.  For all vectors shown, CR is common 

region (blue), and the plasmid backbone is shown in black.  Characteristics of the 

plasmids, such as origins of replication and promoter regions, are shown in magenta and 

the multiple cloning sites are shown in green. 
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was not significantly different (p-value 0.34, two-tailed non-parimetric T-test) from the 

69% efficiency we observed for three biolistic experiments (n = 27).   Both the onset and 

extent of ChlI silencing were similar to plants inoculated by particle bombardment 

(Figure 2).  

Expression of soluble-modified red-shifted GFP (smRS-GFP) (Davis and 

Vierstra, 1998) from the Agrobacterium vector CLCrVA:GFP was also comparable to 

particle bombardment.  As described previously (Tuttle et al., 2008), GFP fluorescence 

was confined to vascular associated cells, reflecting the known tissue specificity of 

CLCrV. The initial development of agro-infiltrated plants was slightly delayed compared 

to their biolistic counterparts for both ChlI silencing and GFP expression constructs.  

 

Modification of the CLCrVB component to accept silencing fragments 

Peele and coworkers (Peele et al., 2001) demonstrated the use of the TGMV B 

component as a silencing vector for silencing ChlI in Nicotiana benthamiana.  When a 

92-bp fragment of the ChlI gene was placed downstream of BR1 before the putative 

polyadenylation signal, there was improved silencing relative to the A component 

carrying an identical fragment.  Since silencing from the A component in cotton produces 

a sectored phenotype, we sought to improve the extent of silencing by modifiying the 

CLCrV B component to accommodate a multiple cloning site.   

Prior to inserting the multiple cloning site (MCS), the program Poly(A) Site 

Sleuth was used to predict putative polyadenylation sites for the BL1 and BR1 transcripts 

(Ji et al., 2007).  The program predicted a strong putative polyadenylation signal for BL1 

at the 3' end of the BR1 ORF The signal corresponded to a 25-nucleotide region 1005 and 

nucleotides from the start of the BL1 ORF (probability score of 7.81 out of 10; Figure 3).  

Prediction of polyadenylation sites for BR1 produced three high scoring regions.  Two 

putative sites were predicted 3' of the BL1 ORF at nucleotides 810-819 and 829-835 from 

the start of the BR1 ORF with scores of 7.63 and 7.40 respectively, and a third region 

was predicted to lie between the BL1 and BR1 ORFs with a score of 7.40 (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2.  ChlI silencing and GFP expression from the Agrobacterium versions of the 

CLCrV vector are comparable to the biolistic version.  A) New growth on cotton 

plants co-inoculated with GV3101 harboring the CLCrVB or the empty vector construct 

CLCrVA:CP- shown at 35 dpi.  B) New growth on cotton plants co-inoculated with 

GV3101 harboring the CLCrVB component and the CLCrVA:ChlI silencing construct 

showing loss of chlorophyll at 35 dpi C) Plant bombarded with the biolistic form of 

CLCrVA:ChlI showing ChlI silencing at 38 dpi for comparison.  D)  Vein-delimited GFP 

expression in new growth of plants agroinoculated with CLCrVB and CLCrVA:GFP 

shown at 28 dpi.  
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Since the putative polyadenylation site predicted for BR1 within the intergenic region had  

a score equal to or less than adjacent sites, we reasoned that its replacement would not 

substantially impact the stability of the BR1 

transcript

 
Figure 3.  Sequence comparison of the wild type CLCrV B intergenic region (red) 

between the BL1 and BR1 open reading frames (top) and the new B component 

vector pJRTCLCrVB1.3MCS (bottom).  Predicted stop codons are underlined and 

putative poly-adenylation sites for BL1 and BR1 are capitalized. Probability scores 

determined using Poly(A) site sleuth are shown above putative sites.  

 

 

A small multiple cloning site containing 5 restriction enzyme recognition sites 

was placed between the converging open reading frames of BR1 and BL1 to make the 

CLCrV B component vector pJRTCLCrVB1.3MCS (CLCrVB:MCS) (Figure 3).  

Bombardment with this vector and the A component carrying a full-length smRSGFP  
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resulted in a systemic infection as determined by development of leaf crumpling 

symptoms and GFP fluorescence (Figure 4A,B).  This demonstrated that the function of 

BR1 was not compromised by replacement of  the putative polyA site with the MCS.  

To determine the efficacy of silencing, we placed either a 28-bp or a 56-bp  

 

 
Figure 4.  Silencing of ChlI from the B component of CLCrV. 

A) Non-chlorotic plant (52 dpi) co-bombarded with the CLCrV B empty vector  

(CLCrVB:MCS) and CLCrVA:GFP.  B)  GFP-brightfield overlay of a young leaf from 

plant shown in A (58dpi) showing extensive GFP expression.  C) ChlI silencing on new 

growth of plant (24 dpi) co-bombarded with the B component carrying a 28-bp fragment 

of ChlI (CLCrVB:ChlI28) and CLCrVA:GFP.  Arrow indicates silencing.  D) Close-up 

of ChlI-silenced region in C shown at 30 dpi.  Red asterisks mark the location of the 

vector as determined by GFP expression.  E,F) GFP (E) and CFP (F) images of the 

silenced region shown in D.  The two arrows in E mark discrete spots of GFP 

fluorescence caused by GFP expression from the viral vector. All other GFP fluorescence 

was due to autofluorescence from glandular trichomes, as determined by their CFP 

fluorescence in F. Note lack of fluorescence in the corresponding arrow positions under a 

CFP filter in F, while background remains constant. 
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fragment of ChlI within the multiple cloning site of CLCrVB:MCS.  Co-bombardment of 

the 56-bp ChlI construct with CLCrVA:GFP failed to produce silencing or systemic 

infection.  Co-bombardment of the 28-bp ChlI construct (CLCrVB:ChlI28) with 

CLCrVA:GFP produced limited silencing on the primary leaves of 2 of the 4 inoculated 

plants (Figure 4C,D), but no systemic silencing.  While GFP expression from 

CLCrVA:GFP/CLCrVB:MCS-inoculated plants could be observed in new (Figure 4B), 

no GFP expression was observed outside of the initially inoculated leaves for plants 

bombarded with the B component carrying a ChlI insert (CLCrVA:GFP/CLCrVB:ChlI.  

This suggests that insertion of the ChlI fragment impeded systemic movement of the 

vector.  Despite the lack of systemic silencing, we observed a clear correlation between 

GFP fluorescence from the A component and silencing of ChlI from the B component 

that allowed us to visualize the spread of ChlI silencing from initially infected cells 

(Figure 4C,D). 

Coat proteins of other begomoviruses have been shown to compensate for 

mutations in the movement protein BR1 (Qin et al., 1998; Ingham et al., 1995). 

We reasoned that if insertion of a multiple cloning site and ChlI silencing fragment  

between BL1 and BR1 was affecting transcription of these genes, that bombardment with 

the A component containing an intact coat protein might restore movement of the vector 

and produce systemic silencing.  When plants were bombarded with the A component 

containing a full-length coat protein (described previously in Idris and Brown, 2004) and 

the B component vector carrying a 28-bp ChlI fragment, systemic silencing resulted 

(Figure 5C).  Silencing from this construct diminished by 6 weeks and persisted only in 

discrete spots (Figure 5D).  When a 21-bp fragment of ChlI was used in place of the 28-

bp fragment, no silencing was observed, although plants were clearly symptomatic (data 

not shown). 
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Figure 5.  Silencing of ChlI can be achieved by as little as 28-bp when inserted into 

the CLCrV B component and co-bombarded with the wild type CLCrV A  

component.  A) New growth on mock-inoculated plant (22 dpi).  B and C)  Plants co-

bombarded with the wild type CLCrV A component and B component empty vector 

(CLCrVB:MCS) (B) or B component vector carrying a 28-bp fragment of ChlI 

(CLCrVB:ChlI28(C).  D) Same as C, shown at 53 dpi. 

 

 

Development of low cost particle inflow guns 

 As an additional low-cost, easy, and readily available alternative to commercial 

particle bombardment systems, we showed that a 5-dollar pump-action plastic water gun 

could serve as a gene gun (Figure 6A,B).  The only modifications required were the 

removal of a small plastic tip covering the outlet nozzle, and either cutting of the outlet 

nozzle to match the outer diameter of a Millipore swinex syringe filter, used to hold the  
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gold particle solution, or simply gluing the threaded half of the syringe filter over an 

unmodified nozzle (Figure 6B).  The gun employs a small hand-powered pump to charge 

a cylinder with compressed air.  The compressed air is released through the outlet of the 

gun and travels through the filter tip propelling the 1 micron gold particles into the target 

cells.   

This gun was used to inoculate cotton with the biolistic CLCrV-based VIGS 

vector carrying a 500-bp fragment of the ChlI gene.  Efficiency was visually assessed by 

the number of plants showing photobleaching.  The number of pump strokes was used to 

gauge pressure in the gun.  We found that 40-60 strokes were sufficient for successful 

inoculation of the CLCrV silencing vector.  In a preliminary experiment, silencing was 

observed in 1 of 3 inoculated plants.  In a subsequent experiment silencing was observed 

in 3 of 6 inoculated plants (Figure 7A). 

 

 
Figure 6.  Examples of two homemade gene guns constructed easily at low cost from 

readily available parts.  A, B)  A $5 dollar plastic gene gun made from a slightly 

modified water gun.  For testing purposes we used the Super Soaker Max D 2000 

(Hasbro Inc., Hasbrotoyspr@hasbro.com) A)  The only modification required to adapt a 

Millipore swinex filter tip was removing three screws in the plastic body, followed by the 

plastic nozzle cover (arrow).  B)  The $5 gene gun shown with the filter tip fastened onto 

the nozzle (arrow).  C)  An example of a metal gene gun built for approximately $50 

from parts at a local hardware store (see Materials and Methods for construction details). 

 
 

A modified water gun used as a particle inflow gun would be ideal for advanced  
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teaching labs, but it did not withstand the rigorous cleaning needed to conduct sterile 

bombardments.  For this reason, we developed a more durable version of the gun from 

off-the-shelf parts available at most hardware stores.  The more durable metal gene gun 

costs approximately 50 dollars to construct, with most of this cost being due to the use of 

brass components.  

The metal gun has been used to introduce principles of gene silencing to students 

in a biochemistry lab.   In these experiments both wild type and Tomato golden mosaic 

virus (TGMV)-derived VIGS vectors were inoculated into N. benthamiana.  Efficiency 

was guaged by either photobleaching from the TGMV silencing vector carrying a 156-bp 

ChlI fragment (TGMVB:ChlI described previously by Peele et al. 2001) or symptom 

development from the wildtype virus.  The built-in gauge on the bicycle pump was used 

to measure pressure in the gun.  We found that 80 PSI was sufficient to obtain silencing 

in 3 of 5 inoculated plants and wildtype infection in 5 of 5 inoculated plants (Figure 

7B,C).    

  

 
Figure 7.  Examples of ChlI silencing obtained using the two low-cost particle inflow 

guns and two different VIGS vectors. A) ChlI silencing in cotton (33 dpi) co-

bombarded with the CLCrVA:ChlI (pJRTCLCrVA.009) and CLCrVB 

(pJRTCLCrVB1.3) plasmids using the modified plastic water gun.  B)  N. benthamiana 

(37 dpi) showing viral symptoms after bombardment with the wild type TGMV virus 

using the homemade metal gene gun.  C)  N. benthamiana (37 dpi) showing ChlI 

silencing after bombardment with TGMVB:ChlI using the metal gene gun.   
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DISCUSSION 

 

We previously described the development of VIGS vectors for cotton that 

required inoculation by microprojectile bombardment.  In this paper we detailed several 

enhancements to this system including its adaptation for inoculation by Agrobacterium 

and modification of the B component to accept silencing fragments.  We have also 

described (see Materials and Methods) the construction of two low-cost particle inflow 

guns for inoculating the biolistic form of the VIGS vectors.  The low cost of this gun, the 

commercial availability of it components, and its ease of assembly make it ideal for use 

as a teaching tool for demonstrating RNAi or transient gene expression in plants. 

Our results from agroinfiltration of cotton seedlings with either the ChlI-silencing  

or the GFP expressing versions of the CLCrV A component vector indicate that both the 

silenced phenotype and GFP expression are unaltered compared to biolistic inoculation.  

The efficiency of agroinoculation of the CLCrV vector is comparable to that of 

bombardment. One slight drawback is that growth of the agroinoculated plants appeared 

to be slowed relative to plants that were concurrently bombarded with plasmids that 

produced identical episomes.  Transformation by Agrobacterium alters the expression of 

a number of pathogen response-related genes including those coding for PR proteins, 

proteins involved in antimicrobial secondary metabolite biosynthesis, and  peroxidases 

involved in production of reactive oxygen species (Ditt et al., 2001).  The early 

developmental delays are consistent with the activity of native Agrobacterium as a plant 

pathogen (Lacroix et al., 2005).   

We also modified the CLCrVB component for use as a silencing vector.  Systemic 

silencing (Figure 7C, D) was observed when the B component vector carrying a 28-bp 

fragment of ChlI (CLCrVB:ChlI28 was biolistically inoculated with the wild type A 

component (CLCrVA), but silencing from this vector was not extensive and was reduced 

to discrete spots.  We failed to obtain systemic silencing or infection using either 28-bp or 

56-bp ChlI insertions when co-bombarded with the A component carrying a full-length  
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GFP (CLCrVA:GFP). We did observe limited silencing from the B component carrying a 

28-bp ChlI fragment, but only on a single primary leaf.  This demonstrated that the 

system does not support systemic silencing from the B component in concert with 

expression from the A component.  However it did provide the opportunity to visualize 

silencing in relation to viral gene expression in the inoculated leaf.  From this we found 

that expression from the A component and silencing from the B component are spatially 

correlated and could occur at the same time.  

Geminivirus movement is known to be limited to episomes of a certain size, but 

the nature of this limitation is not really understood. Gilbertson and co-workers showed 

that the geminivirus movement protein BL1 could preferentially traffic dsDNAs between 

2.5 and 3-kb in size and that larger plasmids failed to move efficiently (Gilbertson et al., 

2003). However it is unlikely that the lack of movement observed when larger fragments 

of ChlI were inserted into the B component is was strictly due to a size constraint because 

all constructs tested were smaller than the wildtype A component of CLCrV (2628-bp).  

Another possibiltiy is that the insertion of the multiple cloning site in place of a putative 

BR1 polyadenylation site affected BR1 function, resulting in decreased movement 

efficiency that was rescued by inclusion of the coat protein. However the empty CLCrV 

B vector also lacked the same site but was still infectious.  Although its use requires an A 

component containing a coat protein, and thus is insect transmissible, an advantage of the 

B-DNA vector is that sequences as small as 28 bp can be used for silencing. Such small 

sequences confer a high degree of specificity for the target gene and reduce off-target 

silencing.   

Lastly, we have demonstrated two low-cost particle inflow guns for use in 

teaching labs or by labs that lack access to commercial gene guns. An advantage of 

biolistic vectors is that they are smaller and do not require the additional step of 

Agrobacterium transformation. In some cases they may be preferable to Agrobacterium, 

which can cause systemic changes in inoculated plants (Veena et al., 2003). The 

availability of a low-cost alternative to commercial gene guns may enable more people to  
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take advantage of biolistic inoculation. Although the inoculation efficiency of the most 

inexpensive gun was low (33-50%), the amount of silencing in those plants was 

comparable to that in plants inoculated by other methods. Thus it may simply be  

a matter of increasing the number of inoculated plants to achieve results similar to those 

from the commercial gun. Although at least one comparatively simple gene gun has been 

described previously (Gal-On et al., 1997), it required the use of a separate compressed  

air supply.  This is the first demonstration of the simple conversion of an inexpensive,  

off-the-shelf commercial product into a working gene gun for less than $5.   

 

 

METHODS 

 

Plant Material 

 All cotton plants were grown in a 25°C/23°C (day/night) chamber at 

approximately 60% relative humidity under a bank of 16 VHO T5 fluorescent lamps 

fixed at a height of 27".  Lighting was long-day:  16 hours on, 8 hours off.  Lighting 

intensity as measured with a Li-Cor illuminometer was approximately 135 µmol s-1 m-2 at 

the shelf level.  The cotton cultivar inoculated for all described experiments was DP5415.  

Cotton plants were grown in 6" diameter pots.  The pottin mix used was Metromix 360 

(Wyatt Quarles).  Plants were watered daily and fertilized once per week with Miracle 

Grow®. 

 

Cloning the Vector into pCambia 

The empty vector plasmid pJRTCLCrVA.008 (Tuttle et al., 2008) was digested 

with XbaI and SacI.  A 1377-bp fragment from pJRTCLCrVA.008 containing one 

common region, the multiple cloning site, AL2, AL3 and the 3' 393-bp of AL1 was 

ligated into pCambia1300 cut with XbaI and SacI to produce pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.008.1.  

In a second digestion and ligation, pJRTCLCrVA.008 was cut with XbaI and XhoI and  
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the 1125-bp resulting fragment was cloned into pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.008.1 cut with XbaI 

and SalI to generate a 11,443-bp plasmid pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.008. 

 To produce the ChlI-silencing and GFP-expressing marker constructs 

pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.009 and pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.010, the biolistic constructs 

pJRTCLCrVA.009 and pJRTCLCrVA.010 were each digested with SacI and XbaI to  

release 1,883-bp and 2,062-bp fragments respectively.  These fragments were then ligated 

into SacI, XbaI digested pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.008 to produce pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.009  

and pJRT.Agro.CLCrVA.010. 

Prior to inserting the B component of the viral genome into Agrobacterium, it was  

necessary to reduce the duplication of B component sequence from a complete dimer 

(Idris and Brown, 2004) to a version with only one BR1 gene. This was accomplished by 

using PCR and the primers BDAgR1new (5’ – ACC CAG ACT AGT AAA CGC TAT 

TAT ATA GG – 3’) and BDAgF1 (5’ - GCG GAG CTC CAG AAC GAT CTC AGT 

TAG GTC ATG GG - 3’) to amplify a 906-bp fragment, containing a single common 

region, from the CLCrV B dimer.  The BDAgF1 primer introduced a SacI restriction 

enzyme site at the 5’ end of the PCR product.  The additional SacI site was used in 

conjuction with an internal SpeI site to insert the 896-bp fragment into the respective 

restriction sites of the pBluescript SK+ II vector (Agilent Technologies) to create 

pJRTCLCrVB.1.  Next, a 2549-bp fragment was cut from the CLCrV B dimer using the 

restriction enzyme SpeI.  This fragment contained a second viral common region as well 

as the two full-length open reading frames BL1 and BR1.  The fragment was purified by 

gel extraction and ligated into the SpeI restriction site of pJRTCLCrVB.1.  The resulting 

clones were screened for proper orientation of the insert by XbaI digestion and are called 

pJRTCLCrVB1.3.  The plasmid JRTCLCrVB1.3 contains two viral common regions that 

flank the two full-length open reading frames BL1 and BR1 in the pBluescript SK+ II 

vector.  

 After construction of pJRTCLCrVB1.3, the construct was digested with the 

restriction enzymes HindIII and SacI.  The 3,490-bp fragment produced from this  
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digestion was cloned into the respective sites in the HindIII/SacI digested and 

dephosphorylated pCambia1300 plasmid to produce the 12,400-bp plasmid 

pJRT.Agro.CLCrVB1.3. 

 

Agroinoculation of the vector 

 Agrobacterium strain GV3101:pMP90 was first made competent by inoculating  

50 mL of Luria Bertani medium with 125 µL of an overnight Agrobacterium culture.   

The 50-mL culture was then grown at 30°C for 12 hours, spun for 10 minutes at 4000 x 

rpm to pellet cells, and washed in 5-mL of sterile TE buffer; this step was repeated once.  

The TE buffer was removed and the cells were then resuspended in 5-mL of Luria  

Bertani medium and 200-µL aliquots were refrozen in liquid nitrogen. 

For transformation, cell aliquots were thawed on ice, and 1 µg of plasmid DNA 

was added to the cells on ice for 5 minutes.  Next, the cells and DNA were transferred to 

liquid nitrogen for 5 minutes, then a 37°C water bath for 5 minutes.  1 mL of Luria 

Bertani medium was added to the tube, and the cells were incubated at room temperature 

for 4 hours with agitation.  The culture was spun down for 10 minutes at 4000 rpm and 

all, but approximately 100 µL of the supernatant was removed.  Cells were resuspended 

and then plated on Petri plates with 25 µg/mL each of kanamycin, rifampicin, and 

gentamycin and allowed to grow for 2 days at 30°C. 

 The vector was introduced into cotton seedlings by infiltration. 

Cultures of each component were prepared as previously described (Burch-Smith et al., 

2004).  After adjusting the OD600 of each culture to 1.5 and allowing them to incubate at 

room temperature in the dark for 4 hours, A and B component cultures were mixed in a 

1:1 ratio and drawn up into a needleless 5-cc syringe.  The mixture was introduced into 

cotton seedlings at the cotyledon stage by gently forcing the solution into the spongy 

mesophyll of the abaxial cotyledon.  As the infiltration solution moved through the 

cotyledon, it became noticeably darker.  Infiltration was performed until both cotyledons 

were completely infiltrated as evidenced by darkening of the leaf. 
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Modification of the B component. 

Overlap PCR was used to insert a multiple cloning site into the plasmid JRTCLCrVB1.3. 

The primers B1.3OVRLPF1 (5'-ACA GTT AAC GAA GAT GCG GAC TC) and 

B1.3OVRLPR1 (5'- GAT ATC GAA TTC TGG CCA GCA TGC TTA TCC AAT ATA 

ATC AAG GTC ATA CGA TAC) were used to amplify a 260-bp product from 

pJRTCLCrVB1.3 containing the 3' 233-bp of the BL1 gene and 24-bp of  

the multiple cloning site.  Next the primers B1.3OVRLPF2 (5'-GAT ATC GAA TTC 

TGG CCA GCA TGC TTA TCC AAT ATA ATC AAG GTC ATA CGA TAC-3') and  

B1.3OVRLPR2 (5'- TAAACAAGAATGCCCTGTTAGTTTAT-3') were used to amplify  

a 121-bp fragment from pJRTCLCrVB1.3 containing the 3' 97-bp of the BR1 gene and  

24-bp of the multiple cloning site.  The two fragments were denatured, allowed to anneal 

at room temperature, and then used as a template in a third PCR reaction with the 

flanking primers B1.3OVRLPF1 and B1.3OVRLPR2 to produce a 378-bp PCR product.  

This product was digested with BsmI and HpaI and cloned into pJRTCLCrVB1.3 cut 

with the respective restriction enzymes and dephosphorylated.  This ligation yielded the 

plasmid pJRTCLCrVB1.3MCS, which contains a multiple cloning site containing the 

restriction recognition sites for EcoRV, EcoRI, MscI, and SphI immediately flanked by 

the stop codon sequences of the BL1 and BR1 converging open reading frames 

ChlI targeting sequences were generated by denaturing primers at 95°C for 5 

minutes followed by annealing at room temperature.  Primer duplexes were made fully 

double-stranded using Taq DNA polymerase by subjecting them to a single 72°C 

elongation.  The 28-bp ChlI sequence was produced by annealing the primers ChlI30bpF 

(5'- CAC GAA TTC GAT CGA TTC GGA ATG CAT GCT CAA GTC GGA ATT C-3') 

and ChlI30bpR (5'-CAC GAA TTC CGA CTT GAG CAT GCA TTC-3').  This was 

subsequently digested with EcoRI and ligated into pJRTCLCrVB1.3MCS that had been 

cut with EcoRI and dephosphorylated.  The 56-bp ChlI sequence was generated by 

annealing the primers ChlI55F (5'- CAC GCA TGC GTG CTC TTT CCT CCA CAA 

TCT TCA CTC TAA GCT CAG-3') and ChlI55R (5'- CAC GAA TTC GTC GGG ACA  
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GTG AGG GAC GCT GAG CTT AGA GTG-3').  After making the primer duplex 

double-stranded, the product was digested with SphI and EcoRI and ligated into 

pJRTCLCrVB1.3MCS cut with the respective enzymes and dephosphorylated. 

Putative poly-adenylation sites were predicted using the Poly(A) Site Sleuth 

software (www.polyA.org) (Ji et al., 2007). 

 Particle bombardment was conducted as described previously (Tuttle et al., 2008). 

 

Construction of a Low Cost Particle Delivery Device 

 To construct an extremely low cost particle delivery device, we first purchased a  

pump-action water gun; the MAX D 2000 (Hasbro Inc., Hasbrotoyspr@hasbro.com) 

from a local Target (Target Inc., www.target.com) store for approximately 4 dollars.  A 

small Phillips head screwdriver was used to remove three screws from the plastic housing 

on the front of the gun.  This allowed the plastic housing to be pried open just enough for 

the plastic nozzle cover to be removed.  With the conical nozzle of the gun exposed, it 

can now be modified to hold a 13-mm Millipore swinex filter tip (Millipore Inc., 

www.millipore.com).  The plastic nozzle can either be cut back to the outer housing so 

that its inner diameter is large enough to allow for the insertion of the filter tip; or it may 

be left intact and the threaded end of the filter tip may be fitted over the nozzle and 

secured with glue.  For inoculation, the built-in hand pump was pumped 40-60 times 

immediately prior to bombardment.  No vacuum was used and the tip of the Millipore tip 

was placed less than a centimeter from the adaxial surface of the cotyledon.  All other 

aspects of the particle bombardment protocol were conducted as described before (Tuttle 

et al., 2008).   

 A second more durable gun was constructed consisting of a bicycle pump 

connected to one end of a brass cylinder via a section of 6-ft fuel line with a ¼" inner 

diameter.  A blowgun was adapted to the other end of the brass cylinder and fitted with a 

13-mm Millipore swinex tip.  The pump used was a Schwinn (Schwinn Inc., 

www.schwinn.com) bicycle pump with a pressure gauge rated up to 100 PSI.  This was  
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adapted to the fuel line using a ¼" inflation nozzle that was provided in a Kobalt 5-PC 

blowgun kit (Lowes Inc., www.lowes.com, Item #001174).  This is essentially a ¼" 

threaded male fitting on one end and a barb on the other.  The fuel line was secured to the 

barb using a #4 pipe clamp (King Seal Fastener Technology Co., Ltd., Anhui, China) 

Item #62508).  The other end of the fuel line was connected to a brass ¼" male barb 

adapter (Watts Industries Inc., www.watts.com, Item #A-192) and was secured with a #4 

pipe clamp.  The ¼" male barb adapter was screwed into a female ¼" to ½" brass 

coupling (Watts Industries Inc., Item #A-813) that is threaded onto a ½" X 6" brass pipe 

nipple (Watts Industries Inc., Item #LA-845).  At the other end of the brass pipe is 

another ¼" to 1/2" female coupling.  This is attached to a Kobalt blowgun via a ¼" male 

brass nipple.  The end of the blowgun is fitted with a blow gun adapter included in the 

above mentioned kit and the Millipore swinex filter tip is threaded directly into this 

adapter.  For inoculation of N. benthamiana with TGMV, the bicycle pump was pumped 

to approximately 80 PSI and the trigger of the blowgun was quickly compressed with the 

tip of the Millipore syringe filter held less than 1 cm from the surface of the leaf. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

We previously developed a virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) vector for the 

economically important crop cotton from the begomovirus Cotton leaf crumple virus 

(CLCrV).  The vector was used to demonstrate both silencing of ChlI and GFP 

expression.  GFP expression was observed in cotton ovules suggesting that the CLCrV 

vector could be used to down-regulate cotton fiber genes.  Here we demonstrate the 

CLCrV vector's ability to silence both a 35S:mGFP5-ER transgene at 15 days post 

anthesis (dpa) and an endogenous cell wall extension-related Expansin1 (GhEXPA1) at16 

dpa, but not at 12 dpa.  This suggests that fibers may not be susceptible to silencing at all 

points in development.  Silencing of GhEXPA1 produced an approximately 8.8% 

reduction in mature fiber length relative to controls (±0.8% n=3).  These experiments 

validate the utility of the CLCrV-VIGS system in cotton fiber.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) exploits a plant defense mechanism that 

employs small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) to direct the homology-dependent cleavage of 

RNA with homology to the viral vector. Although a potent trigger for gene silencing is 

double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) (Waterhouse et al., 1998), high levels of RNA in a single 

orientation can also elicit silencing in a response that is specific to plants (Que et al., 

1997).  Double-stranded RNA substrates may derive from an RNA virus replication 

intermediate.  ssRNA can be made doublestranded through the action of a host RNA-

dependent RNA-polymerase ( Dunoyer et al., 2010a).  Once dsRNA has been produced, 

it is cut into 21, 22, or 24-nt siRNA duplexes by one of four dicer-like (DCL) 

endonucleases (Bernstein et al., 2001; Blevins et al., 2006).  These siRNA duplexes may 

move symplastically into adjacent cells (Dunoyer et al., 2010b ; Molnar et al., 2010) or  
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they may be bound by Argonaute-containing silencing effector complexes (Baumberger 

and Baulcombe, 2005).  After cleavage and release of one strand of the siRNA duplex, 

the remaining single stranded siRNA is used to seek out and cleave homologous mRNAs 

(Baumberger and Baulcombe, 2005; Matranga et al., 2005; Rand et al., 2005).  

Particularly for transgenes, the process may be maintained by transitivity, or the 

production of secondary siRNAs that lie 5' or 3' of the homologous target sequence 

(Braunstein et al., 2002; Vaistij et al., 2002; Moissiard et al., 2007).  Any sequence within 

the viral genome may be subject to siRNA production and silencing (Chellappan et al., 

2005; Akbergenov et al., 2006).  Thus, when endogenous plant sequences are placed 

within the viral genome, they and their corresponding mRNAs become targeted for 

degradation, producing a transient knock-down phenotype for the targeted plant gene 

(Kumagai et al., 1995; Kjemtrup et al., 1998; Ruiz et al., 1998).   

 

VIGS in Cotton 

Cotton leaf crumple virus (CLCrV) is a cotton-infecting geminivirus in the genus 

Begomovirus and is endemic to the southwestern United States and Mexico (Brown and 

Nelson, 1987).  It is a vascular-limited virus that is vectored by the whitefly Bemisia 

tabaci (Brown and Nelson, 1984).  Infection is characterized by downward curling of the 

leaf margins, mild chlorosis and stunted growth (Butler et al., 1986).  In 2004, CLCrV 

was cloned and shown to be infectious by particle bombardment (Idris and Brown, 2004).  

Characterization of CLCrV showed that it had a bipartite genome organization typical of 

most Begomoviruses (Idris and Brown, 2004).  The two components of the genome are 

generally termed DNA-A and DNA-B.  The viral functions of replication and movement 

are partitioned between the A and B components respectively.  Each component shares a 

~200-bp region of homology referred to as a common region, which contains an origin 

for rolling circle replication and a bidirectional promoter that drives expression for 

leftward and rightward-oriented genes.  Although not all begomovirus genes are required 

for systemic infection, both DNAs must be present for a systemic infection (Davies and  
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Stanley, 1989). 

The CLCrV A component was previously modified to serve as a coat protein- 

replacement VIGS vector for cotton (Tuttle et al., 2008).  When co-bombarded with the 

wildtype B component (CLCrV B), the vector produces systemic silencing.  All  plants in 

the following experiments were inoculated with both the A and B components unless 

stated otherwise.  The utility of this vector was demonstrated by silencing the chlorophyll 

biosynthetic gene Magnesium Chelatase subunit I (ChlI), which produced a sectored 

chlorotic phenotype that was enhanced at lower growth temperatures.  A full-length GFP 

gene inserted in place of the coat protein sequence provided a means for evaluating the 

spread of the vector throughout the plant. GFP fluoresence from the CLCrVA component 

persists in a given cell for less than 5 days (personal observation), but this was long 

enough to allow us to visualize expression in vascular associated tissues in all organs of 

the cotton plant (Tuttle et al., 2008). The proximity of GFP expression to developing 

fibers suggested that the CLCrV vector might be used to silence genes in cotton fiber. 

 

The Cotton Fiber 

 The upland cotton plant (Gossypium hirsutum) is the most widely cultivated 

natural fiber crop in the world (FAOstat Fibre crops, 2009).  It is a perennial dicot grown 

as an annual for mass production of its seed fiber and oil.  The long spinnable fibers are 

the basis for a worldwide $40 billion per year industry (USDA/FAS, 2010).   

The cotton fiber is a long, single-celled trichome-like structure that develops from the 

surface of the cottonseed.  Development of the cotton fiber is generally grouped into four 

overlapping stages:  initiation, elongation, secondary wall deposition and maturation 

(Naithani et al., 1982).  Beginning at the day of anthesis, approximately 30% of the 

epidermal cells of a fertilized ovule undergo a transition to become fiber initials and 

bulge outward from the ovule's surface (Stewart, 1975) and a transition to polar growth 

occurs shortly afterwards.  By 10 dpa, the fibers begin to elongate rapidly, with rapid 

elongation continuing through at least 15 dpa.  This rapid elongation is coincident with  
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symplastic isolation, due in part to the transition from simple to branched plasmodesmata 

at the base of the fiber. The coordinated expression of genes for primary cell wall 

modifying enzymes such as hydrolases and expansins also occurs during this time (Ruan 

et al., 2001; Arpat et al., 2004; Brosnan et al., 2007).  At approximately 16 dpa, the 

symplastic isolation is reversed and elongation slows.  Between 15 and 20 dpa, secondary 

cell wall deposition begins.  By approximately 45 dpa, the mature fibers dehydrate 

leaving behind a cell wall that is approximately 95% cellulose (Basra and Malik, 1984; 

Kim and Triplett, 2001).  

 

The Expansin Family in Cotton 

 Fibers of Gossypium hirsutum can reach a final length of 2.5-3 cm and represent 

an example of one of the largest single cells in the plant kingdom.  To obtain such great 

lengths and accommodate rapid cell elongation during development, the fiber must have 

coordinated expression of primary cell wall loosening enzymes such as expansins and 

xyloglucan hydrolases (Arpat et al., 2004; Brosnan et al., 2007).    

Expansins are structural cell wall proteins that soften the primary cell wall and 

allow turgor-driven cell expansion (McQueen-Mason and Cosgrove, 1995).  Their 

proposed, but still unproven, mode of action is to interfere with the ability of 

hemicelluloses to cross-link with cellulose microfibrils.  This allows the cellulose 

microfibrils to slide past each other, permitting the cell wall to extend and the cell to 

undergo turgor driven expansion (McQueen-Mason and Cosgrove, 1995).  Growth-

related cell wall extension has been correlated with expansin activity in many different 

plants including cucumber, strawberry, rice, maize, and cotton (Wu et al., 1996; Cho and 

Kende, 1997; Harrison et al., 2001; Harmer et al., 2002).   

The expansin gene family is composed of four subfamilies consisting of EXPA, 

EXPB, and the expansin-like genes EXLA and EXLB.  While there is strong evidence that 

the EXPA family members play a role in regulating cell growth in several species, 

including Arabidopsis, rice, and Nicotiana benthamiana, the function of the EXPB  
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subfamily is not well established (Choi et al., 2006).  Although the cotton genome has not 

been sequenced, numerous cDNA libraries of developing fibers and other tissues have 

been profiled. There are at least six EXPA gene family members in cotton; of these six, 

GhEXPA1 and GhEXPA2 are known to be expressed in the cotton fiber.  GhEXPA1 was 

reported to have an expression profile that coincided with the period of elongation while 

GhEXPA2 was expressed at a low, but constant level throughout fiber development 

(Harmer et al., 2002). Two additional EXPA family members may also be expressed in 

fiber; however, there is some disagreement as to their roles and levels of expression.  Gou 

and coworkers (Gou et al., 2007) identified four GhEXPA family members with similar 

expression profiles, while Arpat et al. (Arpat et al. 2004) identified one major GhEXPA 

gene and several minor homologs with differential expression.  Both studies also 

identified a single GhEXPB gene that was only expressed later in fiber development, in 

the period following elongation (Arpat et al., 2004; Choi et al., 2006; Gou et al., 2007). 

The EXPA1 gene was chosen as a silencing target in this study because previous 

characterization of this family suggested that fiber-specific and vegetative expansins are 

divergent in sequence (Harmer et al., 2002).  This reduced the liklihood of off-target 

silencing in vegetative tissues.  Additionally transcription of the EXPA1 gene is 

coincident with the period of cotton fiber elongation, suggesting it could play a major 

role in this process.  We therefore used VIGS of EXPA1 to begin to understand the 

relative contributions of different expansin genes to fiber growth. 

Our previous results using GFP expression to monitor CLCrV movement and 

gene expression showed that the viral vector was present in the outer seed coat as early as 

3 dpa (Tuttle et al., 2008).  This suggested that CLCrV might be useful for silencing 

genes in the economically important cotton fiber.  To test this hypothesis, we analyzed 

CLCrV-mediated VIGS of two fiber genes: a constitutively expressed GFP transgene and 

the endogenous EXP1 gene. The results suggest that developmental events play an 

important role in the efficacy of VIGS in cotton fiber.  
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RESULTS 

 

CLCrV:GFP Expression in Ovules 

We previously demonstrated that fluorescence of GFP expressed from the CLCrV 

vector could be observed in isolated regions of the developing ovule. To determine the 

location of GFP expression more precisely, we sectioned 3-dpa cotton ovules from non- 

transgenic cotton plants showing a systemic infection of CLCrV containing the entire 

smRSGFP gene (CLCrV:GFP). In the seven GFP-fluorescing ovules chosen for 

examination, discrete spots of GFP fluorescence were present in tissues adjacent to or  

within the vascular tissue of the seed coat, but not in the fibers themselves (Figure 1).   

These results suggested that CLCrV could be used to silence genes early in the 

development of the fibers, provided that siRNAs could reach the fiber via the symplast.  

 

 
Figure 1.  GFP fluorescence from the CLCrV vector can be found in vascular tissues 

in the outer seed coat, but not in the cotton fiber.  A)  Bright-field/GFP overlay 

showing GFP fluorescence from CLCrV:GFP in the outer seed coat of a 3-dpa cv. 

DP5415 non-transgenic cotton ovule.  B) Close-up of the region shown in A showing a 

xylem-associated tracheid (x), indicating that GFP expression was near vascular tissue.  

No vector-derived GFP expression was observed in cotton fibers or epidermal cells. 
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Silencing of 35S:mGFP5-ER in the Cotton Fiber 

Since plasmodesmatal connections to fibers were previously shown to close 

between ~10-15 dpa (Ruan et al., 2001), it was not clear if VIGS would be effective 

during the entire course of fiber development. We therefore used VIGS of a constitutively 

expressed GFP transgene to analyze the kinetics of silencing in fiber. A 35S:mGFP5-ER 

cotton line (kindly provided by Dr. Keerti Rathore) was previously shown to express GFP 

in the fiber (Sunilkumar et al., 2002).  The same vector used for GFP expression 

(CLCrV:GFP; Fig. 1) was used for silencing and plants were bombarded at the cotyledon 

stage. GFP silencing was evident in new growth ~30 days after bombardment and 

persisted throughout boll development where it was observed to extend into the wall of 

the cotton boll (Figure 2).  However, unlike GFP silencing in model species such as N. 

benthamiana and Arabidopsis, which is systemic and extends throughout all tissues of 

new growth (Voinnet et al., 1998; Brosnan et al., 2007), GFP silencing in the cotton leaf 

was confined to sectors and resembled the silencing pattern of the endogenous gene ChlI 

(Figure 2D).  Although silencing in some areas of the stem and petioles was more 

extensive (Figure 2E), silencing never became complete. 

As previously demonstrated (Sunilkumar et al., 2002), cotton embryos from 

35S:GFP cotton plants possessed relatively bright GFP fluorescence (Figure 2G). The 

GFP fluorescence remained bright in plants inoculated with the GFP VIGS vector (Figure 

2G).  This result is consistent with previous reports that geminiviruses are not seed-

transmitted (Sudarshana et al., 1998) and that VIGS from geminiviruses does not transmit 

to subsequent generations (Turnage et al., 2002). However, strong fluorescence from the 

embryo made the assessment of GFP silencing in the maternally derived seed coat and 

fiber difficult. To properly assess fiber silencing, it was necessary to separate the fiber 

from the developing embryo.  

We developed a method for quantifying GFP fluorescence from the fibers of 

individual ovules. Blunt-tipped forceps were used to remove fibers from the chalazal end 

of the ovule. Fibers were then packed into one well of a 96-well plate to a height that 
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Figure 2.  GFP silencing in the vegetative tissues of cotton was similar to silencing of 

endogenous ChlI.  A) 35S:GFP cotton plant inoculated with the control construct 

CLCrV:GUS imaged under long-wave UV showed no loss of GFP fluorescence at 55 dpi.  

B) 35S:GFP cotton plant inoculated with the GFP silencing construct CLCrV:GFP, 

shown under brightfield at 55 dpi.  C) Same as B, only viewed under long-wave UV.  

Note the sectored/speckled loss of GFP fluorescence evident as the unmasked appearance 

of red autofluorescence from the chlorophyll.  D) Silencing of the endogenous ChlI gene 

shown at 73 dpi for comparison.  Silencing of both the endogenous ChlI gene and the 

GFP transgene was restricted to certain areas.  E) 35S:GFP cotton plant inoculated with 

the GFP silencing construct CLCrV:GFP and viewed under long-wave UV, showed 

extensive GFP silencing in the stem (arrow).  F) 5-dpa boll from a 35S:GFP cotton plant 

inoculated with the GFP silencing construct CLCrV:GFP showed partial silencing in the 

boll wall (arrow).  G) 7-dpa ovules shown with fibers seperated (above ovules) from 

either the control (CLCrV:GUS) inoculated 35S:GFP plant (top) or a CLCrV:GFP 

inoculated 35S:GFP plant (bottom) viewed under brightfield (left) and long-wave UV 

(right).  GFP fluorescence from the embryo obscured silencing in the fibers.  

 

   

corresponded to ~20 µl. Fiber samples were arranged according to the position of the 

ovule within a locule so that the distribution of silencing could be followed. We chose 15  
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dpa as the first time point to assay fiber silencing because it was roughly in the middle of 

fiber development and just before secondary cell wall deposition (Kim and Triplett, 

2001).   

Fibers corresponding to a volume of ~20 µl from each ovule were placed into one 

well of a 96-well plate.  When the fibers were viewed under long-wave UV, ovules from 

four of the five sampled locules derived from 3 different GFP-silenced plants showed a 

clear reduction in GFP fluorescence at 15 dpa (Figure 3). The remaining locule had 

ovules that showed GFP fluorescence values corresponding to the controls, suggesting 

that VIGS was not effective in that locule. This was consistent with the sectored pattern  

 

 
 
Figure 3.  VIGS of GFP in cotton fibers is locule-specific at 15 dpa.  A)  Brightfield 

image of a 96-well plate loaded with approximately 20 µL volumes of 15 dpa immature 

fibers derived from 9 different locules. B) Same as A, only viewed under long-wave UV. 

Note visible reductions in GFP fluorescence in 4 of 5 CLCrV:GFP- locules. Ovules from 

each locule are outlined in a box. Locules taken from 4 control-inoculated plants are 

outlined in white (EV and –GUS). Five locules from 3 CLCrV:GFP-inoculated plants (-

GFP) are outlined in red. C)  qRT-PCR analysis of mGFP5-ER transcript abundance in 

15-dpa empty vector inoculated (EV), CLCrV:GUS-inoculated (-GUS), or CLCrV:GFP-

inoculated plants (-GFP).  There was ~4.5-fold reduction of mGFP5-ER in GFP-silenced 

plants relative to EV and -GUS controls.  The asterisk indicates significant reduction.  P-

value as determined by one-way ANOVA was <0.0001, n=3-6.  Error bars are standard 

error of the mean. 
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of GFP silencing seen in vegetative tissue.  Although the fluorescence within locules  

appeared to be uniform, more experiements are needed to assess the variability within 

different fibers of an ovule and between different ovules of a locule 

After confirming a visible reduction in 35S:GFP fluorescence in the cotton fibers 

derived from CLCrV:GFP-bombarded plants, we used quantitative real-time PCR (qRT- 

PCR) to verify that the reduction in GFP fluorescence (Figure 3) was due to VIGS. RNA 

was extracted from the fibers of four to six locules derived from 2-3 plants per treatment.   

We observed ~4.5-fold reduction in mGFP5-ER transcript for 15 dpa fiber from 

CLCrV:GFP-inoculated plants compared to empty vector and CLCrV:GUS-inoculated 

control plants, thus verifying the ability of the CLCrV-based VIGS system to silence a 

transgene in cotton fiber.   

 

Silencing of GhEXPA1 in the Cotton Fiber 

The successful demonstration of GFP silencing in cotton fiber led us to attempt to 

silence an endogenous gene thought to play a role in fiber development.  We chose the 

Expansin1 (GhEXPA1) (Genbank accession AF512539) gene as an endogenous target 

because of its proposed role in cell wall loosening during cell expansion, its fiber-specific 

expression pattern, and its low sequence homology (approximately 65%) with non-fiber 

cotton alpha expansins (data not shown). A 465-bp fragment of GhEXPA1 was cloned 

into CLCrV (CLCrV:EXP).  CLCrV:GUS, which contains a 618-bp fragment of GUS 

with no known homology to the cotton genome, was used as a control. There were no 

significant differences in plant development in CLCrV:EXP-inoculated and the control 

CLCrV:GUS-inoculated plants supporting the fiber-specific expression of GhEXPA1.  

Mature fibers from EXP1-silenced plants showed an average reduction in length 

of 8.8 ± 2% relative to CLCrV:GUS-inoculated controls (Figure 4); from ~25.0 mm to 

~22.8 mm.  Although this reduction was significant (p-value = 0.002), it was surprisingly 

moderate considering that EXP1 has been reported to be the primary EXPA gene  

expressed in cotton fiber (Harmer et al., 2002; Arpat et al., 2004; Gou et al., 2007).   
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Assessment of EXP1 transcript abundance by qRT-PCR indicated ~5.6 fold reduction at 

16 dpa (p-value 0.0038), but there was no significant reduction at 12 dpa compared to 

CLCrV:GUS inoculated plants (p-value 0.67) (Figure 4).  Previous work demonstrated 

that fibers are symplastically isolated for the period between 10 to 15 dpa, a period of 

development characterized by the greatest rate of elongation (Ruan et al., 2001).   

Expression of GhEXPA1 is highest during this period of symplastic isolation (Harmer et 

al., 2002).  This combined with the late onset of GhEXPA1 silencing (~15 dpa) may  

 

 
Figure 4.  Silencing of Expansin1 was verified by qRT-PCR at 16 dpa, but not 12 

dpa and produced an 8.8% reduction in mature fiber length.  A)  qRT-PCR of EXP1 

in fibers from CLCrV:GFP control-inoculated (-GFP) and CLCrV:EXP1-inoculated (-

EXP1) cotton plants at 12 and 16 dpa. The EXP1 transcript showed no significant 

reduction at 12 dpa, but ~ 5.6 fold reduction at 16 dpa, but .  P-values as determined by 

one-way ANOVA were .067 and 0.004 respectively.  Error bars are standard error of the 

mean.  B)  Mature fibers taken from 3 randomly chosen ovules from 3 EXP1-silenced 

plants (right) and 2 CLCrV:GFP-infected controls (left; three ovules are shown).  Fibers 

from EXP1-silenced plants showed a clear reduction in fiber length relative to controls.  

C) Mature fiber length for CLCrV:GFP control (-GFP) and CLCrV:EXP1-inoculted (-

EXP1) plants.  The mean length of fiber from 290 control ovules was 25±0.3 mm 

(n=290).  Mean fiber lengths for 278 EXP1-silenced ovules was 22.8±0.1 mm (n=278).  

P-value as determined by a two-tailed nonparametric T-test was 6.3E-46. Probability was 

also calculated using the average value per plant (n=3) where the P-value determined by 

ANOVA analysis was 0.002.  Asterisks indicate significant reductions.  Error bars are 

standard deviation. 
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explain the attenuated effect of VIGS on fiber length.  Although VIGS of GhEXPA1 

resulted in a significant reduction in transcript abundance, it was not a complete reduction 

and it is possible that the decreased transcript level was sufficient to produce enough 

functional GhEXPA1 protein to maintain expansion. Using the Tobacco Rattle Virus 

VIGS vector, Liu and coworkers failed to detect phenotypes for the tCTR2 in tomato 

despite an 85% reduction in mRNA (Liu et al., 2002) suggesting that some genes have 

phenotypes that are relatively insensitve to large reductions in mRNA levels.  In a second 

example Flachmann and Kuhlbrandt used antisense expression to silence the chlorophyll 

a/b binding protein (CAB).  Despite CAB mRNA being substantially reduced, CAB 

protein levels were unchanged (Flachmann and Kuhbrandt, 1995). 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The value of cotton resides in its fiber, but the fiber itself is a novel structure that, 

while related to trichomes at least in early developmental stages, also shows unique 

characteristics (Betancur et al. 2010). There are numerous studies profiling gene 

expression in developing cotton fibers, but little is known about the regulation and 

function of many of these genes. We demonstrate here that CLCrV can serve as a VIGS 

vector for silencing genes in developing fibers with the caveat that silencing does not 

appear to be uniform throughout development. We have presented evidence that the 

CLCrV-based VIGS vector is capable of silencing the 35S:mGFP5-ER transgene and the 

endogenous GhEXPA1 gene in cotton fiber at 15 and 16 dpa, respectively, but not 

GhEXPA1 at 12 dpa. 

 

Silencing GFP in Fiber 

When CLCrV was used as a GFP expression vector, GFP fluorescence was found 

in isolated cells primarily associated with vascular tissue in vegetative organs (Tuttle et  
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al., 2008). Although GFP expression was also found in the seed coat, very few cells 

showed expression and expression was not found in the epidermal layer, which produces 

fiber. In the work reported here, the same vector was bombarded into 35S:GFP cotton 

and caused a loss of GFP expression due to gene silencing. Although many more cells 

lost GFP expression from silencing compared to the number of cells showing GFP 

expression from the virus, silencing was still limited to certain areas. Unlike model 

plants, such as Arabidopsis which show complete loss of GFP fluorescence in all cells of 

new growth, sectors of GFP fluorescence remained in the vegetative organs of the cotton 

plant, even in mature bolls.  

GFP silencing in cotton was surprisingly incomplete relative to GFP silencing in 

species such as N. benthamiana and Arabidopsis (Voinnet et al., 1998; Brosnan et al., 

2007), and the pattern resembled silencing of the endogenous ChlI gene in cotton.  The 

incomplete GFP silencing was unlikely to be due to differences in sequence homology 

between the inducing smRSGFP and the targeted mGFP5-ER because the two genes 

differ only by 33-bp and contain numerous stretches of homology greater than 21-bp.  In 

cotton, as little as 28-bp of sequence homology was sufficient to silence the endogenous 

ChlI gene (Tuttle, unpublished).  A previous study showed that 23 nt is the lower size 

limit for silencing GFP while the endogenous Phytoene Desaturase (PDS) gene required 

33nt (Thomas et al., 2001), suggesting that transgenes are more susceptible to silencing. 

The similarity in the pattern of transgene and endogene silencing found in cotton is 

unusual in plants. The most common explanation for the extensive spread of transgene 

silencing compared to endogenous genes is that transgenes are methylated (Jones et al., 

1999).  There is also evidence that transitive production of secondary siRNAs occurs 

more readily for transgenes than endogenes (Miki et al., 2005).  Mutations in the host 

RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase RDR6, a key enzyme for the production of secondary 

siRNAs, leads to a reduction in the spread of both endogenous and transgene silencing 

(Vaistij et al., 2002; Vaistij and Jones, 2009).  Upland cotton may lack significant RDR6 

activity, or may be unable to produce secondary siRNAs, perhaps as an adaptation to its  
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relatively recent polyploidization (Adams and Wendel, 2005).  

GFP expression in fibers was reduced ~4.5-fold at 15 dpa. Fortuitously, silencing 

was generally uniform throughout the locules.  In at least one locule, none of the ovules 

showed GFP silencing. This suggests that diffusion of putative silencing signals in new 

growth may occur before the developmental specification of individual locules. 

Alternatively it may be the result of symplastic domains in the cotton fruit.  When the 

phloem-specific tracer carboxyfluorescein was fed into cotton leaves, fluorescence was 

only observed in portions of the boll wall, suggesting that different parts of the leaf may 

supply different parts of the boll (van Iersel et al., 1995).  Since silencing likely depends 

on the symplastic movement of the vector or siRNAs into the developing fruit, these 

symplastic domains may restrict the spread of the vector or siRNAs into a particular 

locule.  Additional experiments are needed to assess the extent and variabilty of silencing 

in fibers of individual ovules. 

 

Silencing of GhEXPA1 in Fiber 

Silencing of GhEXPA1 showed a dramatic increase when fibers from 12 and 16 

dpa plants were compared. Fibers become symplastically isolated between 10 and 15 dpa 

(Ruan et al., 2001) and may not have been receptive to VIGS during this developmental 

stage. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of GhEXPA1 transcript abundance showed a 5.6-

fold reduction at 16 dpa, but not at 12 dpa in plants from a single experiment.  This 

suggests that during times falling within the general period of symplastic isolation, the 

fiber may not be receptive to movement of the silencing signal.  It was previously 

demonstrated that symplastically isolated cells, such as guard cells, are immune to 

silencing of 35S:GFP in N. benthamiana (Voinnet et al., 1998). 

Although GhEXPA1 mRNA was not reduced at the 12-dpa timepoint, the total  

length of mature GhEXPA1-silenced fiber was still reduced by ~8.8±0.8%. A reduction in 

fiber length in GhEXPA1-silenced plants is consistent with the role of expansin in cell 

wall extension.  Neverthess, expansion of cell walls due to tintercalary growth as happens  
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in cotton fiber, should require expansin, and a more dramatic phenotype was expected.  

GhEXPA1 is highly expressed during the elongation phase of cotton fiber development.  

A second isoform GhEXPA2 is also expressed in fiber, although at a lower level (Harmer 

et al., 2002). However these isoforms share approximately 97% sequence homology and 

should have both been targeted by VIGS. 

A total of 7 ExpA isoforms were recently identified in cotton fiber (An et al., 

2007), and four were described as major isoforms active during elongation, but it is 

unclear what their precise roles are in fiber development. The expansin family is 

incompletely characterized in part because the genome of cotton has not yet been fully 

sequenced. In addition to expansins, other enzymes play a role in cell wall loosening, 

such as xyloglucan endotransglucosylase/hydrolases, and their upregulation has also been 

shown to correlate with the elongation phase in fiber (Arpat et al., 2004).    

Another explanation for the moderate reduction in fiber length is that the spread 

of  GhEXPA1 silencing was interrupted due to symplastic isolation.  Based on GFP 

expression, the viral vector does not appear to be present in the fiber itself.  We are likely 

relying on the translocation of siRNAs into the fiber from the nearby vascular tissues to 

effect silencing. However, the lack of EXP1 transcript in tissues other than the fiber, and 

its expression during a discrete period of fiber development, may limit production of 

siRNAs that could otherwise propagate or amplify silencing (Vaistij et al., 2002). It will 

therefore be important to characterize GFP silencing in fiber, which does not show 

limited expression.  It should be noted that there may be variations in the timing of 

GhEXPA1 expression and symplastic isolation under the temperature conditions used for 

VIGS, which were somewhat low for cotton (25°C/23°C vs more normal temperatures of 

26-28°C). 

 Expansins are associated with cell wall elongation and function by disrupting the 

connections between cellulose microfibrils (Cosgrove, 1997). This disruption allows wall 

components to slide over one another, which is typically followed by a period of 

intercalary growth and the formation of new cross-links. At some point, the final size of  
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the cell is reached and deposition of the secondary wall begins.  It will be important to 

determine if rreducing the amount of EXP1 in the EXP1-silenced fibers disrupted or  

negatively affected the orderly processes of cell wall deposition.  While there were no 

obvious differences in cell diameter in GhEXPA1-silenced fiber, there may have been 

structural changes in the cell wall.  Experiments are in progress to increase the quantity of 

GhEXPA1- silenced fiber for testing the mechanical properties.   

At least two alpha expansins have been targeted by RNAi in Arabidopsis.  There 

was a 25-48% reduction in root hair length when a hairpin specific for AtEXPA7 was 

expressed using the AtEXPA7 promoter (Lin et al., 2011). In these experiments, AtEXPA7 

transcript levels were reduced by 25-58% in four independent lines.  Expression of an 

antisense copy of AtExpA10 which is expressed in expanding leaves resulted in smaller 

leaf blades, cells, and overall rosette size while the sense copy led to larger cells and 

plants (Cho and Cosgrove, 2000). These experiments demonstrate that individual 

members of the alpha expansin family can play a critical role in growth. 

The length of the fiber is an important parameter for industry. Increased length 

has been correlated with reduced waste, stronger, more even yarns and fewer breaks 

during spinning (Wakeham, 1955).  However, it is important to maintain cell wall 

strength and uniformity to ensure that fiber will be suitable for industry. Overexpression 

of EXP4 in rice resulted in up to a 58% increase in mesocotyl cell length (Choi et al., 

2003). It will be interesting to determine if similar results can be obtained with EXP1 in 

cotton fiber, and to find out if compensatory mechanisms exist to retain the strength of 

the wall in an EXP1-overexpressing cell with greater total area. 

 

Summary 

The results presented here suggest that the CLCrV VIGS vector will be most 

useful for dissecting gene function during the second half of fiber development.  While 

silencing within locules appeared to be relatively uniform, silencing between locules 

varied.  Therefore it may be helpful to use a 35S:GFP cotton line and loss of GFP  
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expression as a visible marker for endogenous gene silencing by using a chimeric CLCrV 

construct targeting both the endogenous gene and GFP.  This would allow researchers to 

easily locate silenced locules and fibers, substantially improving phenotypic analysis 

particularly in cases where a non-visible, subtle, incomplete or unknown phenotype is 

expected. 

 

 

METHODS 

 

Plant growth 

The transgenic Coker-312 cotton plants contained a 35S:mGFP5-ER transgene 

and were previously described (Sunilkumar et al., 2001).  Non-transgenic cotton was 

Deltapine 5415.  Seeds were germinated four to a 4" square pot in Metromix 360 potting 

soil (Wyatt Quarles) and bombarded at the cotyledon stage (Tuttle et al., 2008).  Plants 

were transplanted into 8" round pots approximately one week following bombardment.  

For EXP1 silencing experiments, plants were transplanted into 11" round pots 

approximately 50 days after germination.   

All plants were grown in a 25°C±1°C walk-in growth chamber at 50%±10% RH 

and illuminated with approximately 800 µE of light (measured at shelf height).  Miracle 

Gro™ fertilizer was applied once per week. 

 

Inoculation 

All inoculations were performed using particle bombardment as described (Tuttle 

et al., 2008).  Briefly, 5 µg of each component was precipitated onto 1 micron gold 

particles by CaCl2 spermidine treatment.  Pellets were washed in 100% ethanol and 

resuspended in 65 µl of ethanol.  Twelve microliters of this suspension was pipetted onto 

a 13-mm Millipore swinex filter tip.  The filter was inserted into a homemade particle 

inflow gun connected to a pressurized helium tank and used to bombard cotton plants at  
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the cotyledon stage. Each pot was bombarded four times (once per plant). 

   

Construction of CLCrV:GFP and CLCrV:GUS 

The construct used to induce silencing of 35S:GFP (pJRTCLCrVA.010, referred 

to as CLCrV:GFP when co-inoculated with the B component) was previously described  

(Tuttle et al., 2008) and consists of the CLCrV A component with a 747-bp smRSGFP 

gene under the control of the AR1 promoter. As a control for the effect of the viral vector  

on gene expression, a 621-bp fragment of the β-glucuronidase gene (GUS) was amplified 

by PCR using the primers BetglucF (5'- CCG GCA TGC TTA CGT CCT GTA GAA 

ACC CCA ACC -3') and BetglucR (5' - CCG TGG CCA TTG TTT GCC TCC CTG 

CTG C - 3').  The resulting PCR product was desalted and digested with SphI and MscI 

(restriction enzyme recognition sequences are underlined in the primer sequences above) 

and cloned into the respective restriction sites of pJRTCLCrVA.008 (the CLCrV A 

component with a multiple cloning site replacing AR1) to produce pJRTCLCrVA.GUS.1 

(CLCrV:GUS). 

 

Construction of CLCrV:EXP 

Construction of the GhEXPA1 silencing vector pJRTCLCrVA:EXP1 was 

accomplished by amplifying a 465-bp fragment of the EXP1 gene by RT-PCR from 15 

dpa fiber cDNA using the primers EXP1Fnew (5' - TAT GCA TGC GAT GAC AAT 

GGT GGT TGG C - 3') and EXP1Rnew (5' - GCA ACT AGT CCA CGT TCG TTA 

TCA ACA CC - 3'). Gel extraction of the fragment was followed by digestion with SphI 

and SpeI.  The digested EXP1 fragment was ligated into pJRTCLCrVA.008 digested with 

SphI and SpeI. CLCrV:GFP was used as a control for the effect of the viral vector on 

gene expression in the EXP1 silencing experiments.  All constructs were confirmed by 

sequencing. 
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Nucleic Acid Preparation and qRT-PCR  

RNA was extracted from immature cotton fibers using the Spectrum™ Total 

Plant RNA kit (Sigma Aldrich).  Briefly, ~200 mg of immature fibers were manually  

removed from the surface of the chalazal end of developing cotton ovules using pre- 

chilled blunt forceps and placed into a mortar containing liquid nitrogen.  Samples were 

ground into a powder and stored at -80°C in 2-mL screw-cap vials.  RNA was extracted 

from pulverized fiber as described for vegetative tissue in Tuttle et al. (Tuttle et al.). 

Samples were eluted in water and quantified on a Nanodrop 1000. cDNA was  

synthesized from approximately 250 ng of RNA per sample using the Improm II reverse 

transcriptase system (Promega, Madison WI) as described (Tuttle et al., 2008).   

Quantitative RT-PCR was performed using a Stratagene MX3000 thermal cycler 

and Finnizymes Sybrgreen 2x master mix.  The target genes mGFP5-ER and EXP1 were 

amplified from 1 µL of cDNA using the primers mGFPqpcrF (5' - GCC AAC TTC AAG 

ACC CGC - 3') and mGFPqpcrR (5' - GGC AGA TTG TGT GGA CAG G - 3'), and 

Ex1qpcrnew1 (5' - CCA AAA CGA TGA TGT TGC AAA TAT TTC - 3') and 

Ex1qpcrnew2 (5' - GAC TGT ACA GGT TTC CAT AAC CAC A - 3') respectively at a 

concentration of 88 pM per primer.  Due to the inclusion of a full-length GFP in the 

pJRTCLCrVA.010 construct, to avoid amplification from the viral episome, it was 

necessary to design both mGFP5-ER primers to regions of the mGFP5-ER gene that 

contained a 3' mismatch with smRSGFP.  To avoid amplification from the EXP1 insert 

contained within pCLCrVA:EXP1, the forward primer was positioned outside of the 

EXP1 insert.  The EIF5 gene, which has been shown to be stably expressed throughout 

fiber development (Haigler et al., 2009), was used as a reference gene and amplified 

using the primers EIFqpcrF (5' - GGT TGC CAT TGT GCA AGG A -3') and EIFqpcrR 

(5' - CCG TAG GTG AGC GTT AAT CAG A - 3'). The processing of CT values into 

fold changes and the determination of standard error were done as described (Bookout 

and Mangelsdorf, 2003).  Fold change was calculated relative to GFP inoculated plants 

for expansin silencing experiments and empty vector inoculated plants for GFP silencing 

experiments. 
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GFP Imaging and Relative Quantification 

Macroscopic imaging of GFP fluorescence was done using a long-wave, hand-

held UV lamp with a 365-nm wavelength.  Images were taken using a Pentax K10D 

digital SLR camera fitted with a yellow lens filter for contrast enhancement.  For nearly 

all GFP images, a 3 second shutterspeed was used in conjunction with an aperture setting 

of 5.6.  Microscopic GFP images were captured using a Nikon E-800 fluorescence   

microscope. Ovules were hand-sectioned and mounted without fixation.  

 

Fiber Measurements 

Fiber length measurements were performed by visual inspection in a double-blind 

experiment.  Mature fibers were combed out from the chalazal end of the cottonseed and 

gently pulled taught between a microscope slide and a square Petri plate.  Fibers were 

measured from the chalazal end of the ovule to the point at which most fibers ended using 

a millimeter ruler.  Fibers from approximately 300 ovules derived from 10 bolls per plant 

and three plants per treatment were measured in total.  The fiber lengths of each ovule 

were averaged to obtain a value from each plant. The average values for each plant were 

then subjected to statistical analysis by ANOVA. 
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ON GEMINIVIRUS VIGS 

 

It has been a little over 15 years since viruses were first modified to induce 

silencing of a host gene (Kumagai et al., 1995).  In that relatively short time span, the 

number of VIGS vectors and the species in which they function have grown substantially.  

The need for such vectors has been driven in part by advances in genome and 

transcriptome sequencing.  Within the past few years, VIGS has gradually progressed 

from model species to a number of economically important crops such as tomato, wheat, 

cotton, soybean and poppy (Liu et al., 2002; Hileman et al., 2005; Tai et al., 2005; Zhang 

and Ghabrial, 2006; Tuttle et al., 2008; Gao et al., 2011). 

The ideal VIGS vector would have very few symptoms, be located in a relatively 

small number of cells in the plant, and have a broad host range.  Recent work with 

geminivirus satellites as VIGS vectors may be a step in this direction.  The fact that 

multiple viruses can maintain them has the potential to largely overcome the narrow host 

range limitation of an individual vector (Huang et al., 2009).  Theoretically, a universal 

satellite vector could be developed that would simply require that the targeted species 

have a virus that had infectious clones and could maintain the satellite.  

 An increased understanding of virus-host interactions and factors limiting viral 

infection may allow for the creation of custom designed vectors.  This could perhaps be 

exploited to either limit or expand a vector’s silencing and symptoms within a plant as 

needed.  Geminivirus movement proteins and the putative antisilencer AL2 play a role in 

determining host range (Ingham et al., 1995; Gillette et al., 1998)  and could serve as 

putative targets for construction of custom vectors through mutagenesis or gene swapping 

(Toth et al., 2002).  In hosts in which silencing is short lived or incomplete, it may be 

possible to substitute variations of anti-silencing proteins such as AL2 to improve 

maintenance of the vector (Jones et al., 1999; Buchmann et al., 2009).  Improved 

understanding of exactly how geminiviruses initiate silencing and how  

the plant responds will certainly enhance our ability to design improved silencing vectors.   
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Recent evidence from several groups suggests 22-nt siRNAs (including miRNAs) initiate 

transitivity (Chen et al., 2010; Cuperus et al., 2010).  Tang et al. recently showed that 

artificial miRNAs could be expressed from the Cabbage leaf curl virus vector (Tang et 

al., 2010).  These two discoveries could potentially be combined to produce extensive, 

highly gene-specific silencing. 

 While the use of VIGS may be complicated by a number of factors including 

variable efficiencies and impact of viral symptoms, the rapidity of the method and its 

ability to silence homologous genes in species without available sequence information 

make it an attractive alternative to transformation-based approaches to RNAi.  With the 

rapidly expanding amount of genomic information becoming available for a number of 

species, assigning function to novel and homologous genes remains a major challenge.  It 

cannot be assumed that homologous genes will have identical function in different 

species. VIGS will prove to be a valuable tool for rapidly screening genes of interest for 

both model and non-model systems.  Once phenotypes are obtained, they should be 

followed up with tissue-specific RNAi to validate and more thoroughly understand the 

function of the gene. 

  

 

ON COTTON IMPROVEMENT 

 

 While cotton has seen a tremendous amount of improvement through both 

conventional and non-conventional means, much of this improvement has focused on 

cotton fiber.  Perhaps this is understandable given that the fiber accounts for 90% of the 

economic value of cotton (Mishra et al., 2003).  However there are a number of 

vegetative traits that may be improved upon, that could also benefit fiber including 

abiotic stress tolerance and improved water usage. 

 Cotton cropping is also heavily reliant on growth regulators to improve harvesting  

efficiency.  Mepiquat chloride is applied to inhibit gibberellic acid synthesis.  This results  
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in shorter, stockier plants that are easier to manage.  While the toxicity of mepiquat  

chloride is low, it is still a chemical application.  The step in GA synthesis that is 

inhibited by mepiquat chloride has been characterized and this may make it a good target 

for modification by biotechnology (Rademacher, 2000).  If an RNAi construct targeting 

the same step in the GA pathway could be inserted under the control of a developmental 

or inducible promoter, the need for this growth regulator could be reduced or eliminated.  

Defoliants are also applied prior to cotton harvest because the excess vegetative tissue is 

rough on the harvesters.  Controlled expression of senescence genes to stimulate leaf 

abscission at the appropriate time may be an alternative to the application of defoliants. 

 There has been a strong push for cotton improvement driven by technological 

advances in other parts of the textile industry.  Improvements in fiber strength and length 

have been driven by advances in high-speed spinning and weaving.  This pressure will 

likely continue, but will be added to by increasing competition with synthetic fibers.   

The cotton fiber is an excellent system for the study of cell wall properties 

because of its extensive secondary cell wall.  Fiber is also an easily accessible tissue 

composed of a uniform cell type, and it is amendable to culture and manipulation in vitro.  

Properties of the fiber cell wall largely determine the end properties of the yarn.  In planta 

modification of the cell wall of the fiber may allow us to increase its competitiveness 

with synthetics by increasing durability, elasticity, dye uptake, and fire retardant 

properties.  An increased understanding of the processes in the plant that articulate the 

cell wall may lead to improved applications in cellulosic plastics and biofuels. 

 Constraints within the harvesting and manufacturing processes require uniformity 

in both vegetative growth and fiber properties.  Current automated harvesting practices 

remove bolls from the entire plant.  Not all bolls on the plant mature at the same rate, thus 

some are immature at harvest.  Improvement in the synchrony of boll development has 

not been attempted, but could increase usable fiber yield.  Fiber development is semi-

synchronous; fiber initiation begins on the chalazal end and progresses to the micropylar 

end of the ovule.  This and other factors related to intra-ovule competition result in a  
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range of fiber lengths at maturity, with some fibers undesirably shorter.  Greater 

uniformity in fiber initiation and ultimately fiber length would increase desirability by the 

textile manufacturers.   

Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) in cotton, facilitated by the increasing 

amount of cotton genome and transcriptome sequence information, will likely be useful 

for determining putative targets for cotton improvement.  A large number of QTLs have 

been identified in cotton (Boopathi et al., 2011).  As genomic resources improve and the 

maps of these QTLs become more refined, the rapidity and high-throughput potential of 

VIGS will be useful in screening these regions for the contributing genes.  However 

identifying putative targets for cotton improvement using VIGS and reliably 

characterizing their knockdown phenotypes is still reliant on the release of the complete 

cotton genome sequence and corresponding comprehensive physical map.  Nonetheless, 

the future for the applications of VIGS in cotton improvement seems bright. 
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Appendix A -  
 
Silencing of cell cycle and metabolic genes in cotton: Retinoblastoma-related (RBR), 
Sucrose Synthase (SS3), Delta-Cadinene Synthase (CDN1-C4) 
 
Summary 

In addition to using CLCrV to silence the marker genes ChlI, PDS, and GFP and 

the endogenous cell wall loosening gene GhEXPA1, I silenced several other genes with 

distinct roles in the cell cycle (Retinoblastoma-related gene RBR), sugar metabolism 

(Sucrose Synthase SS3), and secondary metabolite biosynthesis (delta-cadinene synthase 

(CDN1-C4).   

 

RBR Introduction 

The Retinoblastoma-Related protein (RBR) is needed for cell-cycle progression, 

endoreduplication and cell differentiation (de Jager and Murray, 1999).  RBR acts as a 

brake on the cell cycle by binding to E2F transcription factors, which promote DNA 

replication.  This interaction acts to block cellular proliferation (de Jager and Murray, 

1999).  RBR knockout mutants are gametophytic lethal (Ebel et al., 2004), which makes it 

an ideal target for investigation by virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) since VIGS can 

be initiated at any point in plant development.  In dicots, RBR is present as a single gene 

(Lendvai et al., 2007).  This low copy number also makes it a good target for VIGS 

because there are no additional family members to compensate for its down-regulation.  

Down-regulation of this gene has previously been reported in N. benthamiana using an 

RNA virus (Park et al., 2005) and also in our lab using the DNA virus TGMV (Jordan et 

al., 2007).  Loss of function of this gene in N. benthamiana leads to cell death in mature 

parts of the leaf blade, especially along the vasculature, as well as morphological 

changes, such as uneven blade development (Jordan et al., 2007) and reduced height 

(Park et al., 2005).   
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RBR Results and Discussion 

Using the known sequence of the Arabidopsis RBR gene (Genbank Accession 

AY150438), we were able to locate a partial 1801–bp sequence for the Gossypium 

homolog (Genbank Accession AY821910).  A 400 base pair fragment was cloned into 

the CLCrV vector.  After approximately 21 days a dramatic phenotype developed (Figure 

1 B,C,D).  The plants were severely dwarfed (~8 inches high at 51 dpi) with extreme 

downward crumpling in the leaves. Cell death particularly at the leaf petiole junction 

resulted in tears and holes in the leaf tissue (Figure 1C).  There was also a loss of apical 

dominance. Changes in regulation of the cell cycle can affect the total number and/or size 

of cells in different organs. Therefore, properly regulated changes have the potential to 

increase yield by modifying organ size.  Determining the conservation of cell cycle 

regulation in a crop plant such as cotton is the first step to making gains that are out of 

the reach of conventional breeding.   

 Cell death in mature tissues was extensive when RBR was down-regulated in N. 

benthamiana.  In cotton, death was more prevalent at leaf petiole junctions, although 

deformed leaves could also have resulted from death during development. 

Abnormal bulges in the stems and petioles were also evident (Figure 1D), suggesting 

possible changes in cell populations of the stem. The number of vascular parenchyma 

cells in N. benthamiana increased by 3-fold while the number of tracheids was similar. 

Petioles had enlarged cortical cells and poorly developed epidermal cells.  We observed a 

similar increase in vascular parenchyma in cotton petiole sections (Figure 1F).  

The plants showed reduced height as well as regions of cell death at the 

leaf/petiole junctions. Bolls from these plants appeared developmentally normal with the 

exception of a marked reduction in size that correlated with the severity of the phenotype 

(Figure 2).  Surprisingly, fiber and seed morphology appear unaltered.  Fiber length, and 

wall thickness was comparable to control plants silenced for ChlI (Figure 2).  Seed size 

was unaltered and the only notable difference between bolls from control and RBR- 

silenced plants was a reduction in seed number from approximately 8 seeds per locule in  
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control bolls to approximately 6 seeds per locule in bolls from the RBR silenced plants.  

The severe phenotype generated by the down-regulation of this gene and its core role in 

cell cycle progression, endoreduplication and differentiation in vegetative tissues had led 

us to expect an altered fiber phenotype.  Cotton fibers are single near synchronously 

developing cells that do not undergo endoreduplication. Taliercio and coworkers reported 

that the DNA content of cotton fibers at mid to late development did not significantly 

differ from hypocotyl tissues.  Their analysis of  14 and 25 dpa cotton fiber showed low  

 

 
Figure 1.  Silencing of the RBR gene in G. hirsutum results in altered morphology. 

A) A plant silenced for ChlI as a control for viral symptoms at 51 dpi.  B) A plant 

silenced for RBR at 51 dpi.  Leaf and internode expansion was greatly reduced and leaves 

were deformed. C)  Cell death was frequently observed at the base of the leaf around the 

petiole.  As leaves continued to expand, tears developed (arrow).  D) Arrow shows stripes 

of cell death running longitudinally up a petiole. E, F) Fluorescent images of petiole cross 

sections from ChlI-silenced plant and RBR-silenced plant respectively.  Arrow indicates 

disruption of vascular patterning caused by proliferation of parenchyma cells between 

xylem vessel elements in RBR-silenced plant. 

 

.   
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Figure 2.  Comparison of boll size and fiber length between control plants and RBR 

knockdowns.  Boll size was most reduced in the RBR knockdown with a severe 

phenotype (Right). The arrow indicates the position of an aborted locule, which accounts 

for the appearance of 3 locules instead of 4.  RBR knockdowns with less severe 

phenotypes also show reduced boll size (Middle) relative to control plants inoculated 

with the vector carrying a ChlI fragment (Left).  Seed morphology and fiber length 

appear unaltered by downregulation of RBR (Lower).  Approximate fiber length varied 

little between plants silenced for ChlI (left) and plants silenced for RBR (middle and 

right). 
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levels of expression of RBR and other cell cycle genes relative to both developing and 

mature vegetative tissues (Taliercio et al., 2005).  Consistent with the lack of 

endoreduplication in fiber, our results suggest that either silencing of RBR does not 

substantially impact fiber development, or silencing was incomplete. 

 

SS3 Introduction 

Sucrose synthase is an enzyme that catalyzes the reversible reaction of 

NDPglucose+fructose ↔sucrose+NDP.  Radio-labeling experiments in potato tuber have 

shown that both forward and reverse reactions occur in vivo (Geigenberger and Stitt, 

1993).  The enzyme has been implicated in the mobilization of sucrose through the 

phloem and in developing fruits.  In tomato, direct measurement of the activities of 

sucrose synthase suggest that it regulates import into the fruit (Wang et al., 1993).  

Antisense silencing of sucrose synthase in tomato reduced fruit yield due to more aborted 

fruit.  However sucrose import into fruit and its conversion to starch were unaltered.  It 

was also observed to reduce the rate of tomato fruit growth early in development 

(D'Aoust et al., 1999).  In Arabidopsis, sucrose synthase has been proposed to supply 

energy for phloem loading in source tissues and for metabolism in sink tissues (Martin et 

al., 1993).   

In the cotton ovule, in situ localization of the sucrose synthase protein showed it 

to be present in transfer cells, the inner and outer seed coat, and the fibers (Ruan et al., 

1997).  It was implicated in fiber initiation due to the increase in sucrose synthase protein 

accumulation at the onset of fiber cell expansion in the outer seed coat and young fibers 

(Nolte et al., 1995).  A short-fiber cotton mutant was shown to have altered accumulation 

of sucrose synthase protein in the seed coat and fiber.  Constitutive expression of a 

sucrose synthase hairpin construct reportedly resulted in a short fiber and small seed 

phenotype (Ruan et al., 2003).  Additional RNAi experiments using SS3 hairpins under 

the control of an endosperm-specific promoter resulted in early seed arrest (Ruan et al., 

2008).  
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SS3 Results and Discussion 

In hopes of demonstrating the ability of our system to silence a fiber gene and  

produce a visible fiber phenotype, we designed an experiment based upon an RNAi 

experiment conducted by Ruan et al. (Ruan et al., 2003).  In this experiment, a hairpin 

RNA construct containing 390-bp of the sucrose synthase gene (SS3) was placed under  

the control of the constitutive Subterranean clover stunt mosaic virus segment-7 

promoter.  The resulting reduction in SS3 protein was correlated with a substantial 

reduction in fiber length, and no vegetative phenotypes were reported.  We therefore 

sought to repeat RNAi of the SS3 gene using the CLCrV VIGS system with the 

assumption that we would be able to silence the SS3 gene in cotton fiber and reproduce 

the short-fiber phenotype of the SS3 hairpin transformants.   

 Plants silenced for SS3 using the CLCrV vector displayed no visible vegetative 

phenotype.  However a preliminary assessment of sugar and starch content in source 

leaves suggested a substantial increase in starch.  We verified the increased starch content 

in SS3-silenced source tissue by histochemistry using the iodine-containing Luegol’s 

solution.  When cross-sections of the source leaves of SS3-silenced plants were stained 

for starch, isolated areas of the leaf stained deep purple, indicative of excessive starch 

(Figure 3 B, D).  At higher magnification, it appears that SS3-deficient plants accumulate 

starch specifically in spongy mesophyll cells, where CO2 is abundant, not in the palisade 

mesophyll (Figure 2 D).  Other publications have also demonstrated a link between 

sucrose synthase activity and starch accumulation in source tissues (Wang et al., 1993).  

Although at this time we are without a complete model for why starch is accumulating in 

these leaves, we surmise that it could be due to a decrease in sink strength (Wang et al., 

1993).  
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Figure 3.  Source leaves of SS3-silenced plants accumulate starch. 

(A) Low magnification image showing multiple leaf cross-sections from control source 

leaves showing no clear starch staining after treatment with Leugol’s solution.  (B) Low 

magnification image showing multiple sections from an SS3-silenced source leaf.  

Arrows indicate purple regions present after treatment with Leugol’s solution, indicative 

of abundant starch.  (C) High magnification (40X) image of an empty vector-treated leaf 

cross section showing palisade and spongy mesophyll. (D) High magnification image of 

an SS3-silenced source leaf showing massive starch accumulation in the spongy 

mesophyll.  P = palisade mesophyll, s = spongy mesophyll. 

 
 

Although we were able to demonstrate down-regulation of SS3 at 10 days post  

anthesis (dpa), (Figure 4), we failed to obtain the dramatic short-fiber phenotype 

observed in the aforementioned RNAi experiments.  We did however observe effects on 
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seed development.  In concurrence with the hairpin RNAi experiments, we found an 

increase in the proportion of small seeds and motes in CLCrV:SS3 infected plants.  Forty  

seven percent (41/87) of seeds from CLCrV:SS3 treated plants had a weight of less than 

10 mg compared to 10% (11/110) and 3.9% (4/102) for CLCrV:CP- (empty vector) and 

CLCrV:CHLI control treatments respectively.  

 
 

 
Figure 4.  Seed size is reduced in SS3-silenced plants, but fiber weight is not 

significantly altered.  A) Semi-quantitative RT-PCR for sucrose synthase.  Sucrose 

synthase transcript was reduced in silenced plants at 10 dpa relative to mock inoculated 

and ChlI-silenced controls.  B) Graph of seed weights for SS3-silenced plants 

(CLCrV:SS3), empty vector inoculated plants (CLCrV:CP-), and ChlI-silenced controls 

(CLCrV:ChlI) indicating a strong increase in the proportion of small seeds <20 mg in 

SS3-silenced plants.  C)  Graph of fiber weights from SS3-silenced plants (red), empty 

vector-inoculated plants (green) and ChlI-silenced plants (yellow). 

 
 

The extreme accumulation of starch in the foliar tissues of our CLCrV:SS3-

infected plants and the lack of a visible fiber phenotype suggests that some of the effects 

on fiber development observed in the hairpin RNAi experiments may have resulted from 

a general perturbance of sugar metabolism in the plant as opposed to a direct effect on  

fiber development.  Because the SS3 hairpin RNAi experiments focused on a reduction in  

protein and not transcript levels, as in our VIGS experiments, it is difficult to compare the 

molecular data from the two experiments. 
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CDN1-C4 Introduction 

 Delta-cadinene synthase catalyzes the conversion of farnesyl diphosphate to form 

cyclic-sesquiterpenes (Chappell, 1995).  The enzyme functions upstream in a terpene 

aldehyde biosynthetic pathway to produce delta-cadinene, the precursor to gossypol and  

related terpene aldehydes in cotton (Chen et al., 1995).  Terpene aldehyde compounds 

accumulate in the lysigenous glands of cotton and have been implicated in insect and 

nematode resistance (Bell and Stipanovic, 1978; Veech, 1979).  The cottonseed is also 

high in terpene aldehydes and due to their toxicity in monogastric animals, considerable 

effort has been made into breeding low gossypol cotton.  Low gossypol cotton seed 

would reduce the refining required for cotton seed oil and allow human consumption of 

the high protein seed (Sunilkumar et al., 2006).  Biotechnology has been employed to 

realize this goal.   

Attempted antisense inhibition of the delta-cadinene synthase family member 

CDN1-C4 failed to result in gossypol reductions, however the authors noted that 

induction of CDN1-C4 by bacterial blight was blocked (Townsend et al., 2005).  

Attempts to down-regulate gossypol in the seed using a seed-specific hairpin construct 

were substantially more successful and resulted in large reductions in seed gossypol 

without impacting foliar gossypol levels (Sunilkumar et al., 2006). 

  

CDN1-C4 Results and Discussion 

The delta-cadinene synthase family of enzymes functions upstream in the 

biosynthetic pathway for the production of gossypol and defense-related secondary 

metabolites; therefore silencing this gene should lead to a reduction in these compounds 

(Figure 5). Sunilkumar et al. (Sunilkumar et al., 2006) reported a significant reduction in 

levels of gossypol in cottonseed when an RNAi hairpin construct containing a 604-bp  

fragment of the CDN1-C4 gene was transformed into cotton under the control of the 

seed-specific α-globulin B promoter.  In an attempt to demonstrate the utility of the 

VIGS system for modulating secondary metabolite biosynthesis, we cloned an identical  
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604-bp fragment into the A component of the CLCrV vector.   

 

 
Figure 5.  Abridged biosynthetic pathway for the production of gossypol, 

hemigossypolone and heliocides H1-H4.  The gene family targeted for down-regulation 

is boxed in blue.  The enzymatic step predicted to be disrupted is covered by a red “X”.  

Products analyzed by HPLC and predicted to decrease due to silencing of the CDN1-C4 

gene are boxed in red.  Image is adapted from www.metacyc.org. 

 

 

At 62 days post infection (dpi), twelve foliar samples from four silenced plants 

and 6 foliar samples from mock inoculated and positive control plants (infected with 

CLCrV A carrying 500-bp of the GUS gene) were freeze dried and shipped to the 

laboratory of Dr. Robert Stipanovic for HPLC analysis of gossypol, hemigossypolone, 

and heliocides H1-H4.  Of the six metabolites analyzed, only heliocide H3 was 

significantly reduced relative to the infected control (Figure 6).  It should be noted,  

however, that heliocides H1 and H4 both appeared to increase due to viral infection.  H1, 

H3, and H4 all decreased in the CDN1-C4 knockdowns compared to GUS vector- 
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Figure 6.  CDN1-C4 transcript is reduced, but the levels of most terpene aldehydes 

are not.  A)  Transcript was reduced relative to CLCrV:GUS inoculated controls.  B)  

Levels of hemigossypolone and gossypol were not significantly reduced.  Heliocides H1 

and H4 increased after infection of a GUS-containing viral vector suggesting that 

geminiviruses themselves perturb the system. H4 showed a statistically significant 

increase while H1 was increased in GUS vectors compared to mock-inoculated plants. 

Heliocide H3 was the only metabolite that showed a significant reduction in CDN1-C4-

silenced plants, perhaps because it showed the least change in response to infection.  

Error bars are standard error of the mean.  “*” indicates a significant difference with an α 

level of 0.05.  P-values from a t-test comparing levels of H4 and H1 in mock and 

CLCrV:GUS.1- infected plants were 0.0323 and  0.0513 respectively.  The P-value from 

a t-test comparing levels of H3 in CLCrV:GUS.1 and CLCrV:CDN infected plants was 

0.0088.  Significance was assessed using a T-Test with Welch’s correction.  Outliers 

were determined to be any value falling more than 1.5 inter-quartile ranges beyond the 3rd 

quartile value for a population. 

 

 

inoculated plants, but only H3 displayed a significant decrease compared to mock- 

inoculated controls. Therefore silencing from the CDN1-C4 vector is better reflected in 

the analysis of heliocide H3 levels. 
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It is possible that the viral infection itself strongly induces Heliocides H1 and H4, 

but not H3. Numerous other studies report preferential upregulation of these two 

heliocides in response to wounding, herbivory, and jasmonic acid treatment (McAuslane 

and Alborn, 1998; Bezemer et al., 2004; Opitz et al., 2008).  In Arabidopsis, the pathogen 

response to geminiviruses is regulated predominately through the salicylic acid pathway 

(Ascencio-Ibanez et al., 2008), suggesting that salicylic acid may also play a role in the 

induction of these two heliocides.  Additionally, this hypothesis explains the reduction in 

hemigossypolone and gossypol seen in infected controls because hemigossypolone serves  

as a direct precursor to heliocides H1 and H4 via a Diels-Alder reaction with β-ocimene 

(Stipanovic et al., 1978).  When infected, the plant draws from these precursor pools to 

increase production of heliocides H1 and H4.  Levels of heliocide H2 were too variable 

for any conclusions to be drawn from this experiment.   

In addition to the shifts in defense metabolites brought on by infection, several 

other factors could have contributed to our inability to significantly reduce the levels of 

gossypol and related metabolites in the silenced plants.  There was a problem in our 

initial sampling procedure for collecting foliar tissue.  One of the three samples taken 

from each plant was from an immature leaf.  Due to the close spacing of the lysigenous 

glands in developing tissues, these samples gave substantially higher levels of gossypol 

and related metabolites than the two remaining mature foliar samples.  As such, we were 

unable to include them in the analysis.  There was a large range in metabolite 

composition between samples and this, combined with our limited sample size, made it 

difficult to draw significant conclusions from some of the data.  Tissue samples were 

taken at 62 dpi, at which point silencing may have been waning.  Finally, delta-cadinene 

synthase is part of a large multigene family containing at least twelve family members  

(Townsend et al., 2005).  It is very likely that other CDN family members may have 

compensated for the partial reduction of CDN1-C4 expression (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7.  Sequence alignments showing homology between the Delta-cadinene 

Synthase gene family and the target fragment used in our vector.    (A) Alignment of 

the silencing fragment with the B, C, and D classes of sequenced members of the 

Gossypium hirsutum Cdn family.  (B) Alignment of the silencing fragment with the A 

class of the Cdn family.  This alignment was done separately due to the substantial 

divergence of the A class genes. Regions in green represent stretches of 21 or more 

nucleotides with perfect homology, which are required to produce siRNAs against 

various Cdn family members.  Regions in light blue indicate the binding site of the 

forward primer used for RT-PCR.  (C) Phylogenetic tree of the Cdn family illustrating 

the divergence between the A, B , C, and D classes (modified from Townsend et al. 

2005).  
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METHODS 

 

Cloning of RBR, CDN1-C4, and SS3 Silencing Constructs 

A 400 base pair fragment of the putative GhRBR gene was amplified from a G.  

hirsutum total cDNA population using the primers EcoGhRbrR 5’ – CTG AA TTC TTA 

GAT GCC GCC TCA GTT CT – 3’ and SphGhRbrF 5’ – CTG CAT GCA GCT GAG 

TTG CAG CGT TTT T – 3’.  This fragment was gel purified and both the CLCrV empty 

vector (pJRTCLCrV. 008) and the PCR fragment were digested with EcoRI and SphI.    

A 390 base pair fragment of the SS3 gene was amplified from a G. hirsutum total 

cDNA population using the primers SUSF 5’ – GCA GCA TGC CTG GGA TAA GAT 

CTC CCA AGG AG – 3’ and SUSR 5’ – GCA GCA TGC GTC ACC ATA TTT AAC 

TGG AAT TGA CG– 3’.  This fragment was gel purified and both the CLCrV empty 

vector (pJRTCLCrV. 008) and the PCR fragment were digested with SphI.  The CLCrV 

empty vector was dephosphorylated prior to ligation.  

A 604 base pair fragment of the putative GhCDN1-C4 gene was amplified from a 

G. hirsutum total cDNA population using the primers CDN1F 5’ – GGC GAATTC 

ATGCCGAGAACGACCTCTACAC – 3’ and CDN1R 5’ – GCG CTG CAG GTA TCA 

TCT ACA ATA GAT GCC ATT GCT ATC AC – 3’.  This fragment was gel purified 

and both the CLCrV empty vector (pJRTCLCrV. 008) and the PCR fragment were 

digested with EcoRI and PstI.    

As a control for the effect of the viral vector on gene expression, a 621-bp 

fragment of the β-glucuronidase gene (GUS) was amplified by PCR using the primers 

BetglucF (5'- CCG GCA TGC TTA CGT CCT GTA GAA ACC CCA ACC -3') and 

BetglucR (5' - CCG TGG CCA TTG TTT GCC TCC CTG CTG C - 3').  The resulting 

PCR product was desalted and digested with SphI and MscI (restriction enzyme 

recognition sequences are underlined in the primer sequences above) and cloned into the 

respective restriction sites of pJRTCLCrVA.008 (the CLCrV A component with a  

multiple cloning site replacing AR1) to produce pJRTCLCrVA.GUS 
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Construction of pJRTCLCrVA.009 was described previously in Tuttle et al. 

(2008) 

 

Plant Growth and Inoculation 

 The tetraploid cotton cultivar used in the RBR, CDN1-C4, and SS3 silencing 

experiments was DP5415.  Plants were grown and inoculated biolistically as described  

previously in Tuttle et al. (2008).   

 

RT-PCR analysis of SS3 and CDN1-C4 

RNA extraction and semi-quantitative PCR were performed as described 

previously (Tuttle et al.).  The reference gene used for vegetative tissue was GAPDH.  

The primers used for amplfication of GAPDH were GhGAPDH1 (5'-ATC AAG GGC 

ACC ATG ACT ACC ACT-3') and GhGAPDH2 (5'-ACC AGT TGA AGT CGG GAC 

GAT GTT-3').  The reference gene used for fiber was EIF5.  EIF5 was amplified using 

the primers EIFqpcrF (5'-GGTTGCCATTGTGCAAGGA-3') and EIF5RTR (5'-CAG 

GGT AAT CAT CTG CGT CTT G-3').  The SS3 gene was amplified using the primers 

SUSRTF (5'-CAC AAT GCC AAG GCT TGA TCG TG-3') and SUSRTR (5'-CGA CGA 

GTA TGT CAG CAG CTT GATC-3') The CDN1-C4 gene was amplified using 

CDN1RTF (5'-GCC ATA CGC AAG AGA TAG AGT GGT TG-3') and CDN1RTR (5'-

GAT GTA ATA GCA AGC ATG GCA TAA CCA C-3').  All RT-PCR reactions were 

carried out with a Tm of 60°C. 

 

HPLC analysis of terpene aldehyde samples in cotton 

Three leaves were collected from the upper portion of each plant and freeze dried. 

Extracts were prepared using the method described by (Benson et al., 2001).  That is, 100 

± 5 mg of powdered tissue was weighed to the nearest 0.1  

mg into a 15 mL centrifuge tube then 10.00 ± 0.05 mL of extractant (80% acetonitrile, 

20% water and 0.1% phosphoric acid) was added.  The mixture was gently stirred to  
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ensure complete wetting of the tissue and then it was sonicated at room temperature for 5 

min.  Afterwards, the mixture was gently shaken, sonicated for another 5 min and 

centrifuged at 2800rpm for 5 min.  A portion of the resulting clear extract was transferred 

to a vial for HPLC analysis (described below). 

  All HPLC analyses were performed within 12 hr of extract preparation.  The  

HPLC analysis was performed on an Agilent Technologies 1200 Liquid Chromatograph 

equipped with a diode array detector and a computer with a HP-ChemStation-

Rev.B.02.01-SR1 operating and data analysis system.  This HPLC method allows for the 

determination of the levels of hemigossypolone, methoxyhemigossypolone, gossypol and 

heliocides in extracts from cotton leaf, bud and seed tissue (Stipanovic et al., 1988).  The 

method uses a SGE 250GL4-ODS-H-12/5 (P/N 207019) column maintained at 55 ºC 

with an isocratic mobile phase composed of 37.4% water, 20.2% acetonitrile, 16.7% 

ethanol, 12.1% isopropanol, 5.1% dimethylformamide, 4.6% methanol, 3.8% ethyl 

acetate and 0.1% phosphoric acid.  The flowrate is 1.25 mL/min and the run time is 26 

min, which ensures that any B heliocides that may be present would be detected.  The 

chromatogram signal is obtained at 272 ± 10 nm (referenced to 550 ± 50 nm) while 

spectra for detected compounds are stored over 240 - 400 nm.  The injection volume for 

all samples in this analysis was 50 µL. 
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Appendix B - Silencing of ChlI in the diploid Gossypium Raimondii 
 

The diploid D genome progenitor of modern tetraploid cotton, Gossypium 

raimondii, has been the focus of recent sequencing efforts due to the reduced complexity 

of its genome relative to G. hirsutum.  I obtained a small number of G. raimondii seeds 

and conducted preliminary experiments to verify the utility of our vector for silencing 

this ancestral genome.  I demonstrated the functionality of our VIGS vector for gene 

silencing in G. raimondii by silencing ChlI with the pJRT009 construct described 

previously in Tuttle et al. (2008).  We were limited in the number of G. raimondii seeds, 

therefore our initial experiments were small (two experiments each consisting of a single 

silenced plant).  During both experiments, silencing in G. raimondii occurred earlier than 

in the tetraploid cultivar DP5415 (6 to 8 days versus 12 to 21 days).  In addition to the 

early onset, ChlI silencing was much more extensive than previously observed in DP5415 

(Figure 1D).  Initial silencing in G. raimondii leaves was so extensive that many of the 

leaves developed regions of cell death and senesced.  As the plants aged, non-silenced 

“green islands” began to develop in new growth (Figure 1F). 

Modern tetraploid cotton is derived from the fusion of ancestral diploid genomes 

resembling G. raimondii and G. herbacaeum.  G. herbacaeum (cv. Whitinium) failed to 

exhibit silencing.  A Southern blot was performed to determine if the CLCrV vector 

could be detected in the G. herbacaeum plants.  However no signal was detected in these 

plants suggesting that G. herbacaeum may not be susceptible to the CLCrV vector (data 

not shown).  G. herbacaeum is still cultivated for its fiber and the lack of VIGS may be 

the result of selection for virus resistance; however it will be necessary to test additional 

wild G. herbacaeum cultivars to confirm this conclusion. 
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Figure 1.  Silencing in G. raimondii initiated earlier and was more extensive than in 

G. hirsutum.  (A-C)  The G. hirsutum cultivar DP5415 at 6, 21, and 42 days post 

infection with CLCrV:ChlI.  Note that ChlI silencing was not evident at 6 days post 

infection in DP5415 (A).  (D-F)  Gossypium raimondii at 6, 21, and 42 days post 

infection with CLCrV:ChlI.  Silencing of ChlI was evident as early as 6 dpi and loss of 

chlorophyll was extensive in new growth. 

 

 
 

 


